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XR Development with the Relay and Responder Pattern
Carmine Elvezio
Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR) provide powerful, natural, and robust
ways to interact with digital content, across a number of different domains. AR and VR,
collectively known as Extended Reality (XR), can facilitate the execution of surgical procedures,
aid in maintenance and repair of mechanical equipment, provide novel visualization paradigms for
data analysis, and even empower new ways to experience video games. These experiences are built
on rich, complex real-time interactive systems (RISs) that require the integration of numerous
components supporting everything from rendering of virtual content to tracking of objects and
people in the real world. There are decades of research on the development of robust RISs, utilizing
different software engineering modalities, which facilitate the creation of these systems. While in
the past, developers would frequently write all of the components and the “logical glue” themselves
(often built with graphics suites such as OpenGL and DirectX), with the the rise of popular 3D game
creation engines, such as Unity and Unreal, new development modalities have begun to emerge.
While the underlying game engines provide a significantly easier pipeline to integrate different
sub-systems of AR/VR applications, there are a number of development questions that arise when
considering how interaction, visualization, rendering, and application logic should interact, as
developers are often left to create the “logical glue” on their own, leading to software components
with low reusability. As the needs of users of these systems increase and become more complex,
and as the software and hardware technology improves and becomes more sophisticated, the
underlying subsystems must also evolve to help meet these needs.
In this work, I present a new software design pattern, the Relay & Responder (R&R) pattern, that
attempts to address the concerns found with many traditional object-oriented approaches in XR
systems. The R&R pattern simplifies the design of these systems by separating logical components
from the communication infrastructure that connects them, while minimizing coupling and
facilitating the creation of logical hierarchies that can improve XR application design and module
reuse.
Additionally, I explore how this pattern can, across a number of different research development
efforts, aid in the creation of powerful and rich XR RISs. I first present related work in XR system
design and introduce the R&R pattern. Then I discuss how XR development can be eased by
utilizing modular building blocks and present the Mercury Messaging framework, which
implements the R&R pattern. Next I delve into three new XR systems that explore complex XR
RIS designs (including user study management modules) using the pattern and framework. I then
address the creation of multi-user, networked XR RISs using R&R and Mercury. Finally I end with
a discussion on additional considerations, advantages, and limitations of the pattern and framework,
in addition to prospective future work that will help improve both.
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Preface
Augmented and Virtual Reality present an amazing opportunity to enhance the real world or
let someone be immersed in a completely novel experience. These technologies can do everything
from putting a virtual concert in your living room, to whisking a person suffering in a hospital to a
distant virtual world. The creators of these experiences are tasked with effectively and safely
altering perception and reality and the engineering challenges that arise from these requirements
can be intense.
Over the last three decades, there has been a huge effort in creating tools to enable the development
of these experiences. While we’re still a long way off from from having a set of tools that make the
process truly easy and pain free, we’ve come a long way. This dissertation represents years of effort
to reassess the methodology used to create these experiences. The result of these efforts is a new
software design pattern, called Relay & Responder (R&R), that we’ll explore thoroughly in the
following chapters.
While I believe the work in this dissertation is general enough to help a wide range of developers,
no single design pattern will ever present a solution for all challenges, even in the domain of
problems for which they are designed. So it is my hope that this work just makes at least a small
contribution to the awesome ongoing effort across the world to empower the creation of these
incredible experiences.
With some power comes some responsibility, so let’s get to work.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Figure 1.1: PreOrientation [99], Rotation Guidance [98], CURVE [27], and Bounce [26].
Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR) applications provide immersive experiences
for users, either augmenting the real world with digital content or transporting users to different
worlds entirely. To achieve this, these applications are often built on complex systems of inter-
connected components that work to create immersive, intuitive, and robust experiences. These
components may include device, environment, object, hand, eye, and person tracking, in addition
to 3D graphical rendering, user interaction (UX), data, and machine learning modules. When
integrated, these components form immersive real-time interactive systems (RISs) that power AR
and VR experiences. This thesis introduces a new software design pattern, the Relay & Responder
pattern (or simply R&R), which aims to facilitate AR and VR system design by streamlining and
decoupling inter- and intra-module communication, while providing structure to the logical organi-
zation of components. I discuss a number of research endeavors that explore different requirements
for AR and VR application design, and the RISs that power them, and present different interaction,
visualization, and scientific experimental modalities that are empowered by the technology that we
have created.
RISs are a broad category of software applications ranging from 2D graphics suites, such
as Adobe Photoshop [1], to 3D ones, such as Autodesk Maya [5]. The principal requirement is
that they run in real-time, such that a user feels as though the system responds to input without
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significant delay. Immersive applications fall under this category, and the need to integrate all of the
components (described above) together creates a set of intense software engineering challenges that
have inspired decades of research across a number of subfields of computer science. These can be
found when constructing the immersive applications and the lower-level systems that power them.
For example, Nintendo’s Pokémon Go [108], which runs on iPhone and Android devices, allows
players to try to catch Pokémon in real-world outdoor environments. Pokémon are projected into
the environment and appear to walk on the real-world ground. To achieve this, the phone’s camera
is used to scan the environment and provide information about the device’s position and orientation
relative to that environment. The geometric representation of the environment, used to create the
effect that the Pokémon are walking in the real world, must be connected to the sub-system that
provides continuous device 3D position information. This alone is a large endeavor and many APIs
and SDKs exist to ease development (e.g., Apple’s ARKit [4], Android’s ARCore [42], and PTC’s
Vuforia [87]).
While those systems provide the necessary foundation to create convincing immersive ap-
plications, there is also a need for tools that facilitate the development of the application logic,
interactions and visualizations that a user experiences. This includes the logic that handles how
digital content is to respond when a user tries to interact using their hands. Microsoft’s Minecraft AR
game [104] for the HoloLens AR head-worn display (HWD) [66] allows players to place cuboidal
bricks in the real-world, using their hands, and interacting with surrounding physical surfaces (e.g.,
floors, walls, and tabletops). To ease the interaction between various input modalities (including a
user’s hands, eyes, voice and body) and the digital content (the bricks that the user can place in the
environment and the digital representation of the environment itself), Microsoft utilizes their own
Mixed-Reality Toolkit (MRTK) [68], which provides a set robust components that programmers
can use to create those interactions.
And on top of this, the applications require complex state machines that represent the combined
state of all lower-level components, and the higher-level visualization and interaction technologies
(often referred to as the “logical glue”). This application-level code controls how and when the
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associated modules above activate, and the rules governing the experience overall. In Electronic
Arts’ Squadrons VR experience [48], this includes level information, and how spaceships are
controlled by different input modalities supported by the game, including gamepads, joysticks, and
mouse/keyboard combinations. While there exist a number of tools that ease some aspects of the
creation of the application management technology, they are often too low level and still encourage
coupling between software modules.
This thesis presents a set of publications, projects, and additional research conducted by my
colleagues and me in the Computer Graphics and User Interfaces (CGUI) Lab at Columbia Univer-
sity [32] that aim to facilitate the creation of RISs powering immersive AR and VR applications,
by using our new R&R software pattern. In Chapter 2, I start with coverage of related and prior
work in XR development software patterns, including our own efforts leading up to the work in
this thesis. In Chapter 3, I introduce the R&R pattern, at several levels of abstraction and with
motivating examples. In Chapter 4, I discuss WF Toolkit, where we developed an initial version of
the R&R pattern, focusing on the composition of XR software components. In Chapter 5, I present
the Mercury Messaging framework, which is the first complete implementation of the R&R pattern,
and the software basis for much of the work covered in the rest of the thesis. In Chapter 6, we’ll
dive into three large-scale research systems that were built with Mercury and explore how the R&R
pattern simplified the creation of those systems. In Chapter 7 we will look at how we can create
complex and novel multi-user and multi-system networked XR applications using Mercury and the
type of distributed scene graph topology encouraged by the pattern. Finally, in Chapter 8, we will
consider the advantages and limitations of R&R and Mercury, and future work that will improve the
pattern and framework.
As AR and VR technologies share a number of overlapping requirements (including tracking,
rendering, and input), they are often treated as a pair when constructing immersive systems, thus
I will refer to them collectively as Extended Reality, or XR, as is common in the development
community.
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Figure 1.2: The Relay and Responder pattern for XR development. With this pattern, networks of
bidirectionally communicating Relays pass messages that are handled by Responders.
1.1 Contributions
The work included in this dissertation makes a number of contributions to the field of XR RIS
software development. These contributions, briefly summarized below, are explored and discussed
at length in the following chapters.
1.1.1 The Relay & Responder (R&R) software pattern
XR RISs are often complex and difficult to develop. There are many interacting subsystems
which need to work together efficiently in order to create rich and powerful immersive experiences.
However, the consequence of the highly intricate interplay between XR software components is
highly coupled and interdependent code.
Software coupling is problematic as it can limit reuse of otherwise independent modules [39]. If
an XR controller script needs to know about a graphics renderer (and is thus coupled to it) and we
eventually upgrade our system to a new rendering engine, can the XR controller code be reused
without heavy modifications? In my experience and as explored throughout the literature (Chapter
5
2), the answer is often no. This occurs due to functional dependencies between software modules.
The many approaches to handling this (including the observer, command, and mediator software
patterns [39]) do not fully cover all of the particular needs of XR development, as explored in
Chapter 2 and Sections 3.1, 4.2, 5.2, and 7.1. One contribution of this dissertation is a comprehensive
survey of the literature and state of the art in the field of XR RIS development, covered in the
aforementioned chapters and sections.
Additionally, relationships between components in XR RISs have often been tied to the view of
the real and virtual scene’s representation (the “scene graph”) [58]. The work done as part of my
dissertation decouples the communication hierarchy from the rendering hierarchy enforced by the
scene graph to allow hierarchical communication among components that are not related spatially.
In an attempt to address the many needs of XR RIS development, we introduce the Relay &
Responder pattern (Chapter 3), which separates logical control components from the communication
infrastructure that connects them. The pattern helps to improve XR application design and module
reuse by minimizing coupling and facilitating the creation of logical component hierarchies and
networks (Figure 1.2).
With the pattern, communication between software modules occurs through messages passed
between Relays and handled by Responders. Relays are unable to process the particulars of a mes-
sage, that responsibility being left to Responders, which in turn do not need to worry about message
communication and propagation. The pattern makes three contributions to XR development:
1. The pattern reduces inter- and intra-module coupling by ensuring that Relays are always
agnostic to both the particulars of the invoking object and associated Responders.
2. By defining relationships on a Relay-to-Relay or Relay-to-Responder level, instead of through
explicit function signatures (as in alternative approaches), the pattern allows for the specifica-
tion of relationships that can be reused for many functional requirements.
3. The pattern allows for the definition of structured relationships between software components,
where messages between components propagate through networks of those objects.
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Figure 1.3: WF Toolkit provides a number of utilities to facilitate the creation and management of
reusable and modular XR visualizations and interactions.
These three contributions are useful across different software engineering disciplines, but
are particularly helpful in the development of XR RISs, as will be explored throughout this
dissertation. The approach we introduce is agnostic to the type of messages that are routed through
its network (e.g., interaction, input device, rendering command) focusing on providing the routing
and connection mechanism to ensure the various components can be linked easily and communicate
seamlessly.
1.1.2 Modular Widget Construction
Across a number of different early development efforts, we encountered the same issues of
module reuse from a number of perspectives, and found ourselves recreating the same components
across projects. We wanted to reduce our efforts taken in the development of the XR utilities
that conceptually differed little between projects. A number of alternative systems, toolkits and
frameworks had been developed to aid in the creation of XR RISs (Chapter 2 and Section 4.2),
but there were limitations to the degree in which they could be applied to our research without
customization and redevelopment.
We took lessons learned from earlier attempts at creating utilities to aid in the development
of our larger projects (Section 2.3), tried to understand what overlap existed, and then began the
process of porting all of the code distributed across those efforts into a single, simple-to-use toolkit.
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Our goal was to facilitate the composition of modular building blocks that can be used to create rich
and robust UIs (which is one of the goals of the XR application of R&R).
In an attempt to meet this goal, we created WF Toolkit (Chapter 4), which tackles some of the
issues limiting reuse and scalability of XR software (Figure 1.3). Using a more object-oriented,
functional version of Relays, WF Toolkit allows for composition of interaction and visualization
controllers using a set of interconnected objects called WF Nodes. WF Nodes present an interface
(with a set of supported functions) to calling code, hiding the behavior and identity of function
execution entities and allowing for easy reuse of components.
The toolkit makes a number of contributions over prior frameworks:
1. A component-based framework to streamline the creation of modular widgets by implement-
ing a simple interface and adding a drag-and-drop component for handling communication
among widgets.
2. A management module for these widgets that can work on both local and networked configu-
rations.
3. Tools for rapid prototyping and user testing of systems that include these modular widgets.
Each of these contributions is explored in depth in Chapter 4. While in some cases, the work in
subsequent chapters subsumes or replaces elements of WF Toolkit, these contributions still stand on
their own, especially when attempting to address some of the concerns of XR development when
not using the complete R&R pattern.
1.1.3 The Mercury Messaging Framework
With WF Toolkit, we explored how to construct UI widgets using compounded WF Nodes in
Unity. However, even with the toolkit, we still found ourselves with many of the same concerns
regarding XR development. Calling and receiving code were functionally dependent, even if through
the intermediary of WF Nodes. And unidirectional communication between caller and receiver
meant we couldn’t limit coupling in XR applications where bidirectional communication between
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Figure 1.4: The scene graph for our XR Rotation Guidance system [98], where Mercury Relay
Nodes form connections between various distributed GameObjects. Messages sent to Relay Nodes
are automatically propagated to linked Relays and associated Responders.
components was needed (e.g., a UI panel could both act as input and output for other 3D objects in
a scene, and if the toolkit didn’t provide a communication back-channel, they would provide one
themselves, re-coupling the code). Further, while WF Toolkit was hierarchical, managing entities
were needed at the top of each tree to coordinate message propagation; this caused programmers to
need to design applications around the functional requirements of those managers. Thus, we needed
to approach the issues at a more abstract level, and directly address the concerns above through a
new framework.
The first implementation of the R&R pattern, Mercury Messaging, is a general-purpose, extensi-
ble, hierarchical communication framework for software components to exchange messages with
each other in the Unity game engine (Figure 1.4). Mercury facilitates utilization of the R&R pattern
and the composition-over-inheritance design principle [39] by making it easier to compose hybrid
modules with reusable, hierarchical, bidirectional communication pathways.
With Mercury (Chapter 5), Relays (called Relay Nodes in the framework) and Responders are
C# components that can be added to Unity’s scene graph entities (i.e., GameObjects) and connect to
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one another across the scene graph. Programmers can specify relationships between entities in a
number of ways: in the Unity Editor, in configuration files, and directly in code. Relays propagate
Mercury messages: extensible, lightweight objects carrying programmer specified payload (with
the ability to make any class compatible). Programmers only need to invoke a single function,
MmInvoke, to initiate message propagation into a network of distributed GameObjects. Developers
never need to worry about the implementation details of the communication infrastructure, only
specifying how they’d like messages to propagate, through easily implemented and reusable routing
metadata blocks in the messages. As with the R&R pattern, the objects calling MmInvoke and the
Responders never need to know anything about one another.
With Mercury we make the following contributions:
1. An approach to structured, bidirectional inter-component communication for RISs and UIs
that simplifies message propagation, reducing programmer overhead and optimizing code
design.
2. An overview of a framework that makes this approach possible and extensible for various use
cases, to ensure that XR developers are able to adapt the framework to the various needs of
RIS development.
3. A description of a set of examples that demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach and
show how developers can implement different XR requirements through R&R.
4. A reference implementation in Unity with which the examples have been developed. While
this description would allow developers to better understand and utilize the system, it can also
be used as a guide to implementing R&R in other languages.
As mentioned above, Mercury is the first implementation of the R&R pattern that meets all of
the requirements mentioned above and in Chapter 3. Additionally, it provides a number of utilities
that further help simplify XR RIS development. These are discussed below and in depth in Chapter
5, and Sections 5.5, and 8.
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Figure 1.5: A partial representation of an R&R network for a user study evaluating performance of
different XR notification approaches (Section 6.3). The experiment management code is distributed
amongst four components (Task, App, and Widget managers, in addition to a Data logger), all of
which communicate through Relays.
1.1.4 User Study creation with R&R
Our lab has been developing XR RISs for decades and running experiments on our interac-
tion and visualization solutions to understand the advantages they may provide over alternative
approaches. However, the implementation of those experiments, particularly in the management
of experimental conditions, the control of the experiment flow, and the instrumentation of the
system can be quite difficult (Section 2.2). Building on the contributions above, we further extended
Mercury to make it easier to implement RIS user studies, one of the critical pain points in our earlier
development efforts.
In a computer-managed XR RIS user study, we iterate through trials where study participants
complete some task while interacting with our experimental artifacts. The management of the
artifacts can be difficult, as programmers will often make changes to the underlying code as
the conditions are being developed and explored, possibly necessitating changes at the study
management level. This tight level of coupling should be avoided; artifact management code should
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not be dependent on the particulars of the artifacts themselves, and vice versa. Due to the decoupled
nature of Relay Nodes in Mercury, we can connect management infrastructure to the artifacts
without coupling them (Figure 1.5), allowing for easy extension and reuse: artifacts can be swapped
out at the Relay Nodes without changes to the management code.
The same applies to information about an experiment’s trials. Trial management infrastructure
for an RIS experiment needs to communicate details of the trials (and requirements for their
completion) to the study artifacts to help specify the particulars of a trial. As trials should ideally be
the same across artifacts (in a properly counterbalanced experiment), we should be able to reuse the
trial management-to-artifact communication pathways without needing to create any custom code
per artifact. Again Mercury’s Relay Nodes and messages makes this easy by allowing us to embed
trial information inside of messages that can be passed throughout the system, with artifact-specific
particulars being left to their controller code. Additionally, in many of our studies we often needed
greater granularity in representing goals to be completed in trials. However, sub-trial division was
not initially supported by WF Toolkit or Mercury (the programmer would need to provide this
functionality themselves). To facilitate the implementation of high granularity trials, we introduced
a managed subtask system to Mercury (discussed in Section 6.1.4).
Finally, the needs above can also be seen in study-flow management. When running an ex-
periment, the application state (and transitions to and from states) is critical to ensuring that all
subsystems are performing the appropriate functions at the right moment of the experiment. How-
ever, this can lead to tight coupling between the different modules of the management infrastructure.
Relay Nodes can help to connect the modules in ways that limit dependencies between them and
encourage reuse of modules where needed.
In Chapter 5.5, we explore the first set of extensions to Mercury, all built on the R&R pattern,
facilitating the creation of XR user studies and providing the following contributions:
• An approach to visualization and interaction control and composition using R&R as imple-
mented in Mercury, improving reuse and interchangeability of study artifacts.
• An approach to creating and managing iterable, composable, and recursive sub-trials, provid-
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ing higher granularity and control than trials alone.
• An approach to managing experiments and user studies with interchangeable visualizations
and interaction techniques using a mechanism (powered by R&R and Mercury) facilitating
study flow control, decoupled from the artifacts on which we are experimenting.
• An example demonstrating large-scale interaction control for an XR RIS experiment, where
visualizations, data, and the control logic are spread across disparate elements of a scene
graph.
During the development of each of the systems explored in Chapter 5.5, we extended Mercury
and introduced new features and capabilities. These additions were done in the context of the R&R
pattern, which help to show it’s versatility across different aspects of XR software development,
discussed at length in that chapter.
1.1.5 Networking through R&R
Another important aspect of XR development is in how distributed devices and computers
communicate to provide rich multi-user XR experiences and/or hybrid XR platforms where users
can use a combination of devices to interact with virtual worlds. Looking at past work on networked
XR RISs (Section 7.1), we saw the need to simplify the synchronization of actions and events
across devices and users. R&R presented an opportunity to more easily create multi-device non-
spatial hierarchies (and networks) or interacting, decoupled components where events invoked
on one device could propagate across modules and application instances, synchronously and
asynchronously, as needed. Thus, we introduced a number of networking capabilities to Mercury to
empower the creation of those experiences (Figure 1.6).
This included a new type of Relay Node, called the Quick Node, that provides significant
performance improvements, at the cost of routing capabilities. This allows for solutions to particular
networking concerns (e.g., updating physical simulations distributed across a network as quickly as
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Figure 1.6: R&R and Mercury facilitate the creation of multi-user, multi-device XR RISs by
allowing messages invoked in one application instance to propagate to other application instances.
Here we see the R&R network for an XR urban data visualization system (Section 6.2.2) where a
VR controller sends messages to data controllers, which in turn propagate those messages across
the network to associated data controllers in other application instances.
possible, allowing multiple users to simultaneously and continuously interact with a single object in
an intuitive way).
In Chapter 7, we explore three contributions of Mercury to collaborative and networked systems:
• A set of extensions to Mercury that ease the creation of multi-user collaborative systems.
• An approach to using non-spatial networks in developing RISs that can make possible
expandable and maintainable code bases using an asymmetric interactive application network
topology.
• Three use cases that show how this approach to multi-user application development has
facilitated the creation of richly interconnected RISs.
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These contributions are presented and explored throughout the dissertation. Additionally, in
Chapter 8, I provide a deeper analysis of the advantages and limitations of R&R and Mercury, and
the contributions discussed above.
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Chapter 2: Related Work
Figure 2.1: GoblinXNA [78], ParaFrustum [99], Remote Task Assistance [77], and Urban Viz [19].
2.1 Developing RISs
There is a rich history of research exploring RISs powering XR experiences, across a number of
domains and technologies (Figure 2.2). In early work in XR systems, ranging from Ivan Sutherland’s
thesis [100] to Feiner et al.’s Windows on the World [33], these systems were often constructed
by writing much of the lower-level software and “logical glue” by hand. As these were specially
constructed research systems, reusability was reasonably a secondary concern.
But as the systems became more complex, there was a growing need to create software infrastruc-
ture to facilitate the creation of these research systems. MacIntyre et al. [58] created a framework,
COTERIE, allowing multiple computer systems to communicate together, with a common, but
distributed, view of the real and virtual scene’s representation (the “scene graph”). An early effort in
XR tool development, it could help power new research projects. Hollerer et al.’s MARS [45] was a
hybrid indoor and outdoor XR hybrid system, where a single data set was used to power different
UIs; built on COTERIE, it showed the versatility of the framework.
AR- and VR-based RISs often focus on approaches to integrating the different aspects of
interactive applications, including, but not limited to, input, display, rendering, tracking, and audio.
This provides an attractive domain for component-based design, and one that can quickly become
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Figure 2.2: With decades of research on XR RISs and 3D interaction and visualization frameworks,
there have been a number of different patterns and trends which have emerged.
too complex for maintainable scalability. Another early RIS, Studierstube [89, 41], a C++ system
built on Open Inventor [96], facilitated the creation of real-time, networked, interactive systems,
using a distributed scene graph. Distributed scene graphs [58] provide a use case for inter-component
communication over the network where the hierarchical layout of components is determined by
their spatial relationship (needed for efficient rendering). These systems, including the MORGAN
framework by Ohlenburg et al. [79], facilitate multi-user collaboration as the scene representations
were distributed across a number of computers and thus could be interacted with by multiple users.
More recently, much RIS development has happened on commercial game platforms, such
as Unity [105]. Unity follows the entity–component–system (ECS) pattern [14, 9], which steps
away from the object-oriented–programming pattern to allow for high component reuse. This
architecture brings about the need for inter-component communication, which is typically handled
via subscribing handler functions to events (i.e., the Observer pattern), as we discuss in the next
section. Similar to distributed scene graphs in earlier RISs, Unity has a built-in API that allows
sending messages to upstream and downstream components along its scene hierarchy. Mozilla
A-Frame [74] also supports the organization of content using a scene graph, but standardizes
management and distribution of content using HTML5. The work done as part of my dissertation
decouples the communication hierarchy from the rendering hierarchy enforced by the scene graph
to allow hierarchical communication among components that are not related spatially.
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Another reason why RISs rely heavily on inter-component communication is the need to integrate
various functional modules, such as tracking, rendering, and input systems. ARCS [20, 71], and
RUIS [101] are examples of software systems that aim to facilitate and standardize inter-module
communication. At a higher level, there are several libraries (e.g., [35, 13]) that try to standardize
how UI components and input devices interface with each other in order to promote compatibility
and interchangeability. In contrast, the approach we introduce is agnostic to the type of messages
that are routed through its network (e.g., interaction, input device, rendering command). Instead, it
focuses on providing the routing and connection mechanism to ensure the various components can
be linked easily and communicate seamlessly.
2.2 User Study Control Frameworks for Immersive Systems
There has also been much work on automating the generation, management, and data collection
in psychological and behavioral VR and AR experiments. Geller et al. [40] introduced a system
built on Python that facilitated the organization and data collection of VR experiments, supporting
a number of tracking capabilities including eye and body tracking. Other systems [83, 117, 116]
focused on automated collection of high-precision data, both for non-immersive and immersive
systems, tracking various types of stimuli. Wiesing et al. use a software method, showing that
the Unreal game engine and an HTC Vive can be used to capture accurate and precise data during
experiments [117]. Watson et al. instead present an integrated suite (supporting experimental
hardware) to track temporally precise psychophysical data for behavioral neuroscience experiments
[116]. Both show that immersive systems can be used with other technologies, when needed, to
support highly sensitive behavioral experiments.
To facilitate the creation of user studies, a number of systems have emerged, focusing on
different aspects of the study development process. Mathôt et al. created OpenSesame [60], a
graphical user interface (GUI) allowing researchers to specify trial information and data collection
requirements, with support for customized behavior using Python. Pierce et al. modified PsychoPy
also introducing a GUI facilitating the development of tasks, allowing for visual control of study
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trial loops [82].
Unity has become popular for running VR/AR experiments in the behavioral sciences. Thus, a
number of Unity frameworks have emerged to aid in the creation of these experiments. Systems
such as the Unity Experiment Framework [15] ease the creation of studies by providing a reusable
framework in which developers can prepare trial sequences and integrate data capture and recording,
in addition to the preparation of the principle artifacts being studied. Bebko and Troje recently
presented the BiomotionLab Toolkit for Unity Experiments, which provides tools for use within
Unity to prepare trials and study sequence information [10].
For research with highly interconnected task designs, such as Stroop-style experiments (e.g.,
Luria et al. [56]), task granularity is important, as connected actions may impact one another,
requiring more complex task infrastructure to ensure proper instrumentation. While the above
systems are powerful in how they ease the development of behavioral studies, there is a limit in
the control granularity for what occurs in a trial, which is left to the programmer to implement in
customized scripts. As an example, Stoet’s PsyToolkit [95] supports management of tasks (which
are study trials) and the data used to populate them (“tables”). While powerful, subtask division
is not supported. In contrast to these systems, we sought to facilitate the implementation of these
designs by introducing a managed subtask system. We explore the design of this system in Section
6.1.
2.3 Our Prior Work
Our lab has spent decades working on various XR technologies and platforms. As described
above, this has often involved the creation of complex RISs that utilize a number of components
working to create the basic infrastructure needed to render and interact with XR content. This
includes bulding tools facilitating the creation of high-level interaction and visualization technology.
With the RISs in place, we then can study the systems themselves, and 3D interaction techniques
constructed with them. However, code interoperability and reusability have proven to be large issues
for our lab and we have worked to improve our efforts from these perspectives, both for ourselves
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Figure 2.3: The GoblinXNA research platform [78], built on Microsoft’s XNA [67], facilitated the
creation of AR systems. Here we see two AR games created with the platform.
and for others working with our technology.
2.3.1 GoblinXNA, ParaFrustum, and Remote Guidance
When I joined the lab in 2010, the team was building applications with the GoblinXNA AR
research platform [78], built on Microsoft’s XNA [68] technology. GoblinXNA provided a scene
graph, input, and rendering subsystems that could be used to create immersive AR applications
(Figure 2.3). Those subsytems brought it closer to a game engine, such as Unity or Unreal,
years before free and powerful game engines were ubiquitous. While robust, when working on
applications, programmers needed to handle model loading, UX implementation, scene-graph
management, input abstraction, etc., on their own. A fairly popular platform, it helped a number of
researchers and developers around the world quickly build out XR systems.
In 2014, we worked on ParaFrustum [99], an AR user interface that guided users to predefined
parametrically constrained viewing positions and angles relative to some real or virtual task domain
(e.g., a physical engine) (Figure 2.4). While the final technique upon which we conducted our
user study used an ellipsoidal convex structure, we explored 15 different approaches, ranging from
viewing masks to models representing traditional camera frusta.
In doing this work, we were able to build upon common classes, which certainly helped in
reducing the amount of code that was rewritten, and allowed for visualizations to be (at a high-level)
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Figure 2.4: ParaFrustum is an AR UI to help guide users to a set of constrained parametrically
defined view poses [99]. (left) The large yellow head volume represents the range of acceptable
viewing positions. (right) The red tail volume represents the target viewing region.
reused. However, many of the visualizations actually “inherited” from a number of common
components, and would have been more easily realized with a multi-inheritance scheme, which
languages like C# do not support, usually for good reason. This meant that there was a limit to the
amount of component reuse in designing interactions and visualizations. Certain classes needed to
embed other classes or recreate the specific functionality outright.
In our lab’s 2015 UIST work, Remote Task Assistance [77], we explored ways of assisting a
remote expert in guiding a local technician in repair tasks involving a set of 6DoF actions, including
assembling an engine’s combustion chamber components (Figure 2.5). We explored a number
of visualizations including: using tracked hands to pantomime the action a user should perform,
creating clones of objects that would animate from the currently held pose to the correct location on
a fixture, and simply drawing on the object directly.
Each of these approaches represented a different instruction modality and had a number of
components that were unique to each. The pantomime approach would only require that a user
(playing the role of an expert) act out what they believed was the proper motion to complete
the task, whereas the drawing approach allowed the expert to use a tablet to draw on the objects
themselves, indicating contact points. Both of these approaches were fairly different and required
heavily customized underlying software components. However, they did share as input the final
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Figure 2.5: In our lab’s Remote Task Assistance system [77], a subject-matter expert (SME) guides a
local technician in assembling parts of an aircraft engine combustion chamber (left) In VR, the SME
places meta object annotations on replicas of tracked physical objects to help guide the technician.
(right) The technician is shown the assembly instructions in AR.
relative transformation of the two objects, and checking whether the correct transformation had
been achieved.
With both ParaFrustum and Remote Guidance (both built on top of GoblinXNA), many thou-
sands of lines of code were needed in order to realize these systems. While some of the code was
indeed novel, much of it simply recreated functionality already present elsewhere in the system or
from another research project, and required hard-wired logical communication between components.
Even when reutilizing code from one project to the next, there was a limit as to how much could
be done without rewriting code. Ultimately, this cost months of effort. In addition, as we began
each project, we sought to reduce the project timeline by attempting to reuse as much of the code as
possible, which limited the software engineering modalities that we could use, as the limitations of
the system, and inevitable code rot, bound us to previous decisions. When we attempted to undo
these choices, we would lose even more time, often at the cost of internal and external deadlines.
2.3.2 Abstracting the interoperation of widgets
As we were completing the Remote Task Assistance project, Microsoft retired XNA. We selected
the Unity game engine as a replacement and begun to create a new AR guidance system, which
would help users in assembling a circuit box. In the initial phase of development, we directly
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programmed the visualizations, as we had done in GoblinXNA. But we had several realizations
during that initial development: first, while more capable than XNA, Unity was missing much of
what we relied upon during former projects, including both the capabilities provided by XNA itself,
and the technologies that our lab had developed (e.g., GoblinXNA and the utility classes that we
had created for various projects). Second, Unity was inherently different than XNA, built as an
ECS-styled game engine. Following the same programming paradigms would hurt development,
even if we had been willing to continue with our prior approaches. And third, we were repeating
the development processes that had caused us trouble in earlier projects and the transition to a new
platform presented an opportunity to change our approach and facilitate an easier development
process.
In our understanding of the development space at the time, we differentiated between the lower-
level platform (in our case, Unity), the technologies that facilitated the creation of XR applications
(the APIs/libraries provided by Oculus, Steam, etc.), the applications with which we conducted
experiments, and the utilities that powered those applications, facilitating the creation of interactive
3D UIs. We saw that the first two were provided in part for us by third-party entities (and while
customization was often needed, happened on a case-by-case basis). The third were the applications
that we were building for our studies and represented what we believed should be the bulk of our
efforts. The last, the utilities (of which we had built many for XNA that could not easily be reused
and ported to Unity), were what we then realized actually represented the majority of our efforts in
prior development experiences. We weren’t simply creating the XR applications and then moving to
user studies, the vast majority of time was spent creating the utilities needed by those applications.
We saw the need to reduce the efforts usually taken in the development of XR utilities (the last
category above). A number of alternative systems, toolkits and frameworks had been developed
to aid in the creation of XR RISs (Figure 2.6), but there were limitations to the degree in which
they could be applied to our research without customization and redevelopment. Thus we set out to
create a suite of utilities that would reduce coupling and improve reuse of our software modules
across our various projects. This happened initially through a few smaller efforts.
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Figure 2.6: A number of systems, toolkits, and frameworks have adopted the alternative patterns
and paradigms discussed in the dissertation (Chapter 2), and we find that as we reduce coupling we
generally improve reusability. Our new pattern, R&R, presents a new way to tackle common issues
present in XR development and provides a number of advantages over the alternative approaches.
In one of the earliest projects to which I had contributed, we tried to address information
overload in urban applications [19]. We generated placards aligned to the geometric surfaces of
building miniatures in AR, filled with data from different sources (Figure 2.7). When I arrived, the
project was highly complex, with no standardization for the way data was handled (even though the
visualizations were uniform). Ultimately we could not continue the project on account of technical
debt [50] accrued due to its complexity. In an attempt to address the most outstanding issues so
that we could restart the project, we worked for a year on an internal system called the Annotation
Manager which would allow for a standardized way of handling data from different sources, such
that we could generate virtual annotation placards with less effort. Simultaneously in a separate
thread of work, we worked on a toolkit, the Visualization Foundation Toolkit (or VF Toolkit), where
we tried to simplify the creation of the virtual annotations and guides that we had created in our
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Figure 2.7: XR urban data visualization system allowed users to interact with a model of a city and
associated data using a combination of AR and tabletop devices [19].
Remote Task Assistance [77] and ParaFrustum [99] projects, by providing a standard set of software
hooks to start, stop, and update visualizations.
While both of these were useful pedagogically, their utility was limited, as they were very
highly specific to the tasks we had tackled. So we took the lessons learned from the Annotation
Manager and VF Toolkit, as well as our larger development efforts in general, tried to understand
what overlap existed, and then began the process of porting all of the code distributed across those
efforts into a single, simple-to-use toolkit. We created a new set of tools (WF Toolkit) to ease the
development of XR RISs (explored in Chapter 4). However, even with this toolkit, we still found
ourselves with many of the same concerns regarding XR development, thus we needed to begin
understanding the issues at a more abstract level.
2.4 Traditional RIS Software Patterns
There are a number of software patterns that have been used in solving the above concerns,
including traditional object-oriented and event-based paradigms. However, many of these ap-
proaches have limitations that can make RIS development more difficult, limit software reuse, and
encourage inefficient designs. Of the many patterns that exist, three are of particular note, the
observer, command, and mediator patterns [39]. We see in these patterns three different paradigms






Figure 2.8: Traditional software patterns often used in RIS development. (a) The Observer Pattern.
Observers directly register to events, encouraging one-directional coupling [123]. (b) The Command
Pattern. Command interfaces and implementations decouple caller and receiver, but may create
monolithic command implementations [119]. (c) The Mediator Pattern. Looser coupling is facili-
tated through mediator objects, but mediator classes may now contain core logic (problematically
moved into these classes for simplicity) [122].
include the ideas of the observer, command, and mediator patterns in how they tackle decoupling,
reuse, simplicity, and design efficiency (as we’ll see below).
With the observer pattern (Figure 2.8a), a class instance notifies listening observers directly
(which might be functions in the same class, but not necessarily). While this allows for asynchronous
calls, this creates dependencies between classes (as they might need to find and register for events
spawned in other classes). An alternative, the command pattern (Figure 2.8b), introduces a command
interface between callers and receivers. While the callers and receivers are not coupled, the command
interface implementation itself is, as it must register the invocable functions of the receiver classes.
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Figure 2.9: Alternative software patterns sometimes used in RIS development. (left) The Chain-of-
Responsibility Pattern. Events propagate upward in a hierarchy, with each component determining
whether to process the event or pass it along (further up the chain) [118]. (right) The Facade Pattern.
An interface hides the internal complexity of a system, which may be highly intricate and coupled
internally [121].
Additionally, this pattern, though useful for reducing coupling somewhat, is not bidirectional; the
command interface could become a point of coupling for each communication direction needed
(e.g., if the caller and receiver classes switched roles). Lastly, the mediator pattern (Figure 2.8c)
utilizes mediator objects between colleagues to limit direct relationships. An improvement on the
approaches above, it encourages looser coupling through mediator objects; but as in the command
pattern, the mediators become potential points of coupling. While the approach is bidirectional, it is
not chainable (either hierarchically or in a non-hierarchical graph), and explicit mediator code is
needed to handle all multi-level communication.
On the other hand, the chain-of-responsibility pattern [39] introduces hierarchical event propaga-
tion, but is limited to a single direction (Figure 2.9a). Events move up a tree, either being processed
by an object or being passed along. While there are certain implementations of the pattern that
allow for multiple elements to process an event, that behavior isn’t standard for the pattern. Further,
implementation of the event invocation is similar to that of the command pattern, and thus has the
same limitations. Lastly, as relationships are unidirectional, reverse-direction communication needs
to be hard-coded in, reintroducing heavier coupling.
As an alternative to these patterns, which define relationships on a one-to-one, per-function basis,
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we could instead attempt to broadcast (or multicast) events to all listeners [84, 91]. This helps avoid
direct registration, but increases processing overhead across the board; each item that could listen for
an event must now determine if particular events were intended for them. This can be problematic
in large XR systems where performance is key. In a similar vein, the facade pattern [39] masks a lot
of the internal behavior of a system, providing a simpler front facing interface to perform necessary
functions while hiding the complex inner workings, and avoids direct coupling between the caller
objects and those executing requests (Figure 2.9b). However, the facade’s implementation directly
calls the executing code and thus is as tightly coupled as a mediator or command implementation
would be, if not more so (as the facade’s internal workings may be themselves complex and wound
together).
In contrast to the work described above, I present a new software design pattern, the Relay
& Responder pattern, and a pair of frameworks (WF Toolkit and Mercury Messaging) that help
to alleviate some of those concerns by facilitating structured, reusable, and minimally coupled
communication between XR RIS software components.
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Chapter 3: The Relay & Responder (R&R) Pattern
Figure 3.1: (Left) Light-switch example. (Right) Scene topology of the example, with R&R.
3.1 Motivation
As discussed in the previous chapter, there are many different ways to handle XR RIS creation,
each with their own strengths and weaknesses. However, there are a few situations in which current
methods do not provide a clean and maintainable solution. Let’s consider an example where a
developer would like to model a couple of simple virtual rooms in VR (Figures 3.1 and 3.2). The
rooms will have a few walls, a light switch, a light bulb model, and a light source. We’ll also have
a watch that is strapped to the user’s wrist, indicating the status of the light and allowing them to
control it in whichever room they’re standing. When the user flips the switch in the room or taps
their watch, the respective light turns on or off, depending on its current status.
The programmer wants the light switches, the watch, and the light sources to all properly
represent the “on/off” status of the lights. The action of flipping the switch should affect all of the
things that react to that action. If the user is in the first room, the watch will show only the status of
(and allow the user to control) the light in the first room.
The programmer could attempt to program this using a traditional object-oriented design. But
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we end up in the situation of having heavy dependencies in the code, with high inter-component
coupling. The hand needs to tell the switch that a collision is occurring, which in turn needs to notify
the light source and the watch. Alternatively, the user taps their watch, which activates the light
source and then updates the status on the watch. The issue here is that the classes associated with
each of these components are now intricately linked. The watch depends on the light switch and
source status. Logically this structure is complicated and continues to get worse for each function
that is introduced; if we replace the light in one room with one that allows you to choose color,
the on/off button on the watch needs to be replaced with a color control panel when you’re in that
room. With this approach, the switch, in calling functions on the light source and watch, now cannot
compile if one of those items is changed or removed.
The observer pattern presents a similar issue. In one approach, the switch must register the
light source and watch to its list of observers, and the observer classes need to have an appropriate
function to match the subject’s event signature. Effectively, this is identical to the issues described
above. While the set of classes are not linked functionally, the switch needs to know about the
source and watch, in order to register them. We still have one-directional coupling: the switch is
now dependant on the existence and design of the source and watch.
What if we use the control pattern instead? We could introduce the pattern’s intermediary
command interface and then help to eliminate the direct coupling. This, while a fantastic idea,
runs into the limitation that we now have to code yet another component that must at the very
least support unidirectional communication between the light switch and watch and the source.
However, the command pattern no longer holds as cleanly when we remember that the switch and
watch must both update to reflect the status of the source. Here, a second command interface and
implementation must be implemented to handle this reverse direction.
The mediator pattern would enable bidirectionality in communication between the classes, even
though the mediator object is now coupled and integral to the operation of the application. Recall
the alternative scenario where the on/off button on the watch is now a color selector. Since the
control signal can now vary between on/off (from the switch) to color selection (from the watch),
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Figure 3.2: The light switch example, when looking at two rooms. The user can only be in one
room at once, and the status of the light in that room is reflected on their watch.
a single function, with the original signature from above wouldn’t hold (we would likely need to
introduce a new function to handle this). And, since the switch cannot send a color signal, the
mediator would now need to hard code this routing (from switch and watch to source, respectively).
What if we one day purchase a fancy color picker wall switch for our first or second room? The
mediator as constructed would again no longer work (the signal’s instantiator would be different,
requiring new relationships).
In the real world, these relationship dependencies aren’t so rigid: a light switch simply opens
and closes the electrical circuit in the room and the light source responds to the electricity flowing
to it. The same light switch could have been used to turn on a blender. Even when we assume that
code doesn’t necessarily have to match the real world, we find that this form of dependency still
doesn’t hold when constructing an Internet-of-Things (IoT) application. And we have yet to address
the issue that since the watch can also control the light source (and the switch’s position flipped to
represent the status of the light) then both the watch and switch need to support listening to events
coming from the source. In fact, the internet itself functions exactly this way. Ethernet routers are
not hard coded to the particular endpoints with which they communicate. Internet-attached light
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switches and smart watches do not necessarily change their own configuration or the configuration
of the routers when devices evolve.
Could we possibly represent this interchangeability in software too? Like the wiring in the walls
of a house or the Ethernet cables that connect routers, we can simply represent the connections
between objects as relationships. With the mediator pattern, if the mediator objects were not coupled
to the particulars of any associated class and instead just connected the objects and passed signals
along, then the classes could focus on just handling the signals; none of the classes would be
coupled.
These generic signal (or message) routers would simply represent the relationships between
entities. The light switch and watch would have a relationship with the respective light sources
in each room. When the user enters a room, the watch can respond by sending the appropriate
message, without needing to have registered the new room or unregistered the old. In addition, we
could avoid having added any room-specific code to the watch or any control device specific code to
the light sources. If we were to add yet another room, the code restrictions of the original scenario
would have no bearing on the particulars of the third room, except insomuch as it can be expected
to support a signal (i.e., message).
With this example and the issues discussed in the related work (Chapter 2), we found that a
solution to the concerns above must:
• Decouple the sender and receiver while avoiding the introduction of a coupled intermediary.
• Avoid the specification of component association on a per-function level and instead facilitate
the reuse of relationships, by specifying per-object associations.
• Allow for the definition of structured relationships between components, supporting auto-
mated communication propagation.
In attempting to simplify the definition of the problem, we moved from a traditional object-
oriented design, through the observer and command patterns, arriving at the mediator pattern, but
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needing a more generalizable solution. Thus we propose a new pattern to achieve that generality for
XR RISs.
3.2 The Relay & Responder (R&R) pattern
Figure 3.3: The Relay & Responder Pattern.
The Relay & Responder (R&R) pattern is a software design pattern in which objects com-
municate with each other through messages passed through Relays. Relays are unable to handle
the internal payload of a message and can only pass them along to other Relays or Responders.
Responders can actually consume messages, but have no message routing capability themselves
(Figure 3.3). While Relays can point to Responders, these relationships are defined at runtime;
Relays have no code dependency on Responders, and vice versa. A single method, Invoke, can pass
a message into either a Relay or a Responder and the original message creator (i.e., caller of the
Invoke method) is unaware of the particulars of any Relay or Responder, being only capable of
creating a message and passing it to them.
Relays can point to other Relays, allowing for the creation of networks of communicating
objects, where messages can automatically propagate. Routing behaviors can be defined before
or at runtime, specifying how messages can move throughout networks (through the use of filters
that are checked at each Relay). As filters can create custom paths throughout the network, several
overlapping graphs of Relays and Responders may exist simultaneously. Thus, a single message
may propagate differently than others, and the invoking object should be allowed to specify exactly
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how that occurs. To organize the collection of routing filters and allow for their reuse, a Routing
Block is included with each message, which is the only element of a message used by Relays.
Relay relationships can be defined through a number of ways, but must always adhere to three
rules:
1. A Relay can connect to any Relay or Responder, creating a relationship between the pairs.
2. Relationships can be created and/or modified at any point before or during program execution.
3. Relationships can be defined in a number of ways, including in code, but must be limited to
indicating that a Relay is linked to one or more Relays and Responders (i.e., no dependencies
between the internals of any of the caller, Relays, and Responders can be allowed).
Figure 3.4: Comparing the Observer, Command, Mediator, and R&R patterns.
Similar to the patterns discussed in the section above, R&R encourages interaction between
objects through communication instead of functional dependencies. However, where each of those
alternative approaches still introduces coupling, R&R does not (Figure 3.4). The Observer pattern
requires that observers “register” to events, which creates unidirectional or bidirectional coupling.
The Command pattern instead has callers invoke methods defined by a command interface, which
in turn invoke specific functions in receivers. While object composition now occurs through an
intermediary, reducing direct dependencies between caller and receiver, this introduces two sets of
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dependencies: caller-to-command, and command-to-receiver. Lastly, the Mediator pattern achieves
a similar effect by requiring that all “colleagues” implement the same functional interface. While not
as heavy a dependency as in the Command pattern, mediators must implement all of the functions
necessary to support inter-component communication requirements, creating mediator-to-colleague
dependency.
In addressing the concerns above, R&R makes a number of contributions to XR software
development. First, the pattern reduces or eliminates inter- and intra-module coupling by ensuring
that Relays, being the methods of communication, are always agnostic to the particulars of the
invoking object and associated Responders. Further, by defining relationships on a Relay-to-Relay
or Relay-to-Responder level, instead of through explicit function signatures, the pattern allows for
the specification of relationships that can be reused for many functional requirements. Third, the
pattern allows for the definition of structured relationships between software components, where
messages between components propagate through networks of those objects, which is useful in the
development of XR systems.
While the pattern is designed to be usable in general software engineering applications, we
originally created it for use with XR RISs. I do briefly cover potential applications of the pattern
outside of XR in Section 8.4, but do not go deeply into those areas as they are outside the scope
of this dissertation. Here I focus on the different considerations of this pattern when used in the
domain of XR development.
Implementation Requirements Programmers can interact with the pattern through a framework
such as Mercury Messaging (Chapters 5 and Appendix B) or by implementing the pattern themselves.
If they choose the latter, then they must implement the following:
• Relay The Relay contains a data structure, the Routing Table that can reference other Relays
and Responders. It must also provide an Invoke method that can pass a message to one or
more of the items in the Routing Table. Additionally, the Invoke method should allow for
the specification of an identifier to help disambiguate between messages. Alternatively, the
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identifier could be passed as part of the message itself.
• Responder The Responder must also implement the same Invoke method. What happens
within is left up to the programmer. Responders do not point to other Responders unless
needed by the application programmer.
• Message The Invoke method passes as payload a message object. While the message should
be an expandable, the method should not be dependent on the particulars of the message
and should only ever pass the base representation of the message. We assume polymorphic
behavior when handling this base version.
Questions of what type of data structure to use inside the Relay, the mechanism used to handle
messages inside a Responder, and how to handle the internal representation of a Message are left
to the programmer to define. These items will vary with the programming language, performance
requirements, and the developer’s preferences. The most important requirement is that Relays
communicate with other Relays and Responders through messages, without ever looking inside a
message and without any specific type constraint.
Relays and Responders are likely to be attached or associated with other object instances. In the
case of Mercury, they are attached to GameObjects, Unity’s scene graph entities. R&R provides
a way for object instances to communicate with one another in the context of their execution
environment, but unbound from its structural or organizational rules (e.g., Unity’s scene graph).
Object instances pass messages into an R&R Network, which propagates those messages to other
objects with Relays or Responders attached.
Lastly, it is important that directionality not be imposed on the propagation of messages:
hierarchies are allowed, but should be optional. A Relay should be able to send messages omnidi-
rectionally. If the Routing Table represents other Relays as “children” or “parents,” as in Mercury,
that shouldn’t prevent the Relay from being able to send simultaneously downward, upward, and
onto any Relays and Responders that are attached to the same object instance (“self” Responders).
There are two perspectives in which I present the pattern:
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• The composition of modular building blocks that can be used to create rich and robust UIs.
• The requirements and applications of an inter- and intra-module communication framework
that facilitates the creation of complex UIs.
Chapter 4 explores the first point and I present the second, as well as an implementation of
the R&R pattern, in Chapter 5. Both sections include a number of XR use cases to help illustrate
applications of the pattern. Chapter 6 delves deeply into the usage of Mercury to create three
complex XR user studies. Chapter 7 explores how the pattern, and particularly its implementation
in Mercury, can be used to address the considerations above in the context of creating multi-user,
multi-device XR RISs. Lastly, in Chapter 8, we discuss a number of advantages, limitations, and
future work opportunities to improve the pattern and framework.
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Chapter 4: WF Toolkit
Figure 4.1: Rotation Guidance [30, 98] and WF Toolkit [28].
4.1 Introduction
Frameworks that support the creation of rich RISs often focus on integration and provide modules
that each handle specific aspects of the system (e.g., tracking, input, networking, and rendering)
and can be combined in different ways to provide custom-tailored solutions for heterogeneous
computing environments (e.g., [9, 41, 79, 20, 101]). Using these frameworks, programmers can
prototype and test UI elements. Additionally, many of these frameworks allow the programmer to
extend their baseline functionality, following an object-oriented design pattern, often by subclassing
(i.e., inheriting from) the base classes of the framework. Meanwhile, the entity–component–system
architectural pattern has become popular in game development [75, 120]. This pattern promotes
the principle of composition over inheritance. Every game entity (referred to as a GameObject in
Unity [105], and as a GO in this chapter) is added to the scene and placed in a scene graph. GOs
get their behavior or functionality from one or more attached components. This allows the same
functionality or behavior to be reused by different types of GOs. While this pattern provides a
powerful framework for the creation of sophisticated behavior, it is often left to the programmer to
manage the interaction between specific components.
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Widgets (collections of GOs that are reusable, modular, and ready to communicate with each
other [52]) can require careful management by the programmer. For instance, imagine a scenario in
which the programmer would like to implement a widget that instructs the user to move a tracked
physical prop from one point to another. This could be communicated by using a bundle of simple
widgets; for example, by rendering virtual highlights at the beginning and end points and a virtual
arrow at the end point to indicate a motion vector. To make this bundle of widgets more interactive,
the arrow could change size as the prop moves and the highlights could change color based on the
location of the prop.
While in development, the programmer may want to test another bundle of widgets for the
same task or swap one of the widgets in the bundle with another widget (e.g., a virtual copy of
the prop that animates towards the end point instead of an arrow). There are many scenarios in
which the complexity of managing these widgets and the bundles into which they are combined
requires much attention and care by the programmer. To help reduce this overhead, we propose that
programmers create modular, reusable widgets that share a common program interface (i.e., are
interchangeable in software) and can be combined together to create arbitrarily complex widgets via
combinations. We present WF Toolkit, a toolkit that centers around an extendible Widget Framework,
which includes software components that facilitate management of widget-related components at
runtime. In addition, our toolkit includes a user-study–management component that supports rapid
user testing and assessment of widgets implemented with our framework.
4.2 Previous Work on Widgets
There has been much effort devoted to developing fully integrated RIS application frameworks
(Figure 4.2). Many of the early systems in this area, some of which we describe below, provided a
complete engine, supporting rendering, networking, input, events, and integration of 3D tracking
systems, along with an expandable framework running on that engine.
COTERIE [58], made it possible to develop distributed systems through object-oriented data
distribution, including a distributed scene graph. Using COTERIE, MacIntyre and colleagues built
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Figure 4.2: There have been a number research efforts in exploring the development of XR RISs.
These efforts can be categorized by: integrative systems, multi-user collaborative systems, and tools
enabling 3D UI development.
a library to support a range of displays and trackers, and developed prototype augmented reality
(AR) applications using head-worn displays for maintenance and outdoor mobile AR [34].
Studierstube [89] was designed to support programmers in creating collaborative virtual and
augmented environments, implementing an architecture proposed earlier [41]. It emphasized
annotations and interactions designed for a two-handed pen-and-pad interface. Studierstube was
developed as a collection of C++ classes built on top of Open Inventor [96] and featured a distributed
scene graph that enabled heterogeneous networked architectures including head-worn displays and
projectors. Other versions provided support for mobile devices (backpack [88] and handheld [115]).
DWARF [9] was a modular, distributed, platform-independent framework that allowed program-
mers to quickly prototype AR applications by modifying XML files to customize services that
communicated through CORBA [80]. Built-in services included tracking, scene description, task
flow, and UI.
MORGAN [79], introduced in 2004, was a distributed, modular C++ library for building
heterogeneous AR and virtual reality (VR) applications. Its modules communicated through
CORBA and included a platform-independent render engine and a device abstraction layer for
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various input/output devices. One of the unique features of MORGAN was its “External Scene
Graph,” which used plug-ins to map 3D scene information stored in various third-party file formats
onto its own internal representation.
ARCS [20], a more recent modular framework, supports integration of exogenous modules with
endogenous modules (e.g., tracking, rendering, and input systems). ARCS allows programmers to
extend existing module types, define new module types by utilizing the abstract module design, and
define relationships between modules through explicit (defined by the programmer) and implicit
(defined by object initialization) communications. The framework also supports the creation of
complex compound modules, which can then be integrated into larger workflows though macros.
GoblinXNA [78] and Bespoke [114] were similar frameworks built on the XNA platform [68],
with support for integration of external tracking and input systems. In addition, both provided a
scene graph that, in combination with XNA and C#’s general approachability, made it easy to create
complex scenes. As both frameworks utilized object-oriented design patterns, expansion of the
frameworks required that programmers derive the platform’s scene graph nodes to introduce new
functionality not supported by the base implementations.
As mentioned earlier, a common thread among these earlier systems is that their efforts are
concentrated on bridging various low-level RIS components such as scene graph, rendering, tracking,
I/O (i.e. displays, peripherals, etc.), and networking. More recently, Unity [105], a modern game
engine with a large and active game developer community, has become popular among AR/VR
researchers because (a) it supplies much of the core functionality provided by earlier toolkits and
frameworks out of the box (e.g., platform independence, scene graph, rendering, physics, and
networking) and (b) it makes it easy to interface with various AR/VR-related hardware and software
(e.g., Oculus Rift, Leap Motion Controller, and PTC Vuforia) through vendor-provided plug-ins.
A few AR/VR frameworks that have been published in recent years (e.g., RUIS [101] and
MiddleVR [71]) rely on Unity as a platform, yet still focus on integrating VR/AR hardware and
software into a common framework. They provide an abstraction layer on which developers can
build immersive VR applications with spatial interaction and stereoscopic 3D graphics, similar to
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some of the earlier systems mentioned above.
In addition to integration-focused systems, there has been some effort in providing a collection
of reusable 3DUI elements. For example, Figueroa and Castro [35] developed a library of reusable,
abstract, low granularity 3D selection and travel techniques that can be combined to prototype novel
3D interaction techniques. Their C++ implementation is built on top of VR Juggler [13], a modular
graphics and devices abstraction library for VR applications.
Some of the work in related areas extend scene graphs to introduce logical connections between
spatially disconnected scene elements. One example is the Virtual Manufacturing Lattice [6],
which augmented a scene graph to support applications in virtual manufacturing. By including
precedence relationships and object state at the node level, it enabled enforcing rules in virtual
assembly planning and prohibiting execution of infeasible operations.
Our work on WF Toolkit builds on these concepts, yet differs in the following significant ways:
We focus on providing programmers with a flexible yet powerful framework that allows them to
define and implement a custom interface for modular, interchangeable widgets. Our framework’s
component-based design and Unity implementation allow easy drag-and-drop instantiation and
flexibility for extension when required. A set of widgets that are implemented using WF Toolkit can
easily be combined together to build full-featured user interfaces and can be administered through a
common managing entity that is agnostic to the specific widgets it has to manage. Our framework
is independent of the composition of the underlying hardware and software physical setup (e.g.,
displays and tracking). In fact, our Unity implementation can potentially be used in conjunction
with other Unity-based frameworks that focus on integration. The background for our framework’s
evolution and the design decisions that underlie it are described in the next section.
4.3 WF Toolkit
In supporting the creation of modular, reusable widgets within a component-based game engine
such as Unity, WF Toolkit provides a number of contributions over prior frameworks:
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Figure 4.3: Widget Toolkit modules are layered on top of the Unity scene hierarchy. Interfacing
with third-party hardware and software is established through plug-ins.
ing a simple interface and adding a drag-and-drop component for handling communication
among widgets.
2. A management module for these widgets that can work on both local and networked configu-
rations.
3. Tools for rapid prototyping and user testing of systems that include these modular widgets.
In the following section, we describe our implementation of this toolkit in the Unity game engine
(Figure 4.3). In Unity [105], the scene graph or scene hierarchy is referred to as the Hierarchy
and presented in the Unity Editor Hierarchy window. The components described in the following
sections refer to Unity components, whose instances are attached to GOs. Unity components are
classes that inherit from a base class, MonoBehaviour, which defines functions for hooking into the
standard game initialization and update loop. As C# classes, components can implement interfaces
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Figure 4.4: Simple scene graph demonstrating motivation for WF Toolkit. Not all annotations
related in scene hierarchy and the programmer must link and manage multiple elements to achieve
certain effects like: show/hide, refresh, animate, etc .
and be subclassed (i.e., inherited from).
4.4 Design
WF Toolkit was designed during the development of software for a 3D rotation-guidance study
[30] that compared different widgets for guiding a user in rotating a tracked hand-held object to a
desired 3D orientation. Initially, we developed several widgets in parallel across different Unity
projects. When it was time to integrate those projects into a single user-study–management system,
it proved to be a difficult engineering challenge. In Unity, access to GOs and their components is
simplified through convenient utilities provided by Unity itself. However, managing which GOs
to activate at a specific time and calling functions defined within their components is left to the
programmer.
As our widgets started growing more complex, they began to span multiple component scripts
across multiple GOs. Generally, these GOs were grouped together in the Unity scene hierarchy as
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children of the main widget GO, but we also encountered cases in which sub-GOs were spatially
independent of the main GO and therefore could not be children of it (Figure 4.4). One example
is when a 3D widget has a 2D UI element associated with it. Following the Unity UI guidelines
[107], 2D UI elements should be children of a separate canvas GO. Such instances required each
of our widgets to maintain a list of their associated GOs and call specific functions on them when
they received function calls from an upstream managing entity. For example, we found ourselves
replicating the functionality of the Unity SetActive() function. Normally, when SetActive() is
invoked on a GO, it will automatically enable or disable all attached components and their children.
However, since we had created widgets that span disparate hierarchies, a single invocation of Unity’s
SetActive() was not enough to activate or deactivate all related GOs. Thus, we needed to explicitly
manage the SetActive() of each associated GO.
Additionally, we wanted to create compound widgets by reusing other simpler widgets as
building blocks. Hooks to those lower-level widgets again needed to be explicitly managed by the
higher-level widgets that included them as building blocks. For example, we wanted to share among
different widgets a camera controller that accessed the main camera in the scene, transformed it to a
new pose when each widget was activated, and then returned the camera to its original pose once
that widget was deactivated. To follow Unity’s component-based architecture, we initially created
a separate camera controlling script that could be attached to multiple widgets as a component.
However, even then we found ourselves placing repetitive code inside the widgets themselves to
handle (e.g., initialize and activate) this camera-control behavior.
When we started considering how to encapsulate common features between widgets, we encoun-
tered an additional problem. Following a standard object-oriented model, we could have placed the
needed behavior in a base class from which all widgets would derive. This would have solved the
problems of providing common functionality, and of accessing behaviorally-related items through a
single type. However in my experience, one of the common problems encountered in object-oriented
patterns poses a difficult problem here. Widgets that are designed in different development pipelines,
and have undergone extensive development, required major refactoring to extend a common base
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class. Another possibility was to define an interface that associated components would implement.
This would allow for common access (through an interface handle), but would not support an
internal data structure that could be used to group components together. So we needed a way for
programmers to develop widgets in their own pipelines, but take advantage of shared functionality
and a common handle that could be used to get access to all related items.
To summarize, we needed a design that would allow us to:
1. Provide a common type that a managing entity could use to access all widgets (potentially
hierarchically) without knowing the details of their startup, update, or other internal behavior.
2. Specify nonspatial hierarchies that a programmer could use to get access to GOs and compo-
nent scripts comprising a widget.
3. Encapsulate behavior that some or all widgets share, without forcing the programmer to
redesign their class structure.
4. Allow components to be reused by potentially diverse widgets.
To fulfill these requirements, we created the Widget Framework and developed WF Node, a
component that can be added to GOs, providing a common hook to be used by a managing entity.
We also developed the IWFBehavior interface, a simple interface that programmers can implement;
this allows scripts to react to calls from WF Nodes, which pass along calls from the managing entity.
In contrast to previous work, which embraces either an object oriented or an entity-component
modality (with strict connections between components), WF Nodes are meant to provide a level
of abstraction between code modules, such that a looser organization between components could
enable reuse of components as needed. The nodes themselves act as the routers of communication,
including both registration and data conveyance, between components in Unity. Normally this
would require the introduction of interfaces and intermediary components. WF Nodes provide
the same functionality in a standard manner, removing the need for the programmer to manage
these relationships themselves. This common type is then available to managing entities to use
as controllers for entire widgets, without the need to have specified widget specific code at the
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Figure 4.5: Simplified UML class diagram showing inheritance and containment relationships
among Widget Framework items (WFNode, IWFBehavior, and WFManager), as well as downstream




The core of our toolkit is the Widget Framework. The Widget Framework is a collection of
components (Figure 4.5) that a programmer can attach to GOs to create modular widgets that can
be managed through a common interface.
IWFBehavior
The behavior of individual widgets is defined in components that implement the IWFBehavior
interface. There are five core behavior functions defined in IWFBehavior: Initialize(), Activate(),
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Figure 4.6: WFNodes can point to other WFNodes. When a function is invoked on a WFNode, it
will iterate through the list of WFNodes and IWFBehaviors to which it points, and call the associated
function on each item.
Update(), Reset(), and Destroy(). Initialize() is run when the widget is loaded. Activate() has a
boolean toggle as an argument to turn the widget on or off. Reset() reinitializes the widget to its
initial state and Destroy() removes the widget and its associated GO from the scene for garbage
collection. Update() gets called every frame and is where the programmer specifies the widget
behavior. Individual widgets are typically unaware of their siblings or children. The hierarchical
setup is handled by the framework through the WFNode component.
4.5.1 WFNode
WFNode is a bridge between the main program, individual widgets, and their children. Each
widget bundle has a WFNode component attached to its main GO. WFNodes can contain a list of
children (i.e., references to other WFNodes), which allows for the creation of a WFNode hierarchy
(Figure 4.6). As long as the main program has handles to each widget bundle in the scene (this can
be managed through a manager component, WFManager), the framework does not require that a
root WFNode be specified for the entire scene. WFNodes do not contain any widget-specific logic
or behavior—all logic and behavior is contained in components that implement the IWFBehavior
interface. WFNodes may contain multiple IWFBehaviors to achieve complex behavior.
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Figure 4.7: WFNodes are components attached to GameObjects in Unity which can point to other
WFNodes and IWFBehaviors, creating hierarchies called WFBundles. WFNodes can call one of
a number of typical 3D UI widget functions including: Initialize, Reset, Update, Activate, and
Destroy.
To be able to function as a bridge, WFNode has implementations of the same behavior functions
defined in IWFBehavior: Initialize(), Activate(), Update(), Reset(), and Destroy() (Figure 4.7). In a
WFNode, each of these functions does two things: call the implementations of the function for each
attached IWFBehavior, and pass the call on to its children (i.e., other WFNodes). WFNodes also
contain utility functions to get a handle to the WFNode attached to a GO. These utility functions
can streamline development, allowing the programmer to use the Unity Editor’s drag-and-drop
functionality to drop GOs with IWFBehavior components onto designated spots in the WFNode’s
inspector window. To summarize, all a programmer needs to do to integrate with the widget
framework is to add a WFNode to a GO in the scene hierarchy and implement the necessary
specialty functions defined in the IWFBehavior interface.
To further streamline development, we provide a default implementation of the interface that
includes basic behavior such as toggling the visibility of a GO or removing it from the scene. This
allows the programmer to focus on core functionality and write code only when more advanced
functionality is required.
The functions declared in the IWFBehavior interface are invoked by a managing entity through
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WFNodes and provide functionality that is not possible by relying only on Unity’s built in functions.
An example of this is initializing IWFBehaviors. A parameter to a IWFBehavior may be computed
in the managing entity’s Awake(), which may not have run by the time IWFBehavior’s own Awake()
is called. Normally, the solution would be to move the initialization logic of the IWFBehavior from
Awake() to Start(), so that it can safely be called after all Awake()s have been called. However,
it is possible (which we encountered ourselves during the development of our rotation-guidance
user study) that the managing entity’s Start() may run first and try to reference a value that gets
initialized in a IWFBehavior’s Start().
Our solution is to utilize the IWFBehavior Initialize() function, which the managing entity can
call explicitly at a specific time (e.g., after all Awake()s, but before any Start()s). While it is possible
and recommended in some situations to explicitly set the script execution order in Unity directly,
defining a common initialization point in the framework is helpful for promoting standardization
and interchangeability between various IWFBehavior implementations.
The Activate() function serves a critical role in the base framework. WFNode’s Activate()
function will iterate over all attached IWFBehaviors and all its own children. This allows the
programmer to activate associated widgets (that may or may not be linked in the scene hierarchy)
without any work in the IWFBehavior implementations. This both simplifies usage of the system
and prevents errors when implementing the IWFBehavior interface. The programmer may simply
place a Unity SetActive() in that function (allowing activation of all elements of the system), or may
specify additional behavior that should occur before or after the IWFBehavior implementation is
activated or deactivated. This becomes especially powerful in networked configurations in which
synchronization and bandwidth conservation are important. The Activate() function can be triggered
remotely, allowing for an extremely simple network synchronization of active states, without the
need to turn all associated components into derivations of the Unity NetworkBehaviour class.
Together, a WFNode and the associated IWFBehavior implementations form a WFBundle. A
WFBundle is a logical hierarchy that connects components that may be contained in multiple GOs
across the scene hierarchy (Figure 4.8). To a managing entity, the WFNode is the entry point to a
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Figure 4.8: WFBundles are logical hierarchies of entities distributed across a scene graph, connected
through WFNodes and managed by a managing entity which has a reference to the root of the
hierarchy. The managing entity can invoke a method on the root WFNode which will in turn be
invoked on all WFNodes and IWFBehaviors in that hierarchy.
WFBundle. As a WFNode can point to multiple IWFBehavior implementations (within a single GO
or across multiple GOs), as well as other WFNodes (which must be in different GOs), WFBundles
can grow wide and deep. This allows for complex, multi-tiered widgets and interactions.
In our Unity implementation, WFBundles are prepared in one of three ways: completely in code,
through the composition of GOs and component scripts at runtime, or through use of Unity Prefabs.
Prefabs allow a programmer to save a sub-hierarchy (i.e., portion of the scene hierarchy), including
component scripts attached to GOs and variable settings set through the Unity Inspector panel.
While Prefabs facilitate the creation and deployment of WFBundles, they do not allow for automatic
connection to external components (i.e., components outside of the Prefab’s sub-hierarchy). While
it is possible to connect to certain component instances in script, this is usually only possible for
Unity-provided components, globally visible and static components, and components attached to
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GOs known to the calling component. To connect to components outside of the sub-hierarchy, the
programmer can use the WFManager to specify relationships formed at runtime.
4.5.2 WFManager
WFManager is not a required component; however, without a managing entity that can bridge
and control multiple, unrelated WFBundles, their utility is limited and the programmer must
then manage the WFBundles manually. Thus, we provide an extendible managing component,
the WFManager, that handles all registered WFBundles in the scene and can call the WFNode
specialty functions on active WFNodes. It is possible to have multiple WFManagers within a single
application instance. Our toolkit also provides a networked WFManager module that makes it easy
for programmers to synchronize WFNode hierarchies over a network. In our Unity implementation,
networked WFNodes and WFManagers communicate through the Unity UNET system.
We represent the collection of WFNodes in a WFManager as a finite state machine (FSM),
where each state is a WFNode. The entry and exit procedures for each state automatically handle
each WFNode’s active state. Further, the entry and exit behaviors can be expanded to customize
transitions between WFNodes. The data structure can also be changed to match the programmer’s
needs.
4.5.3 WUSM
WFNode and the WFManager are the foundation for an extendible and reusable user-study
module, the Widget User-Study Manager (WUSM). Since the programmer’s widget components
are handled by WFManagers in the scene, the WUSM primarily supports loading and saving study
data, study-trial management, and study flow. The WUSM references a user-study–state manager,
which internally uses a FSM to represent the state of the user study. Like the WFManager’s state
machine, the programmer can specify the state entrance and exit behaviors to customize transitions
between user-study states.
In the WUSM, WTrials are objects that contain data relevant to a particular study trial. WTrials
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Figure 4.9: Simplified scene hierarchy from a sample project [30] with two WFBundles: Arrow and
Animation. WFBundles are controlled by the WFManager, which accesses the WFBundles through
their WFNode. Animation is a composite WFBundle and contains three IWFBehaviors: Animation,
Camera, and Placement.
reference WTasks, which are objects that contain their own update loop, initialization function, and
optionally, completion information. WTasks run independently of the calling widget (potentially
across multiple application instances and network hosts), and can identify when a task has been
completed. Further, each WTask object contains a list of WTask references, which can be useful
when trying to create compound tasks, as in some assembly scenarios.
4.6 Use Case
As mentioned earlier, our toolkit was used to develop a system to guide users in rotating a
tracked object to a destination 3DOF orientation in AR/VR, building on our earlier work [30]. For
example, one widget we developed uses multiple 3D arrows to show the rotation (Figure 4.10a),
while an alternative widget animates a semi-transparent replica of the tracked object (Figure 4.10b).
Since these widgets did not share a base implementation, and the requirements for operating the
widgets were very different, we needed a common interface for managing, testing, and deploying
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the interfaces.
In Unity, the WFBundles that represent the arrow-based and animation widgets are created
through a collection of Unity GO components. The components are brought together and managed
through derivations of the base class that implements IWFBehavior as described above, which are
then added to GOs in the Unity scene hierarchy. A WFNode is added to the same GO. All widgets to
be tested are added to a list in the WFManager, also present in the scene hierarchy. The complexity
of managing multiple behaviors is hidden from the programmer through use of a WFManager
and its connections to WFBundles through WFNodes, which automatically pass messages onto
downstream IWFBehaviors.
In the example scene hierarchy shown in Figure 4.9, Arrow and Animation WFBundles are
controlled by a WFManager. When the WFManager makes WFNode function calls, those calls
are passed on to the IWFBehavior components attached to each WFBundle. In the case of the
Animation WFBundle, there are three IWFBehaviors: Animation, Camera, and Placement. The end
effect of this set-up is that when the Animation WFBundle is activated, the camera is placed at a
specific offset from a virtual object, a replica of the virtual object is placed next to it, and the replica
animates along a motion path specified by the programmer inside the Animation behavior.
Without the Widget Framework, programmers would need to explicitly connect the widgets in
code, or bundle them into prefabs using the Unity Editor. (Note that bundling GOs into prefabs does
not work for GOs that are associated together but are spatially independent.) Further, if the Camera
behavior and Placement behavior are added to higher-level widgets as sub-widgets, our Widget
Framework not only allows defining those relationships by a single drag-and-drop operation, but
it also automatically registers them to receive function calls from higher-level entities, which the
programmer would need to carefully and tediously manage within each high-level widget without
the help of our framework.
During the prototyping phase, widgets are managed through the Widget Test Manager, which
references a networked WFManager. The Widget Test Manager handles scene initialization and
widget iteration through the Unity Input module, since the WFManager manages the WFBundles
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Figure 4.10: Sample widgets from a project [30] that is built using WF Toolkit to guide users in
rotating a shape by showing: (left) Circular arrows oriented about a single axis. (right) An animated
representation of the rotation between the current and final poses overlaid on the tracked object.
and directly instantiates WFNodes and IWFBehavior implementations through instantiation of GOs
and/or Prefabs.
When the WFBundles are ready, the WFManager used during development is simply loaded
into a WUSM in a GO in the scene hierarchy. In a user study, when a widget is needed for a
trial, the WUSM requests a widget change from the WFManager. The WFManager uses the same
WFBundles regardless of whether the calling component is a WUSM or a Widget Test Manager. In
the case of the Arrow WFBundle, arrow shape and material, and widget behavior are defined during
the development phase, and saved to the WFBundle GO/Prefab, which is then directly used in the
WFManager initialization process.
When the application starts, the WFManager will iterate through its list of registered widget
GOs or Prefabs and instantiate new widgets in the scene. During initialization, the WFManager will
create states for each WFNode to add to the widget FSM described above. The application-specific
initial state will be loaded and then the WFManager will iterate over all other WFNodes to disable
the registered widgets.
As the user study progresses between trials, or when a user manually triggers a change, the
WFManager will invoke the Deactivate() function on the current WFNode (which will in turn call
all associated IWFBehavior Deactivate() functions) to disable that widget, and will then invoke
the Activate() function on the next WFNode to enable it. If the programmer has specified that
the settings of a widget must be refreshed, the WFManager can invoke the WFNode Refresh()
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function, which will again call all associated IWFBehavior Refresh() functions. Initialize() and
Destroy() work similarly. In each case, the programmer specifies how a widget will operate when
the respective IWFBehavior function is invoked by the associated WFNode.
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Chapter 5: Mercury: A Messaging Framework for Modular UI Components
Figure 5.1: PreOrientation [24], CAVIAR [54], Mercury [29], Rotation Guidance [98], and Remote
Task Assistance [23].
5.1 Introduction
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) for Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) (e.g., Java
Swing [22] and Microsoft WPF [17]) have long provided sets of basic controls, such as buttons,
sliders, and menus, that can be extended or grouped together to build widgets. GUI APIs are
typically event-driven, which means programmers need to write their application-specific logic in
callback functions and register those callbacks to UI events (implementing the Observer pattern [39],
amongst others, as described in Section 2). In some cases, logically connected controls might be
grouped together and organized to form a hierarchy; for example, a virtual audio mixing console
may include a set of controllers—sliders, knobs, and switches—for each of a set of channels.
When an event applies to an entire branch of the hierarchy, it can be propagated by leveraging
the data structure that stores the parent–child relationships; for example, disabling an audio channel
greys out all controls for that channel. However, in cases where relationships across branches have
to be established (e.g., knob A in channel 1 affects knob B in channel 2), the programmer has to






























Figure 5.2: The light-switch example implemented using a Mercury Network. (a) The user can
flip a light switch or give a voice command to turn on/off the light bulb. (b) Communication
among components is accomplished with messages transmitted through Relay Nodes and handled
by customizable Responders. (See Appendix B.)
recent rise of consumer VR and AR, an increasing number of applications are being developed with
a heterogeneous mix of 2D and 3D UI elements and various input modalities (e.g., vision, 6DOF
tracking, voice, and gesture) that may require specific callback signatures that are incompatible,
making compound UI elements cumbersome to build and not easily transferable across applications
or domains.
To address these problems, we created the R&R pattern and its implementation, the Mercury
Messaging framework (referred to as Mercury). Mercury is a general-purpose, extensible, hier-
archical communication framework for software components to exchange messages with each
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other. For example, a component responsible for handling user input could send a “Button Click”
message to a UI component that responds to it (Figure 5.2). A key feature of our approach is that
it extracts the routing logic into self-contained Relay Nodes (called Relays in the R&R pattern),
which together are akin to the transport layer [102] in a traditional computer network. Thus, it
allows programmers to focus on implementing Responders (also named so in the R&R pattern) that
contain their application’s custom behavior without having to be exposed to the internals of the
Relay Nodes.
This level of separation and abstraction also works well with the composition-over-inheritance
software design principle [39]. This principle recommends polymorphic design through composition
of classes instead of inheritance, to improve future system design flexibility and robustness. Mercury
facilitates utilization of this principle by making it easier to compose hybrid modules of many
classes by allowing a programmer to attach a generic Relay Node and a separate, custom Responder
component to the same entity, reducing the possibility of coupling in code. Many modern game
development environments (e.g., Unity [105] and Unreal [31]), which are used extensively in the
development of 3D UIs, allow composing game entities by attaching components (i.e., scripts) via
simple drag-and-drop operations in a GUI. For example, the Unity Editor GUI makes it possible
for a programmer to drag a custom Mercury Responder script onto a game entity to easily enable
that game entity to react to Mercury messages. Similarly, a programmer can quickly establish
connections between entities and define a hierarchy by dragging Responders or Relay Nodes
onto other Relay Nodes. In contrast, establishing a communication channel between components
with Unity’s built-in messaging APIs and defining a hierarchy for message propagation requires
significant programming overhead, since the programmer has to explicitly register to (and unregister
from) events and establish the hierarchy along with the associated routing logic in code.
As discussed above, while the R&R pattern and Mercury are general-purpose, we concentrate
on their benefits for UI development and describe three use cases in which Mercury has been
successfully applied to manage the UIs and application state modules of relatively large research
applications with nontrivial UIs. In addition to helping with UI and application management,
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Mercury also supports modularization of behavior and provides a standard interface for receiving
messages, which in turn enables programmers to easily share software components (e.g., UI
elements) across applications.
We make the following contributions:
• An approach to inter-component communication for UIs that simplifies message propagation
in a structured way.
• An overview of a framework that makes this approach possible and extensible for various use
cases.
• A description of a set of examples that demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach.
• A reference implementation in Unity with which the examples have been developed.
In the rest of this section, I first survey previous related work. Next, I present the Mercury
Messaging Framework and describe a set of UIs that were built using it. Finally, I discuss the
evolution of our design, our Unity reference implementation, and the limitations of our approach.
I note that for the remainder of this section, I will collectively refer to the combination the R&R
pattern, and the Mercury framework implementation of the pattern, simply as Mercury.
5.2 Related Work
5.2.1 Component-based Architectures
Software developers have long sought ways to maximize reusability and interoperability of
software modules, to both simplify the development process and improve its efficiency. As described
by Jazayeri [51]), component-based design focuses on the development of interchangeable software
components, which can be selected from catalogs of taxonomically-related modules (e.g., following
the steps of component use in library construction, such as the C++ Standard Template Library
[94]). Later, Gall et al. [38] discussed how component-based architectures could be applied to
developing larger systems using the same paradigm. This was an important step in demonstrating,
from a macro-perspective, how components were to be designed or organized.
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Inter-component communication has always been critical to the successful adoption of compo-
nents in commercial software systems. For usable components to be effectively presented as black
boxes to programmers, the input and output of a component must be part of the component defini-
tion. When direct invocation of component methods is not possible, inter-component messaging
provides a potential solution. Taylor et al. [103] explored a component-based GUI architecture,
Chiron-2, built on inter-component messaging. Chiron-2 represented communication throughout
GUI component hierarchies using messages as notifications (downward) and requests (upward).
However, where Chiron-2 allows only one-to-one connections, Mercury allows many-to-many
connections (i.e., multiple parents and children). Further, in Mercury, no restriction is placed on
the types of communication that can get sent upstream or downstream. In addition, while Chiron-2
describes a style that is centralized around a strictly hierarchical GUI layout, Mercury is highly
decentralized and does not require a root.
Taking an architectural-design perspective, Bessam and Kimour [12] introduced a meta-model
for component behavior that can be used to form an Architecture Description Language and fa-
cilitate the systematic design of component-based architectures using behavior specifications. At
the same time, Amirat and Oussalah [2], building on Chiron-2, examined multiple designs for
hierarchical architectures and suggested rules for connector design in architectures with connected
components. Mercury takes the opposite approach and relieves the programmer from designing mul-
tiple connectors into their architecture by providing a single, standardized interface for connecting
components.
Bashroush et al. [8] describe a messaging system that creates and routes messages in a similar
fashion to computer network protocols. This model wraps user components in an adapter that
communicates with other components through a “connection manager” that resembles a network
router. Slamkovie et al. [92] follow a somewhat related approach, where communication protocols
themselves are abstracted and handled by a broker to facilitate communications between objects.
Pierce and Nichols [85] use an Instant Messaging API to develop an infrastructure that supports
creating multi-device interfaces. In contrast, Mercury provides an adaptable message type and han-
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dles message routing internally without the need for brokers, which allows entities to communicate
directly with other entities. Further, Mercury supports multi-device communication, but separates
the computer-network routing logic from the message routing logic to help ease development.
5.2.2 The Observer Pattern
The Observer pattern is a popular software design pattern, especially for component-based sys-
tems (e.g., UI APIs, game engine APIs). For example, Unity supports three different APIs for raising
events and subscribing to (i.e., observing) those events: UnityEvents, SendMessage{Upwards},
BroadcastMessage, and Execute{Hierarchy}, all of which have major drawbacks compared to
Mercury.
UnityEvents are similar to basic C# events/delegates, and can be used to create events and register
observers to them. Android Intents [43] fulfill the same purpose, but at the OS level. However,
observers, whether for events or intents, have no built-in mechanism to propagate messages to other
related components. Programmers must not only (un)register events/intents, but must explicitly
propagate them, and maintain propagation relationships. These high overhead responsibilities are
handled by Mercury.
The SendMessage{Upwards}/BroadcastMessage functions have two major disadvantages: (1)
Called functions are referenced by name, which typically requires reflection (type introspection
with support for modification of object values at runtime) and incurs a heavy performance penalty.
In contrast, Mercury routes messages via direct method calls using a single function signature.
The Relay Nodes conduct a small number of checks (for the options described in Section 5.3.1) to
determine if a Responder is allowed to receive a message, but that overhead is negligible compared
to reflection. Thus, Mercury can scale to handle large sets of Responders and messages, the
same as direct method calling. (2) Propagation beyond the initial recipient relies on the scene
hierarchy, so messages cannot be passed to components that are not spatially related (that are not
ancestors/descendants in the scene hierarchy). In contrast, Mercury allows communication among
nonspatially related components. For example, in our light-switch example below, a message is sent
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Event Function Mercury Execute SendMessage
Avg Time (ms) 0.00005 0.00006 0.00122 0.00130 0.00771
Avg Ticks 0.6134 0.6727 12.2334 13.0527 77.2139
Table 5.1: Performance per invocation averaged over 100,000 repetitions.
to a light switch and is then propagated to a bulb that is not its descendant in the scene.
The Execute{Hierarchy} functions are similar to SendMessage{Upwards}, but do not rely on
reflection (i.e., do not have the same performance penalty). However, their propagation still relies
on the scene hierarchy, which is a major limitation.
To compare the performance of Mercury messages in our reference Unity implementation to C#
events, C# function calls, Unity Execute, and Unity SendMessage, we ran an informal experiment
on a Macbook Pro, with an Intel Core i7 2.7 GHz processor, running Unity 2017.2 (Table 5.1). Each
invocation approach was repeated 100,000 times. Running this test in Unity 2019.4 and 2020.1
produced the same performance ratio. In this test, a simple payload was sent through a single Relay
Node to compare the overhead introduced with Mercury to current standard approaches. To be fair,
we tried to provide the simplest comparison to evaluate the cost of the Relay Node’s overhead, given
the capabilities of the alternative approaches. MmInvokes are themselves functions (with additional
checks performed internally), thus a linear cost relationship exists between both invocation styles
(assuming that both an MmInvoke’s payload and the parameters of a traditional function call could
have been MmMessages). Additionally as the SendMessage, Execute, and Event approaches do not
have the same capabilities as Mercury in supporting payload type (SendMessage and Execute in
particular being limited in variety and number of parameters), we chose a simple message payload
for the experiment, as more complex compound types would not have been uniformly supported.
With that in mind, Function and Event performed the best. As Mercury is built on standard function
invocation in C#, but provides additional routing logic, this is to be expected. Mercury performs
better than SendMessage and Execute, which provide less powerful routing capabilities.
In addition to being limited to only the scene hierarchy and potentially incurring heavy perfor-
mance penalties due to reflection, writing events and handlers using the Unity built-in APIs requires
the programmer to generate a unique function signature for each type of event. This significantly
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limits code modularity and reusability/portability, because it requires function definitions and data
types to be shared across applications. In contrast, Mercury-enabled components (or subsystems)
can be shared between projects without implementing project-specific method signatures/interfaces,
because connections are established by connecting Relay Nodes and Relay Nodes do not need to be
changed to handle additional message types.
As described above in Chapter 4, with WF Toolkit, we explored how to construct UI widgets
using component structures in Unity. Our work used a set of centralized managers, each of which
oversees a collection of UI widgets. Managers could send messages to their widgets, but could not
receive messages from them; instead, managers needed to use regular Unity ECS communication to
obtain information from the widgets they controlled. In contrast, as is discussed below, Mercury
defines an omnidirectional messaging protocol that allows “top-level” structures to receive messages
without forcing the programmer to interact with transport or communication code. Further, where
the “top-level” structures of WF Toolkit were “managers” not integrated into the communication
framework, Mercury’s “top-level” structures are not unique in the protocol (i.e., they are standard
Relay Nodes with Responders), and thus can be added as inner nodes in other hierarchies.
5.3 Mercury Messaging Framework
Mercury is based on its own Mercury Messaging Protocol, which defines two types of entities,
Relay Nodes and Responders, along with the structure of a message that those entities can interpret.
A Relay Node is a self-contained component and includes a list of connections, akin to a routing table
in a traditional computer network [102]. Each Relay Node can be connected to other downstream
(child) or upstream (parent) Relay Nodes, as well as to Responders. A Responder is a component
that can consume Mercury messages, typically by triggering a response function that is implemented
by the application programmer, based on message type.
Mercury messages contain three parts: an enumerated message type, an optional message
payload (i.e., data based on the message type), and routing metadata (e.g., message direction—



















Figure 5.3: Routing Table of a Relay Node, pointing to Responders, and other Relay Nodes.
to Relay Nodes, which can be further connected to each other to form a network of connected
components (Mercury networks).
In the rest of this section, we describe a base Relay Node that includes a set of default rules
for how Mercury messages are propagated throughout the Mercury network based on the routing
metadata embedded in the message. We made the Mercury framework extensible by virtualizing
many of the key routing functions, so that programmers can override the routing logic or introduce
new routing metadata to customize behaviors and message propagation strategies.
5.3.1 Mercury Messages
Mercury messages are passed along Relay Nodes and contain data that can be consumed by
Responders. While it is completely up to the programmer to code how a Responder reacts to a
given message type, typically Responder scripts trigger a response function on the entity they are
attached to or consume the payload of the message, similar to responding to an event or broadcast
in subscription-based communication paradigms (e.g., the Observer pattern). Unlike subscriptions,
where the programmer has to match the function signatures for various event and broadcast types,


















Flag Children, Self, Parents
Active
Flag Active Only, All
Selected
Flag Selected Only, All
Tag Application-specific
Network
Flag Local-, Network-Only, All
Figure 5.4: Anatomy of a Mercury message.
Mercury message (Figure 5.4). This allows the programmer to decouple senders and receivers,
which can be agnostic to each other’s data types or function definitions, which in turn enables the
usability of Responders across multiple use cases or applications. The base Mercury message class
contains a message type, a routing block, and serialization/deserialization methods for enabling
messages to be sent over the network.
Message Types Mercury message types are internally stored as integer values. For convenience,
Mercury’s base implementation enumerates a set of default message types with human-readable
names (e.g., initialize and refresh), but the set is meant to be expanded by the application developer
to suit their specific needs.
Payloads While the base Mercury message class does not contain a payload, programmers
can easily extend the message class to include custom data. For convenience, Mercury includes
extensions of the base message class that can carry common data types (e.g., int, float, and string)
as payload. Since being able to send and receive messages over the network is an important feature
of Mercury, custom payloads need to implement serialization and deserialization methods for use
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by Mercury’s network sending and receiving modules. To reduce programming overhead when
adding custom payloads, Mercury also includes a generic Mercury serializable message, which can
carry any payload as long as the payload’s type implements Mercury’s serialization interface (i.e.,
serialize and deserialize functions).
Routing Blocks A routing block is a collection of flags that are used by a Relay Node (i.e., the
transport layer) to decide how to propagate the message through a Mercury network. Each flag
in the routing block has a corresponding filter column in the routing table (Figure 5.3). A Relay
Node only propagates a message to another Relay Node (or Responder) in its routing table when
each flag in the message routing block matches the value set in the corresponding filter column in
the routing table entry for that item. To reduce the need for programmers to build custom routing
blocks, our Mercury reference implementation includes preset routing blocks for a set of common
propagation strategies we identified through testing (e.g., all children/parents, and active/selected
children/parents only).
A routing block contains the following flags:
Direction flag. Can include one or more of “children,” “self,” and “parents.” In the Relay
Node’s routing table, other Relay Nodes can be either “child” or “parent,” with Responders always
designated as “self.”
Active flag. Has one of two values: “ActiveOnly” and “All.” This specifies whether a message
should be passed to active components only or also to disabled components (assuming that the
application supports enabling and disabling components).
Selected flag. Is similar to the active flag, and has the values “SelectedOnly” and “All.” It
enables the programmer to define one or more components as selected and pass messages only to
those components. One example of this is the switch node, described below, which allows only one
of the children of the Relay Node to be selected at a given time and passes messages to only that
selected child.
Mercury tags. Are an enumerated set of application-specific flags. By default, messages are
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assigned the “everything” tag and are propagated to all Responders without paying attention to
this flag. Setting this flag to anything other than the default value allows the programmer to limit
Responders to those that have the matching tag assigned in the routing table.
Network flag. Has one of three values: “LocalOnly,” “NetworkOnly,” and “Both.” This allows
programmers to easily specify whether messages should be propagated across network connections,
if any.
Note that flags in routing blocks can be modified as a message is passed from one Relay Node
to the next. For example, if a message has a direction flag set to “children,” the Relay Node will
convert it to “self and children” before passing it on, to ensure that the Responders that are attached
to the child Relay Node receive this message. Because all filter-checking functions in Mercury are
virtualized, programmers can easily customize the propagation logic, if needed.
Example To better understand a message’s internals, let’s look at a message in depth. In our light
switch example, the SetActive Mercury message has the following parameters:
1. MessageType: SetActive. Also known as the MmMethod, this is the “method” name of the
message. This is needed to help distinguish between messages being sent to through Mercury
Networks.
2. Payload: boolean (value: true or false). This could have been anything supported by the
language and is completely customizable.
3. Routing Block:
(a) Direction: Self and Children. When invoked on the light switch’s Relay Node, we want
this to also be invoked on any Responders sharing the same node and the Relay Node’s
descendants in a hierarchical representation of the associated Mercury network.
(b) Active: All. We want this to be invoked on all GameObjects in the scene regardless of
whether they are enabled or disabled.
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Figure 5.5: Each Relay Node has a Routing Table that can refer to sets of Responders and other
Relay Nodes. When a message is received, the Relay Node will pass the message to all Relays and
Responders which can receive the message (dependent on the particulars of a message’s Routing
Block).
(c) Selected: All. We want this to be invoked on all children of a Relay Node (Section
5.3.2) or Switch Node (Section 5.3.2), regardless of which is designated as “selected,”
as supported by a particular Relay implementation.
(d) Tag: None. We want this to execute on all objects, regardless of tag.
(e) Network Flag: All. If a network node existed connecting this application instance to
other instances on the network, we’d like the message to execute on those devices as
well.
5.3.2 Relay Nodes
Mercury Relay Nodes are nonterminal branching nodes in a Mercury network and are responsible
for routing messages. Similar to routers in traditional computer networks, a Relay Node inspects only
the routing block of a message, but not its type or payload. Encapsulating the routing mechanism
into its own component (i.e., a Relay Node) allows programmers to quickly enable entities to receive
Mercury messages and become a node in a Mercury network by adding the Relay Node component
supplied in Mercury to that entity and connecting it to other Relay Nodes (Figure 5.5). Similarly,
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because all of the code that a programmer writes for responding to messages is neatly encapsulated
in Responder scripts, these scripts can also be easily reused both within an application and across
projects simply by adding them onto entities with Relay Nodes. To begin message propagation, the
programmer only needs to invoke the MmInvoke method on a Relay Node, as shown in Figure 5.6.
GetRelayNode ( ) . MmInvoke (
MmMethod . S e t A c t i v e , true ,
MmRoutingBlock (
MmLeve lF i l t e r . Chi ld , M m A c t i v e F i l t e r . A l l
)
) ;
Figure 5.6: Mercury Relay Node invocation for SetActive message, as used in Figure 5.2. This
passes true as payload for SetActive message. RoutingBlock specifies that a message should
propagate to a Relay Node’s children and be passed to Responders regardless of the active state of
their GameObjects.
Routing Tables Each Relay Node has a routing table that defines its relationship to other Relay
Nodes (parent or child) and Responders that belong to the same entity as the Relay Node (self). As
discussed above, a routing table also has filter columns that correspond to flags in the routing block
of a message, which together determine message propagation.
Because Relay Nodes and Responders share a common interface, a routing table can contain a
heterogeneous mix of Relay Nodes and Responders. This allows programmers to modify execution
order by rearranging the items in the routing table (e.g., self before children or children before self).
Since routing filters are stored in the routing table, the same node might be a parent in one routing
table and a child in another, or even appear multiple times in the same routing table with different
filters. This allows alternate routing configurations for the same Relay Node or Responder.
Switch Nodes Switch nodes are special Relay Nodes in which only a single child can be selected
(i.e., can receive messages) at a time. This type of node is useful for implementing Finite-state
Machines (FSMs), which can be used to manage application states or to cycle among alternative UI
widgets for a given task. In our implementation, a switch Responder script receives and handles a
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“switch” message whose payload specifies which child to select. Other than having a single selected
child at a time, switch nodes are standard Relay Nodes that can be used throughout the hierarchy.
Network Nodes Traditionally, programmers rely on synchronized variables or remote procedure
calls (RPCs) defined by the computing environment to transmit information between networked
devices. However, this approach suffers from the same issues as event-based communication
(i.e., difficulty in reusing components, due to function signature matching) and maintenance of a
propagation hierarchy by the programmer. To alleviate these issues, Mercury includes networked
versions of Relay Nodes. Together with networking flags in the routing table and message routing
block, networked Relay Nodes enable transmission of Mercury messages between applications
running on networked devices, without any additional programmer effort (except for implementing
serialization and deserialization functions for custom payloads, if any).
When sending a Mercury message, programmers can set a flag in the routing block to indicate
whether this particular message can be transmitted over the network. With that flag set, if a Relay
Node along that message’s propagation path is connected to another Relay Node over the network,
it will send that message over the network, before propagating it to local items in its routing table.
Similar to how the “ChildrenOnly” flag in the routing block get converted to “ChildrenAndSelf”
once it is passed to a Relay Node’s children, the “Network” flag get converted to “LocalOnly” once
it travels over the network to avoid being passed back and forth infinitely.
5.3.3 Responders
In Mercury, Responders are software components that can consume (i.e., react to) Mercury
messages. Programmers can write custom Responders to handle Mercury messages in the context
of their application. For convenience, Mercury includes a base Responder class that can be derived
from, as well as a Responder interface that can be implemented directly.
Mercury is agnostic to what Responders do with messages they receive and how they consume
them. While most Responders are likely to be terminal points in Mercury Networks, others can
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open messages, inspect them, and pass them on to other objects, as in the case of Relay Nodes.
5.4 Application Areas
Each of the components highlighted in this section was first implemented in an application
that did not use Mercury, resulting in code that was highly coupled to that specific application and
difficult to reuse, extend, and maintain. We describe the specific advantages of Mercury-enabled
versions below.
5.4.1 UI Widgets
Mercury can be used to communicate between UI elements and other parts of the application,
such as input systems and application state managers. Mercury’s sophisticated propagation handling
easily supports hierarchical UIs, promoting modularity and reusablity. For example, AR/VR
applications might include a mix of 2D and 3D elements in a logical hierarchy that must react
to inputs as a group. Additionally, ensuring easy connectivity among UI widgets could promote
adoption and encourage standardization.
Consider our light-switch example in Figure 5.2. When the user’s hand collides with the switch
on the back wall, the bulb on the ceiling activates and the GUI Handler updates to indicate the status
of the switch. Without Mercury, activating the bulb would require a number of individual calls to
the different entities in this system, starting from the hand and going to the light switch, the bulb,
and the GUI Handler (Figure 5.7), or having the switch, bulb and GUI Handler register to events
in the hand, which the programmer would need to manage and maintain. While this approach is
manageable in simple cases, it can rapidly become unwieldy as the application grows.
With Mercury, the programmer needs only to define the logical relationships in the editor
(without modifying any code) and can then invoke a single MmInvoke to begin the message
propagation process (Figure 5.6). Different messages can then be sent into the same logical
structure, with the only changes being to the messages themselves. This can be further customized
by adding tags to the messages or by modifying the routing block (Figure 5.4). As the number
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p u b l i c vo id A c t i v a t e L i g h t ( )
{
L i g h t S w i t c h . S e t A c t i v e ( t r u e ) ;
L i g h t B u l b . S e t A c t i v e ( t r u e ) ;
GUIHandler . UpdateGUI ( t r u e ) ;
S w i t c h H a n d l e r . Upda teCo lo r ( t r u e ) ;
}
Figure 5.7: Light switch activation without Mercury. The programmer must explicitly manage all
individual effects of light switch activation.
of listeners increases, the Mercury call remains a single call for the same event. This scalability
advantage also applies when a node must be temporarily deactivated. In contrast, an event-based
approach requires the programmer to track and unregister all subscriptions manually, as opposed to
a single toggle in Mercury’s routing table.
5.4.2 Tasks: Requirement Checking & Objective Completion
In many AR and VR applications, users have to complete tasks that mimic common tasks in
the physical world (e.g., flip a switch, move to certain location, or pick up object). Tasks can be
represented in software by enumerating boolean conditions and can be iterated through manually or
in an automated fashion inside a completion checking routine. While tasks may vary only slightly in
concept, programmers may need to deploy many different types of tasks, which may pose problems
when compositing tasks.
Conventionally, programmers explicitly define how tasks are assigned, processed, and verified.
For example, a system might need to check whether 6DOF-tracked objects have the correct relative
transform before proceeding to the next task. If this check occurs in the main update loop of the
application or a task management system, it enforces strong coupling, jeopardizing portability. In
a Mercury-based task management approach, completion checking can be accomplished through
self-updating Responders that are local to each relevant task object, with inter-task communication
handled through Mercury messages.
This paradigm for task management is included as part of the base implementation of the Mercury
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framework, encapsulated in a Mercury task class. Similar to Mercury messages, programmers
can extend this base task class to add logic specific to their use cases. Such custom tasks require
serialization and deserialization functions, so that they can be easily be transmitted through messages
as payloads. Mercury also includes special Responders that process task data and manage task
collections, allowing actions such as completion checking and assignment to be standardized, and
made interchangeable.
For example, consider a system that tracks a user’s hand, understands voice input, and changes
the color of a light above the user when they place their hand on a virtual button and say “Press.”
Here, both the hand and voice actions can be considered completely independently. Without
Mercury, the general application state management object would need to implement the completion
check logic in a central task manager. As discussed above, this will complicate the application
design and cause tight coupling between these components. With Mercury, both the hand and
voice systems can have their own completion-checking logic and simply report their state up to
management objects through Mercury messages. This allows users to reuse that task logic in other
parts of the scene or other projects, simplifying the design of the central task manager. That manager
no longer requires code specific to any external module, such as input devices, and instead needs
only to wait for child nodes to report their own completion upwards.
5.4.3 Application State Management
Similar to Mercury-based task managers, Mercury can also be applied to other areas of applica-
tion design. Mercury includes a FSM implementation, which is how switch nodes are implemented
internally. Similarly, an application state manager can be implemented as a Mercury-enabled FSM.
This is convenient because application states can then be modularized and reused in the same way
entities are in the ECS model. Further, messages designed for non–application-state management
parts of the application (including task completion messages, as described above) can be used
by the application-state management components to control the state. As an example, consider
the hand/voice system discussed earlier. If the application-state manager was a parent of the task
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manager, then it too can receive the completions reported by the hand and voice systems, and can
then change the state of the application appropriately, or communicate with other parts of the RIS
that are not attached to the framework.
In addition, since application states can now be represented as Relay Nodes, states can begin to
take compound definitions (sub-Mercury Networks). A state in this context can actually spawn its
own Mercury Network, powering components such as input handling, UI management, and data
collection. For example, an “active” application state might include in its Mercury Network data
logging entities that will be enabled when the application state is itself enabled. This simplifies the
programming experience further, allowing programmers to concentrate on the execution require-
ments of the state change, and not the mechanism in which the state change will propagate to all
associated objects. Without Mercury, the programmer will again need to maintain the relationships
the states have, and need to ensure that all appropriate objects get called when a transition occurs.
5.5 Example Use Cases
5.5.1 Nonspatial Relationships: VR Teleportation
We created a testbed to develop and compare different user interfaces for VR teleportation [24].
Users could explore a virtual city by selecting a position and orientation on a world-in-miniature
(WIM), with the ability to preview post-teleportation position and orientation through a preview
window attached to the user’s controller (Figure 5.8).
The teleportation logic in this work was split across a number of components spread throughout
the scene. The root of the teleportation system was attached to an avatar representing the teleporta-
tion target. That entity was a child of the WIM in the scene graph. The Relay Node on this avatar
referenced a camera in the surrounding virtual city (i.e., not the WIM), the preview window that
rendered that camera’s view, and the VR rig that was actually moved when teleportation occurred.
These items could not be linked spatially, as they were required to be in their respective locations in
the scene graph.
Mercury allowed these components, which did not have a simple vertical relationship in the
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Figure 5.8: VR teleportation testbed [24] in which users can move to different parts of a virtual
urban environment by selecting locations on a world-in-miniature (WIM). Users preorient to face
particular directions before teleporting and see a preview of their targeted location and orientation.
scene graph, to be connected without any special code in the teleportation widget scripts. Without
Mercury, programmers would need to collect all associated components into a single script (requiring
them to manage these relationships themselves in the scene), or introduce and maintain multiple
scripts to handle the different aspects of a widget. This not only saves programmer effort, but
also eliminates creation of the branching checks programmers would be required to introduce to
ensure the widget functioned appropriately. Further, without Mercury, programmers would need to
synchronize widget control states across components.
Each teleportation user interface was implemented by a separate widget (Avatars  and  in
Figure 5.9) that was able to process viewing tasks and was given the task requirements through
Mercury. A task-management component would await a completion message from the currently
active teleportation widget before iterating to the next viewing task. Before proceeding, the user
was informed of their success (because an application-state management component received the
completion message). To achieve this complex behavior, programmers needed only to define
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Figure 5.9: The VR teleportation testbed was built with components distributed throughout the
scene hierarchy but connected through a Mercury Network.
the relationships, and then specify the completion logic for the teleportation widget and task
manager. Mercury defines a base Responder that reacts to messages supported, including “complete”
messages. Without Mercury, programmers would have needed to explicitly support each different
teleportation widget, potentially implemented in separate classes.
5.5.2 Component Reuse: Rotation Guidance
Sukan et al. [98] created a head-worn rotation guidance system that aided users in rotating
6DOF-tracked abstract objects to arbitrary orientations (Figure 5.10). This system, which was
built with Mercury, supported four different types of visualizations (e.g., Guides  and  in Figure
5.11). As the user translated and rotated a tracked task object, visualizations followed and updated
accordingly. Some parts of the visualizations needed to be anchored to the world (or were in a
screen-overlaid UI layer) and thus could not be children of the tracked object in the scene graph.
Each visualization also referenced another spatially-unrelated secondary component that changed
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Figure 5.10: Rotation Guidance System [98] in which different instruction visualizations are used
to guide a user in completing a free-hand rotation task. The user holds a tracked object and follows
the instructions, which update in real time to show the remaining offset in orientation.
the color of the tracked object when the user matched the target orientation.
These requirements would have been quite difficult to achieve without Mercury-enabled subsys-
tems, as the programmer would need to explicitly (un)register and propagate events, and maintain
propagation relationships, for each visualization, and the visualization subsystems were typically
not related vertically (as ancestors–descendants) in the scene. Each visualization-control component
would need to seek out the color-change component to pass the current target orientation parameters.
If a new visualization had been created that did not use the color-change component, its programmer
would have needed to add logic to the visualization management script that would know to deactivate
this color-change component when using a visualization that did not support it.
With Mercury, each visualization can reference the same color-change component through
a Relay Node. The logic for activation/deactivation across visualizations is embedded in the
propagation of messages in the Mercury network of visualizations. In addition to sharing the same
color change component, all visualizations reused the same GUI Mercury network. With Mercury,
to connect the visualization with the color-changer, we only needed to drag the color-change
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Figure 5.11: The Rotation Guidance System is built by reusing lower-level components, connected
through Mercury.
component into the routing table of each visualization (in total, five drag-and-drop operations, one
for each visualization). It is also possible to achieve this assignment in code without needing to
worry about class types, as Relay Nodes provide a common access point, regardless of where they
are attached. 1
The four visualizations were children of a task management node and a visualization manage-
ment node. This allowed for separation of visualization management logic from task management
logic, with actions triggered by the visualizations themselves. When a visualization generated a
“complete” message, it was simultaneously propagated to both the visualization manager and the
task manager to allow proper context switching.
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Figure 5.12: Remote Task Assistance system [23] in which a remote SME tries to guide a local
technician in placing a gear onto a breadboard. After the SME demonstrates the action, the
technician sees a replica of the gear in place, meta objects on the gear and breadboard, and a tether
connecting the two.
5.5.3 Networking: Remote Guidance
Oda et al. [77] presented a system that allowed a remote subject matter expert in VR to assist
a local user in completing 6DOF tasks in AR. The expert used a 6DOF-tracked controller to
manipulate and annotate virtual replicas of tracked physical objects seen by the local user (Figure
5.10). The system was also designed to run user studies, in which actions and objects were recorded
to file, for later analysis.
One of the biggest issues in the creation of this system was the synchronization of states
between the expert’s computer and the local user’s computer. The state of the RIS was a complex
collection of variables representing the active visualizations and input modes, the state of the
user study, and the control switches for the RIS data collection mechanism. Whenever a new
state variable requiring synchronization was introduced, it would be manually entered into the
network serialization/deserialization mechanisms. Additionally, the network-state synchronization
component transmitted and applied changes only to the variables that changed over particular state
changes. This is problematic, as the programmer is expected to add the changed state variables to
the network-state serializer manually, which is extremely difficult to manage.
We have recreated parts of that system using Mercury (Figure 5.13). In our system, state
1Note, Mercury’s networks don’t replace scene graphs, but complement them. While it is completely possible to
implement a complete scene graph using Mercury, it isn’t needed if that functionality is provided by the language or
platform in which Mercury is operating.
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Figure 5.13: The Remote Task Assistance system supports remote hosts linked via networked
Mercury Relay Nodes. As a user annotates a virtual object, a matching annotation appears on its
replica, synchronized across hosts.
changes that are transmitted through messages over networked nodes (Mercury networked Relay
Nodes) are automatically serialized/deserialized and handled by the communicating devices. All
state propagation and network management in the original system is no longer handled by the
programmer directly. This simplified recreating the system and allowed for rapid experimentation
with the interaction techniques.
5.5.4 Message Reuse: A Hybrid RTK GNSS and SLAM Outdoor Augmented Reality System
In many domains, information tied to a person’s environment may need to be visualized in
situ with high precision. Tracking approaches such as Simultaneous Localization and Mapping
(SLAM) can make possible augmented reality (AR) systems in which virtual objects can be placed
relative to a local map of the environment, as users move about. However, these approaches cannot
determine the absolute geographic location of the user and virtual objects in the world. To address
these concerns we created a new approach that combines an existing small-scale SLAM system with
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.14: Outdoor hybrid AR system combining RTK GNSS and SLAM tracking [54]. (a) A
user wearing a prototype backpack and see-through HWD, holding laptop used for debugging. (b)
The view through the HWD shows information sheet associated with security cameras on post at its
left.
centimeter-level real-time–kinematic (RTK) global navigation satellite system (GNSS) position
tracking [54]. This allows us to situate the user outdoors in absolute geospatial context and present
relevant information to them in AR on an optical–see-through head-worn display (HWD), as shown
in Figure 5.14.
To create an easily implemented system that would allow for wide-area, high-precision outdoor
tracking, we integrated a number of different subsystems, depicted in Figure 5.15. For convenience,
we configured our system on an external-frame backpack (Figure 5.14a).
We built the software used in our system using Unity 2017.4. The HoloLens could not commu-
nicate directly with the GNSS unit, so we created an intermediate server to pass GNSS data to the
HoloLens. Our system includes two networked Unity applications: one executes on the backpack
computer (server) and the other on the HoloLens (client). The server application transmits RTK
positions (via dedicated Wi-Fi) to the client application, so that the client can update the position of
the user relative to the virtual environment. When using HoloLens (and other similar SLAM-based
systems), any change to a camera transformation is often overwritten by the underlying tracking
system, so we use a wrapper scene object to manipulate the position of the camera within the virtual
environment, while still maintaining the relative location from SLAM.
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Figure 5.15: System Architecture. The GNSS Base Station Configuration provides corrections to
the GNSS Rover Configuration. The GNSS Control Console transmits data over a server to the
HoloLens for integration with SLAM tracking.
placed annotations to a number of different unrelated components. To simplify development, we
created a LatLongMsg Mercury Message that included information about the user’s location. The
message type was reused by different components, in various ways. The system supports the
creation of annotations placed at a certain latitude and longitude, so when the user gazes towards
a particular point and creates an annotation, a LatLongMsg is sent to the annotation controller to
indicate that an annotation is to be created at that location. The HMD calibration process also uses
LatLongMsgs to place the HMD in the correct location relative to the virtual representation of the
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urban environment. Further 2 LatLongMsgs are used to help determine a heading and properly
orient the HMD with respect to the world. This shows the versatility of messages within the same
application, the programmer only needs to sign the message with a different MmMethod. 2
5.6 Discussion
5.6.1 Design Evolution
Message routing in Mercury was originally handled in a way similar to a standard implemen-
tation of the Observer pattern. However, in using the framework in RIS applications, there were
issues that arose that were difficult to solve with the framework as implemented at the time those
systems were being developed. In solving some of these issues, the design of the R&R pattern and
Mercury evolved to include these new solutions.
Code Reuse With high code reusability as a primary goal, it became clear that the organizational
structures, the message propagation mechanism, and the messages themselves needed to be created
in a way agnostic to the requirements of any particular system or use case. This design direction
was well-aligned with the abstraction and interoperability provided by the ECS model. Historically,
programmers have relied on the Observer pattern for inter-module communication in ECS-based
architectures, but as we highlighted before, the Observer pattern does not promote code reuse or
work well with structured layouts (where the relationships between components could be defined as
a network or hierarchy, rather than direct one-to-one connections). Components become coupled
as registration to events triggered by an entity usually happens in code, with the reference to the
calling object directly stored on the registrant’s side.
We wanted to ensure that Mercury-enabled components could be decoupled from all other
entities, even those to which they are attached or connected, in the spirit of one of the earliest visions
[51] for component design. To accomplish this, all Mercury communication is routed through a
2Technically, the programmer does not need to sign the messages with different MmMethods if they intend to reuse
the same signature across different classes for different purposes. It is only convenient to do so for the sake of ensuring
consistency across an application.
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single function, MmInvoke, requiring that programmers implement message handling based on
message type (and optional payload) alone.
Note that for Mercury-enabled components to be shared across applications without any modifi-
cation, there must be agreed-upon standards for domain-specific message sets (e.g., for UI events).
Arguably, even without a common set of Mercury messages, modifying Mercury-based components
to respond to new message types is preferable to incorporating additional APIs, which would result
in strongly-coupled code.
Omnidirectional Communication Omnidirectional communication was added to the framework
when we realized that an existing Mercury network could be utilized to send messages from
downstream entities to upstream entities, such as individual UI components sending a message to
the UI manager. To achieve this, we introduced routing blocks to messages, allowing messages to be
sent upwards. In the original design, children, self, and parent objects were handled by different lists
in the Relay Nodes. To avoid the complication of checking these directional requirements across
different lists, we unified these lists into a master routing table. As a result of this consolidation, we
represent all items, including Relay Nodes, as Responders.
Abstraction of Network Routing Additionally, Mercury is designed to be easily integrated with
networked environments. To that effect, our goal was to abstract as much of the complexity related to
networking as possible to allow programmers to focus on application-specific code. It was important
that the framework itself could be as agnostic to networking as possible, while still retaining control
and flexibility for various propagation scenarios in networked-environments. Our current abstraction
level achieves this goal: The programmer needs only to add a “Network Responder” to an entity
to create a network tunnel between two Relay Nodes across network hosts and does not need to
modify anything else to switch from a local-only application to a networked one.
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Figure 5.16: Unity Inspector view of GameObject with Mercury Relay Node that points to Respon-
der on the same GameObject (labelled “self”) and Responder on a different GameObject (labelled
“child”).
5.6.2 Unity Implementation
While R&R and the Mercury framework specification could have been implemented in any
object-oriented language, we created a reference implementation of the pattern and specification
using the Unity game engine. In the process, we introduced a number of additional features to
improve usability of the framework.
Unity is an ECS-based real-time development platform. In the Unity implementation of Mercury,
Responders are derivations of the Unity MonoBehaviour class, which is the base type for all
components that can be added to Unity’s entity object, the GameObject. As Mercury’s Relay Nodes
are themselves Responders, they are also MonoBehaviours.
Editor We relied on a number of Unity Editor features to simplify the creation of the hierarchies.
The programmer can drag and drop GameObjects or Responders directly onto the routing table
of the Relay Node, as shown in the accompanying video. The node and table will determine
whether the object dragged is to be designated a child. Further, the table’s refresh procedure will
automatically handle the collection and assignment of parent nodes and same-entity Responders.
It is possible to drag the items in the Relay Node’s routing table around in order to quickly define
a message propagation order (Figure 5.16). As a behavior is added to the table, it will populate
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the name, level, and tag fields automatically (which the programmer can then change to suit their
needs).
Networking Originally, we used Unity’s now-deprecated networking infrastructure, UNET [106],
which provided convenient tools for serialization and deserialization to network-friendly byte arrays.
The NetworkReader would take the byte stream from the lower-level network pipe, associated
uniquely with this object instance, and provide it to listening classes. And the NetworkWriter
would take specified variables and convert it to a byte stream for listening classes. Messages
were simply a derivation of the Unity MessageBase class, thus taking advantage of the auto
serialization/deserialization capabilities of the UNET system. When derivations of the message
class are created, the user can overload the serialize/deserialize methods to specify how the new
payload will serialized/deserialized. As explained in Chapter 7, we later implemented a unique/
proprietary serialization/deserialization infrastructure to remove our dependency on deprecated
code. Further, in anticipation of its impending removal from Unity, we replaced the close support
for UNET with a new C# Interface allowing for other networking solutions. We currently support
Photon Unity Networking (PUN2).
To allow a Relay Node to send and receive networked messages, a programmer needs only to
add a Mercury network behavior component to the same GameObject. Once added, all networking
is handled automatically. And, as messages are network-capable by default, no further action is
needed on the part of the programmer.
The Unity implementation leaves open the implementation of network handling, but uses the
Unity networking system by default. In this implementation, each Mercury network behavior (which
is different from Unity’s NetworkBehaviour) that listens for networked messages could receive
messages intended for other nodes. Therefore, it became necessary to check the network ID of the
target object (which is embedded in the message). However, this can have an impact on performance
if there are many networked objects in the scene. Thus, two approaches are supported: The Mercury
network behaviors can transmit a message (to their corresponding node on other network hosts)
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directly, or hand off the message to the Mercury network manager, which would inspect the message
and send it to the appropriate node on behalf of the original sender. (Note that as the network
manager maintains a list of all networked nodes in the scene, there is a memory cost.)
5.6.3 Limitations
There are several limitations in the current design. A Relay Node can send messages directly
to its descendants (children and, recursively, their descendants) and ancestors (parents and their
ancestors) but not to siblings of parents, cousins of children, and so on. The nodes can send messages
in three directions simultaneously, by setting the level filter of a message to “all.” However, when
the message is received by another node, without a level filter modification, the node would then
send it back to sender (as, for example, a child would see its parent in the routing table). To prevent
this, Relay Nodes convert the messages before sending them to other nodes and Responders. An
“all” message will get converted to “self-and-parents” in an upward direction. However, this means
that a message received by a grandparent node, for example, could not be sent down to the original
sender’s uncle, automatically. While an alternative is to simply keep track of messages sent over a
period of time to allow “all” messages to move about in that fashion, there is a performance and
memory cost in doing so.
While nodes have routing tables and logic for routing messages, it is left to the framework
implementer to determine how they are stored. The one suggestion we provide is that the tables be
reorderable to allow programmers to specify the exact order of message propagation. The limitation
here is that optimizations for certain types of structures (e.g., scene graphs) is not guaranteed.
However, as Mercury is designed as a general solution for structured communication, the framework
implementer can design the routing structures as they see fit.
5.7 Conclusion
We have presented Mercury, a hierarchical communication framework for software components,
and described its specification, several use cases, motivations for its evolution, advantages and
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limitations of its design, and a reference implementation in Unity. An implementation of the
R&R pattern, Mercury allows programmers to achieve complex routing behavior easily, while
focusing almost entirely on how software components (both local and remote) respond to messages.
Our Unity reference implementation has been released as an open-source library on GitHub at
https://github.com/ColumbiaCGUI/MercuryMessaging [29]. In future work, we will explore opti-
mizations for particular types of component layout and recommendations for application design.
Additionally, we will introduce utilities to simplify the construction of Mercury networks, including
the ability to recreate the organizational layout of any part of the scene hierarchy using Mercury
Relay Nodes. Please see Chapter 8 for additional considerations on future work.
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Chapter 6: Building User Studies with Mercury
Figure 6.1: CURVE [27], Precueing, and NotifiAR.
In Chapter 5, we considered several different application areas that show how the R&R pattern
can be applied in addressing different XR development issues, ranging from visualization composi-
tion to task organization. From a high-level perspective, the pattern encourages the composition-
over-inheritance paradigm [39], making it easier to combine objects, modules, and components.
Existing visualizations can be merged with one another to create new widgets and designs. Inter-
action managers can easily propagate input from VR controllers across many disparate elements
in a VR scene. And domain- and application-specific tasks can be managed without introducing
coupling between task, task management, and visualization/interaction components, allowing for
reuse as needed.
For example, let’s consider an engine repair scenario, as described in earlier chapters. If the
required process is known in advance, it is possible to represent all steps a technician needs to follow
as individual tasks. While the complete process for fixing an engine will likely be complicated, the
individual tasks may themselves be complex. The technician might need to carefully align a hose or
bolt, or move into a particular pose to reach something. When creating an XR system for guiding
technicians in completing these tasks, which may be quite varied in their individual requirements,
a programmer needs to be able to represent and process them in a consistent, standardized, and
reusable way. Programmers should be able to agnostically process the invocation and organization
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of tasks. Many questions arise when considering their structure, organization, and management,
including:
• How to represent an individual task?
• How to organize a collection of tasks?
• How to allow for variations in the tasks?
• How to facilitate reusability of tasks across different visualizations?
By providing a communication infrastructure that minimizes coupling between task-specific
logic, the code that manages groups of tasks, and the visualization and interaction managers (that use
data contained in task specifications), it is possible to address these questions. The considerations
on task handling were informed by the issues we experienced over years in creating XR systems,
and the R&R pattern was created in part to help answer these concerns (especially in its evolution
between WF Toolkit and Mercury—see Section 5.6.1).
In our lab, we create XR RISs and novel interaction and visualization techniques, and then
conduct user or case studies to understand the possible advantages or disadvantages of these
techniques. R&R and Mercury have been tested in the context of creating and studying these
systems. In this chapter I will discuss three different research systems that were designed with
Mercury. They are examples of how Mercury can be used to create XR RISs and the user studies
validating them. We will look at, in order:
• R&R and Precueing: Visualization control, composition, and interchangeability
• R&R and CURVE: Large-scale interaction control, spread across disparate elements of scene
graphs, with multi-user support
• R&R and NotifiAR: User study management with interchangeable visualizations and interac-
tion techniques
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Figure 6.2: Arrow precues for a task in which a user needs to move their hand to different spots on
a ring [55].
While R&R and Mercury are not limited to these goals, as shown by the use cases discussed in
other chapters, these three are of particular interest to XR developers and researchers looking to
create and study rich experiences with extendable and portable software modules.
6.1 Visualization interchangeability: Precueing
AR and VR have frequently been used in many applications to provide users with visual cues to
promote an understanding of their working environment. While many of these cueing methods focus
on providing information prior to or during a single task, it is also possible to precue upcoming
tasks, showing information about one or more tasks that follow the current one. precuing has
been exploited in a number of domains, including video games; for example, Gran Turismo V
renders a long textured arrow on the road ahead, graphically precuing upcoming turns and ideal
acceleration/deceleration opportunities [49]. If the user can parse and process the information
about current and upcoming tasks in parallel, it is possible to increase task performance (e.g., by
decreasing completion time).
Contiguous movement actions can be highly interconnected [56]. Therefore, when running
experiments, we needed to be able to manage trials such that sets of these actions can be organized
for individual and collective assessment. While these actions are highly interdependent (which we
utilize for improving user performance), we needed to be able to control for and analyze individual
actions. To help accomplish this, we subdivided each trial into a set of 42 movement actions
(subtasks). We will refer to the complete set of actions in a trial as a task, and will use “task” and
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Figure 6.3: A number of different visualization approaches were tested including using arrows and
circles as endpoints to the lines, using no lines but either type of endpoint, and using only lines with
no endpoints [55].
“trial” interchangeably.
We created a VR testbed to study different type of precuing visualization approaches (Figure
6.2). To develop this testbed, we needed to control, generate, and analyze subtasks, individually
and collectively. The state-of-the-art in automated study management (Section 2.2) does not to our
knowledge provide the fine-grained control of internal trial structure that we wanted. To address
this, we added a new subtask-management system to Mercury, facilitating control, collection, and
design of iterative and recursive subtasks.
6.1.1 A Note on the Study Subtask System Implementation
We have implemented a VR user interface that shows a variety of cueing and precuing visual-
izations for a 3DoF translation task. This system was designed to help understand the potential
benefits and limitations of precuing visualizations. The user interface and associated application
interface were developed using Unity 2019.3.5f1. It was tested on an HTC Vive Pro HWD [46], but
it was designed to work well with other popular SteamVR-compatible HWDs and controllers [18].
In this system, cues and precues are both visualized as colored arrows, where the color (read
brightness in this section) indicates the order in which the tasks are to be performed. To eliminate
one potential confound when using these visualizations, we removed lighting effects from the
material used for the arrows.
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6.1.2 Observations on Precue Visualisations and their Variations
The development of this system presented a common challenge. Across the different studies,
the precuing approaches always resembled lines in 3D Space, but there were many variations tested.
Questions included:
1. Would the endpoints have arrow heads, large dots, or simply terminate without and endpoint
at all?
2. As a precue demonstrated an action further in the future, how should the line body and head’s
alpha and color saturation change? And would the lines be solid or dotted?
3. Should we show the line between every pair of positions or would showing every other one
suffice?
4. How many precues were sufficient to improve performance? At what point did the precues
become overwhelming?
Similar to our concerns when developing ParaFrustum 2, we needed to allow for customization
to account for the differences between approaches, while still minimizing development efforts in
those areas where significant overlap existed. If using multiple inheritance, the artifact representing
the visualization could be a new class deriving from all of the classes of the subcomponents of
the visualizations. However, as discussed earlier, C# does not support multiple-inheritance for
good reason. Alternatively, we could create visualization classes that referenced that subcomponent
classes, but those would be highly coupled and not easily reused (which was an important factor
when transitioning between different user studies).
All of these questions meant that we needed a way to easily compose variations of the basic
technique, which conceptually was simply an arrow between two positions in space. In addition,
how would we manage all of these variations? A user study system, with counter-balanced trials
would need to be able to switch between all of these approaches as needed. Ideally, we wanted to
be able to create and manage all of this without creating new branching code per-condition.
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In addition to those concerns, we also discovered that due to the highly interconnected relation-
ships between actions in a long movement task, as tested here, we needed to reconsider how study
trials would function, both in terms of representing the actions a user would need to take, and how
we could instrument such a system.
6.1.3 Tasks within the Mercury Messaging Framework
The framework already provides the generic Task Manager class (Section 5.4.2) that organizes
and iterates through customizable Tasks (a class where users specify task requirements) loaded from
files generated through the Study Collection Designer class. These files contain all the information
for a study (allowing for auditable counterbalanced study sequences). The Task Manager organizes
collections of Relay-enabled Task Responders to process Tasks and control/communicate with
visualization control scripts. Task Responders usually contain logic for determining whether a task
(i.e., trial) is complete. When the system determines that a task has completed, the Task Manager
steps to the next task.
However, like other systems described above, Mercury initially only provided framework-level
support for a single level of tasks (although programmers could themselves create recursive tasks
that still worked with the Task Manager). Programmers would need to specify higher-granularity
actions in trials themselves, as well as implement the structure to manage such actions. This can
become problematic for a number of reasons. First, programmers have to reimplement subtask
management code for each research project, costing valuable research time. Second, weaving
task (i.e., trial) management code and subtask code, especially as it pertains to application-state
management (e.g., system prompts) and data collection, can become very difficult. The programmer
has to decide when a task composed of many subtasks is actually done. The update logic used
by a study-management system needs to take this into account to know when to activate and
deactivate study recording modules, which is critical to ensuring proper data collection. To ease the




As discussed above, when completing a set of related actions, the cognitive and physical
requirements of the individual actions can become linked. In light of this, we distinguish between
tasks and subtasks. Tasks are large, high-level actions, composed of multiple contiguous or disjoint
subtasks, which can be further divided into smaller subtasks, recursively. For example, tasks might
include fixing an engine or assembling a bookcase. For the engine, a subtask may include adjusting
a piston or removing a gasket. The technician’s hands will move to certain locations of the engine
to complete subtasks.
To understand the performance implications of cues and precues, we focus on simple, repeatable
translation actions that users can complete with minimal training. In our test system, participants
use a VR controller or other tracked VR device, as they move their hand across different target
positions. As the participant moves from position to position, the cue and precue arrows update.
Subtasks in Mercury Messaging We introduce the Iterating Subtask Responder class to Mercury;
a derivation of the Task Responder class, it is fully compatible with Mercury’s current Task Manager.
The Iterating Subtask Responder has a generic data structure (supporting both List and Dictionaries)
pointing to a set of SubTasks, which are customizable derivations of standard Tasks that are lighter
weight (losing unnecessary Metadata associated with an entire trial) and designed to easily connect
to other subtasks if needed.
The original design pattern for tasks/trials in the Mercury required that programmers specify the
completion logic for a entire trial in the Task Responder. However, in order to allow for specialized
behavior customized to subtasks, our Iterating Subtask Responder allows programmers to side-load
subtask completion logic into the original completion check method of the Task Responder. This
divides completion checking into two stages: subtask completion and overall trial completion.
The same iterable structure in Iterating Subtask Responder is used in a derivation of Mercury’s
Study Collection Designer (Section 6.3.3) to support automated generation of subtask trial data
in the trial sequences. Programmers can specify if they want to move subtask-specific data into
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another generated file in order to minimize the size of the high-level trial-sequence files.
With this new pattern, programmers can take an existing Task Manager class and replace the
set of Task Responders used by the class with the new Iterating Subtask Responder. When the
Task Manager loads a study sequence, it will automatically read the subtask sequences, hand them
to the Iterating Subtask Responder’s subtask parser, and generate a list of subtasks (potentially
recursively) for a trial. These structures are designed to be reusable per trial in order to minimize
memory impact.
6.1.5 R&R for Management of Visualizations
With all of the above in place, programmers now have a way to create a recursive task composed
of linked subtasks, allowing for greater control in depth and breadth of study trial specifications.
But we also need to address how programmers can manage the variations of visualizations that
might be explored in a study with as many variations as precueing.
Across the studies for precueing, we tested more than 20 variations of the approach. These
were developed over the course of several years and while the core concept remained consistent,
the individual differences arose from continually changing research questions and needs. From a
software engineering perspective, this could be viewed as a large and difficult task, both from the
outset and in any subsequent attempt at recreating this type of system. With R&R, the management
of the tasks was greatly simplified, as a consistent modality (decoupled from the particulars of
the code and evolving research questions) could be used to manage, add, remove, and modify the
approaches, as needed. Thus, there are many advantages to using R&R to compose and manage
visualizations in this way.
High-level Visualization Organization Visualizations can be managed at a high-level by several
entities without creating any coupling or study specific visualization in the code. During the
early stages of development, we may have test scripts for managing the different experimental
visualizations. Without R&R, it is likely that one of the alternative approaches will be used (as
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discussed in Section 2.4). These approaches would put the responsibility of managing iteration
between visualizations onto the programmer. For example, how do we automatically disable all other
visualizations when we switch between them? Somewhere in code all of the different visualization
controller methods will need to be registered and added to whichever data structure is used by the
managing entity.
With the observer pattern, one could register the appropriate callback methods in all of the
variations directly to the functions that the programmer needs to invoke on the managing side.
This can include updating trial parameters (including the positions of individual cued and precued
targets) and disabling and enabling all visualizations when pausing the study. However, considering
the sheer number of variations in this study, we needed to introduce a way to jump to a particular
visualization without iterating through all approaches linearly. The observer pattern alone would
not be able to handle this; a constant-time (for lookup) data structure would needed.
And then, what should the programmer do when transitioning from testing to a formal or pilot
user study? The requirements of both scenarios are quite different (e.g., while we may want to
manually jump to a particular approach with key presses during testing, we certainly do not want
to give study participants that ability). Thus, the testing code needs to differ in important ways
from the study management code. In addition, as discovered while building studies for XR RISs, it
is frequently the case that we run our studies on a smaller subset of the visualizations than those
tested during development. If we had used the observer, command, or mediator patterns instead, we
would need to modify code when transitioning from testing to study, to remove the unneeded study
conditions from management modules. This wastes additional time and programmer effort, and
introduce yet another round of regression testing.
R&R and Mercury help to solve this by removing any variation specific code from the managing
entities. Without any additional programming, visualization control scripts are all added to the
routing table of a Relay. In the precuing system, we had one Relay that was used to iterate and
jump to different variations during testing and another to generate and reference the variations we
would use during the study (Figure 6.4). But the code within each managing entity was completely
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Figure 6.4: An example of the visualization manager in the precuing user study project. A 31-subtask
sequence is managed by the visualization manager.
unaware as to which variations were currently in it’s purview.
We used a Mercury Switch Node (Section 5.3.2), which treats the variants as different states of an
FSM, allowing for only a single variant to be active at once. When the user study task management
module loads a trial, it knows which condition is to be activated and sends a Mercury message
to the scene’s visualization manager to activate the correct variant and deactivate any previously
active one. Here we need no new visualization-specific code: all GameObjects may combine the
control code with a basic MmBaseResponder, which already handles SetActive messages. If desired,
this functionality can be expanded without changing the core underlying switching and managing
mechanism: the programmer just needs to respond to the SetActive message differently. Further, the
programmer can take the management GameObject (and associated Relay Node) and duplicate it to
use as a test manager without effecting the user study enabled version of the visualization manager.
In fact, both can be used simultaneously. This frees the programmer up to focus on the particulars of
the visualization variants and study flow, without ever needing to think about how these components
communicate.
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Figure 6.5: An example of a visualization in the precueing user study project.
Visualization Composition and Interchangeability Separate of the management of visualiza-
tions, we found that due to the significant overlap between approaches, we needed to find a way to
reuse components of the arrow visualizations to help us reduce development effort. The number
of arrow segments was one of the core hypotheses in all of the studies that we conducted. When
implementing the study, each was different visualization condition (e.g., a 2-segment variant of the
visualization was a different condition than a 5-segment variant). However, as the individual line
segments did not change between approaches, we wanted to reuse those of the fewer-segmented
variants in their higher-segmented alternatives, adding additional segments only as needed.
When building visualizations that can be used modularly to form newer visualizations, Mercury
presented again another opportunity to simplify development. Without Mecury, we would have
needed a high-level visualization controller class that would take as a parameter the number of
segments to be expected. They would need to maintain a list of the arrow segments themselves
and would need to iterate through all segments each time a change occurred, for each function they
wanted to support.
That same management class would also need to understand how to communicate with the
variants. Consider approaches with and without endpoints. When a precue segment is indicating an
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action further in the future, both the arrow body and head will become more transparent and less
saturated. As we iterate through all segments, we need to apply progressively greater alpha values
to their material properties. However, the managing entity or the visualization controller needs to be
aware of whether the variant even has an endpoint. This creates a requirement for more branching
code throughout, and can complicate logic. While this seems trivial for one adjusted parameter,
when building a study as diverse as the set of precuing studies we conducted, the code would have
required a significant number of customization. Considering we needed to conduct three fairly
different studies with different requirements, we ultimately would have needed to rewrite parts of
the visualization management code each time.
Mercury’s advantage is that composition through Relay Nodes allows visualizations to have
have their own approach to handling parameterization. The management classes never need to
consider the subtleties of the different variants when instantiating them (and in fact might find it
difficult to do so). When we need to change color properties, a message is sent into the Mercury
hierarchy controlling the visualization and can propagate through to each of the subcomponents
(including arrow heads, if present) without dedicated propagation code.
Thus, Mercury provided us ways to limit the amount to which we needed to anticipate the
evolution of our classes and to simplify the composition and interchangeability of visualizations
from the perspective of managing entities.
6.2 Large-scale Interaction Control: CURVE
Throughout the development of WF Toolkit and Mercury, we were creating new 3D immersive
systems across a number of different domains in which versions of our frameworks were employed.
The development of both was inspired and guided by the needs of the different experimental systems
we had been building. One of our larger systems, CURVE (Collaborative URban Visualization
Environment), is an XR urban data visualization tool that allows one or multiple users to explore
a virtual representation of a city and the data associated with it [26]. We use a combination of a
virtual pinboard (Figure 6.6) and multi-selection capability to aid in data discovery, organization,
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Figure 6.6: Pinned placards in the CURVE system are linearly organized on the pinboard and
categorized by type.
and sharing. We are investigating the benefits of this approach in a new user study.
The design of this system carries many requirements. For example, the selection mechanism,
which supports grabbing a single or multiple items, must work both on data placards in the
environment and those that have been “pinned” to the virtual pinboard. The interaction between user
inputs and the data placards is quite complex and becomes even more so when trying to program
to abstractions of input technologies instead of device SDKs (e.g., an abstraction of “selection”
can occur from either a VR button or finger tap). As Mercury provides an easy avenue to reuse
interaction modules, and de-couple input managers from the code on which the input acts, it is
heavily integrated in this project.
This is another case study for the implementation of a complex 3DUI using Mercury. Through
its hierarchical message propagation and reduced component coupling, UX and study management
were made simpler for what is arguably one of the largest systems the lab has studied in the last
decade.
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Figure 6.7: The pinboard contains filters corresponding to a single data source (i.e. Twitter, Yelp, or
NYC Open Data).
6.2.1 CURVE UI
The user is initially placed in a virtual urban environment populated with buildings, a virtual
pinboard, and multiple data placards corresponding to specific locations within the environment.
Using filters on the pinboard, users can show/hide placards in the environment (Figure 6.7).
Users can grab placards from the environment to examine them more closely (Figure 6.8). The
user can also “pin” the placards they are currently holding by moving them onto the pinboard. Once
placards are pinned, they are either organized into separate categories (of NYC 311 Complaints
[93], Yelp [125], or Twitter [111]) or placed freely with no constraints. Users can delete pinned
placards by dragging them to a trash icon below the board. And to reorganize pinned placards, the
user can simply drag them around.
6.2.2 CURVE and Mercury Messaging
As described in Section 5.5.1, Mercury can aid in creating complex interaction subsystems that
cross the scene graph and build upon common underlying components without changing the code at
that lower level. There, a VR controller script can communicate with a teleportation script, without
either component being dependant on the other.
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Figure 6.8: Grabbed placards cluster near the controller when multi-select mode is enabled, allowing
the user to view multiple placards at once
With CURVE, we were faced with a significantly more complicated scenario with a larger
number of moving parts. The controller script needs to communicate not only with the data placards
that had been distributed around the scene, but also those placed on the pinboard. In addition, as
items on the pinboard are linked to those in the environment, actions on one type would need to
trigger an associated action on the other. In an attempt to keep the interface simple, we utilize a
single button per controller to do different things depending on where the user is pointing:
1. Pressing the trigger while pointing to an environment or pinboard placard will “grab” it.1
2. Hovering over items on the pinboard will highlight the associated placard in the environment.
3. Adding items or removing items on the pinboard will set a value in the script for the environ-
ment data placard indicating whether it could be added to the pinboard again.
4. Pressing while hovering over the pinboard’s move cube (the green bookmark cube in Figure
6.7) will translate and rotate the pinboard.
1When pointing towards the pinboard, items remain glued to it. They can be slid around until the user points off of
the board, at which point they move towards the users hand.
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5. Pressing while hovering over the “answer” cube (the green check cube in Figure 6.7) will
trigger a trial response submission.
6. Pressing and holding while hovering over the “trash” cube will trigger a “delete all pinned”
action.
In addition to the above, user actions were also instrumented so that we could log their actions.
All of these actions are triggered by a single button on the controller, and we need to route them
to the appropriate handlers based on the context. We could simply reference the appropriate objects
as member variables and then use branching logic to manually invoke the appropriate functions.
However, this requires that they have a common base class or that the objects be presented as
C# Interfaces. Due to differences across the different modules, it isn’t possible to represent all
of the handlers in the above items using a base class, so that wasn’t an option. And while C#
Interfaces are available in Unity, they cannot be used for assignment when referencing objects in
the Unity inspector. And regardless, the calling class would still need to cast from the interface to
the appropriate type if non-common functionality were required, limiting their utility here.
We could register each option to events generated in the managing entity. However, as described
above, we only want to send the selection command to a few modules in our scene based on
the current context (i.e., to what the user currently points). With traditional event registration
and delegate functions, as enabled by the observer pattern, all listeners will respond to the event
invocation. This is problematic as it may be the case that listeners outside of the current context (i.e.,
to what the user does not currently point) should not be responding to events when inactive. The
observer pattern is single-source, multi-sink, per-function: scene-inactive objects will still respond
to events. Alternatively, we could implement an FSM in the class, where transition to each state
registers and deregisters listeners based on where the user is pointing (for each of the possibilities
in the earlier list). For many reasons this is an unwieldy, untenable approach. And as explored in
Section 5.2.2, the various event-based alternatives in Unity that will also not work here as they are
dependent on the event observers being in the same part of the scene graph.
We’ve also thus far neglected the issue where, in a few of the instances in the list above, several
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compounding actions can occur. When hovering over data placards on the pinboard, the associated
data placards in the environment will also highlight. Should the managing code invoke selection
scripts on both entities directly, or should that be left to the data placard controllers themselves? If
the latter, the programmer will need to directly program in event propagation, which is provided by
Mercury for free.
Originally, this project wasn’t started with an R&R design modality in mind, and as our code
became more complex, we were faced with a number of challenges including the increasing
dependencies between components (which was complicating even small changes) and an inability
to solve questions like those discussed above. We looked to our framework to try to tackle these
challenges.
6.2.3 Using Mercury to streamline CURVE Interaction Flow
With Mercury we could take a number of simpler approaches. Without having to manually
register/deregister in code, relationships could be defined between the managing script and all of the
appropriate handling scripts. The managing entity can extract the Relay Node of the current target
and send in a generic selection message. If the Relay Nodes of possible recipients were added to
the managing entity’s routing table, then the manager doesn’t even need to extract the Relays of the
targets - it can simply call MmInvoke on itself with a “children” routing behavior and the name of
the targeted object, further reducing effort.2
6.2.4 CURVE SelectionManager
In CURVE, we have a SelectionManager class that has a Relay Node with a routing table
pointing to data managers for different sources including NYC 311 [93], Twitter [111], and Yelp
[125]. The class doesn’t need to know about the specifics of these data sources, so decoupling and
reuse is possible.
When the application is instantiated, no placards are present in the scene. They can be loaded
2This approach does not introduce coupling at the software level as the name would have been available only at
runtime when the Relay Node was extracted
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automatically based on where the user is in the world (with our study being in NYC) or loaded
when the user points to some location in the environment. There are several different and unrelated
sources (i.e., user selection input) of the load request, and several different and unrelated data
request handlers across the data types. The only connection between the first and second set is the
need to transmit the data request to the second set when triggered in the first. Thus we reused our
general LatLongMsg selection message (discussed in Section 5.5.4, carrying the targeted latitude
and longitude). That message is all that is needed for Responders handling the messages to process
the selection requests.
CURVE is principally about the data users can expect to find in cities, and data from different
sources cannot be expected to have the same format. Yelp data can be expected to have pictures,
reviews, star ratings, etc. Alternatively, NYC 311 data includes time stamps, location, telephone
numbers, and the complaint itself. This naturally leads to differences in the classes that represent
these data types. Since we expected that information from data sources would need to be passed
around the scene for different purposes, possibly evolving over time, we decided to avoid construct-
ing new messages directly. Instead we utilized Mercury’s ability to turn any component into a
message, encapsulated by the MmMessageSerializable message type.
6.2.5 The MmMessageSerializable Message Type
The MmMessageSerializable class is a unique message type in Mercury that allows users
to turn any class into a Mercury message by implementing the IMmSerializable interface. This
interface requires implementation of Serialize, Deserialize, and Copy methods. The Serialize and
Deserialize methods take as input and return object arrays, respectively. Utility methods in Mercury
can also convert these object arrays directly into byte arrays of particular encodings, which are
useful when preparing to write or read messages to files, for example. Objects that implement
the IMmSerializable type can then be used as payload in an MmMessageSerializable message.
Since the message also contains information about the original type in its metadata, Mercury can
automatically convert the payload in IMmSerializable form to and from it’s original type. This is
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convenient as users can thus pass in any class implementing the IMmSerializable interface into a
Relay Node’s MmInvoke without casting.
When used locally, MmMessage will maintain the original IMmSerializable memory handles,
and dynamic explicit casting can occur, with little impact on performance. As we’ll see in Section
7.3.1, the serialization/deserialization requirements drastically simplifies the process of transitioning
from a non-networked scene to one that is networked.
6.2.6 MmMessageSerializable in CURVE
The Yelp, Twitter, and NYC 311 data controllers were implemented as different classes as they
each had a number of functions unique to their data type. While our team ran the user study with
these three types, we actually explored many additional data sources and didn’t want to manually
manage all of the types in code. We wanted to avoid directly registering or accessing classes from
the managing entities, but would still have needed to implement a custom MmMessage per data type
in order to represent the variety of data and capabilities supported. This could become unwieldy
quickly, as the programmer would then be expected to manage both the classes controlling the data
placards and the custom per-data-type MmMessages that would carry the payload information from
data sources between components. By implementing the IMmSerializable interface, the classes
themselves could be used as payload in messages, reducing programmer overhead. The programmer
would only be expected to specify how each class would serialize, deserialize, and copy itself.
Let’s look at how the Twitter data is processed. Twitter data, when loaded from file or streamed
over the network, contained the following information:
• Status: The body of the tweet.
• Name: The user’s screen name.
• User: The user’s twitter ID.
• Time: The time that the tweet was generated.
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MmMessageSerializable messages contain an IMmSerializable value payload field that, when
run in local applications, can be cast back to the original interface implementation with which
the caller instantiated the message. This is typical of any usage of C# Interfaces. However, with
Mercury this happens automatically, as the original type of the payload is included with the extended
metadata of the MmMessageSerializable and the MmBaseResponder type can handle this type of
message for the programmer. Thus, by implementing the IMmSerializable interface, any class can
become the payload of a message.
With this, the four Twitter fields in the list are unknown to anyone other than the sender and
receiver, thus removing the need to worry about compile-time function signatures, or the introduction
of data-specific event loading procedures into the managing entity.
In CURVE, this meant that when we created a data placard from our data sources, selected a
placard in the environment, or pinned it on the pinboard, the selection controller never needed to
know about the nature of the action, or the particulars of the type of data; a generic MmMessageSe-
rializable message was always used.
6.2.7 A note on CURVE and Networking Serialization/Deserialization
Originally, CURVE was created to allow multiple users to work together to understand and
organize urban data. Each user should be able to see and interact with the data generated by the
others. Due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, the initial user study conducted for CURVE
engaged only a single participant at a time, without any collaboration. However, the system was
engineered to support multiple users, and leading up to the start of the pandemic, was always
demoed with multi-user support.
The desire to support many users meant that we needed to be able to support networked action
synchronization. When users point to a location in the environment and trigger a selection, the
newly generated data placards need to appear for all users at the correct locations. As explored
in Section 5.6.2 and Chapter 7, it is fairly easy to send normal and custom MmMessages over a
computer network using Mercury. This was also true of MmMessageSerializable messages.
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p u b l i c vo id D e s e r i a l i z e ( NetworkReader r e a d e r )
{
S t a t u s = r e a d e r . R e a d S t r i n g ( ) ;
Name = r e a d e r . R e a d S t r i n g ( ) ;
User = r e a d e r . R e a d S t r i n g ( ) ;
Time = r e a d e r . R e a d S t r i n g ( ) ;
}
Figure 6.9: Twitter data deserialization code. This code is automatically invoked by Relay Nodes
when receiving a message, either locally or over the network.
p u b l i c vo id S e r i a l i z e ( Ne tworkWr i t e r w r i t e r )
{
w r i t e r . Wr i t e ( S t a t u s ) ;
w r i t e r . Wr i t e ( Name ) ;
w r i t e r . Wr i t e ( User ) ;
w r i t e r . Wr i t e ( Time ) ;
}
Figure 6.10: Twitter data serialization code. This code is automatically invoked by Relay Nodes
when receiving a message, either locally or over the network.
As explained earlier, IMmSerializable only requires the implementation of Serialize, Deserialize,
and Copy functions, in order to allow programmers to turn any class into a MmMessageSerializable
compatible message payload. Thus, to enable sending of those data types over the network, we
implemented those functions for each of the Twitter, Yelp, and NYC 311 data types (Figures 6.9
and 6.10). The functions are straightforward: the programmer need only specify which member
variables are serialized and deserialized and how.
These functions were also used by Mercury’s networking subsystem, thus the programmer
does not need to implement separate network behavior when using MmMessageSerializable types.
(Please see Section 7.4.2 for a deeper exploration of how networking functions in CURVE.)
6.3 Modular User Studies and NotifiAR
In addition to messaging and composition capabilities, building on the Task system explored
above in Section 6.1, Mercury also provides a powerful application suite that facilitates the orga-
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 6.11: NotifiAR interaction in AR on a Microsoft HoloLens 2 outdoors. (a) The user
approaches a set of annotation placards aligned with a wall. (b) Notifications spawn once the user
has neared the set of annotations. Tethers connect each notification to its associated annotation. (c)
The user gazes at a notification of interest. (d) The notification returns to its annotation, and the
other notifications in the stack are dimmed, so that the user can focus on following the guidance
back to that annotation.
nization of experimental and control artifacts, user study instrumentation, and application flow
management. The work done as part of the NotifiAR system, described below, highlights how
Mercury and the R&R pattern can even be used in experiment design, creation, and management.
6.3.1 NotifiAR: Notifications in AR
NotifiAR is an AR UI notification technique that aims to provide selected alerts to users about
items of interest in their local environment, ideally unobtrusively attracting their attention (Figure
6.11). Each of these items is represented by an environmentally-aligned digital annotation placard
that provides a rich amount of detail about that item.
The NotifiAR UI identifies when a user isn’t currently focused on high-relevance, high-priority
items in their environment and spawns a set of smaller notification placards (per annotation) near
the user. The notifications temporarily latch onto the user, are “billboarded” to continually face
them, and move with them as they travel about the environment. To avoid overwhelming the user,
NotifiAR notifications cluster together when they first appear and are limited in the rate at which
they appear. This is especially helpful in situations that may involve an overwhelming amount of
information.
We conducted a user study to understand the effectiveness of different NotifiAR approaches.
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The experiment compared two variants, NotifiAR (N) and Closer (C), that differ only in how close
they appear relative to the user (Figure 6.12), and two control approaches Annotation (A) and Pivot
(P), where annotations remain on the wall or pivot off the wall when the user nears, respectively
(Figure 6.13).
As in Section 6.1, the visualizations are built upon a common framework of attention detection,
animation, and interaction subsystems. There are a lot of components that can be reused. From the
perspective of a user study management module, there should be little difference in how we trigger
the required components of the visualization and interaction subsystems. In addition to simplifying
the process of development of the study, the mechanism that loads, organizes, and executes tasks in
the system should be as consistent as possible in order to minimize the chance of differences existing
between conditions in the study. Building on the study subsystem design guidelines originally
explored in WF Toolkit (Section 4.5.3), Mercury presents a number of solutions to the concerns
here using the mechanisms described in Sections 5.4.2 and 5.4.3.
While Mercury provides all of the components necessary to create and manage user studies,
programmers have a lot of freedom in creating application-specific code. In creating a number of
user studies using the pattern and framework, we discovered a number of best practices to streamline
development of experiments. To encourage use of these best practices, and reduce programmer
development effort on study development, we created a set of modules that can be extended through
traditional OOP class inheritance or through Mercury’s component composition. In this section,
we will explore in depth, and in the context of NotifiAR’s user study mechanism, the components
that power the creation and management of experiments on Mercury-enabled visualizations and
interaction techniques.
6.3.2 Creating XR Experiments
When creating an experiment for an XR interaction or visualization technique, there are a number
of things that need to managed. This can include loading of trial information, the presentation of
instructions presented on screen, and the timing of study events (e.g., questionnaires and breaks).
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.12: NotifiAR variants experienced in the VR user study. (a) In NotifiAR (N), notifications
appear at a distance of 2.15m from the user’s head. (b) In NotifiAR Closer (C), notifications appear
closer to the user’s head, at a distance of approximately 0.55m, but are scaled up so that they occupy
the same amount of the user’s FOV. Note that the two variants will look quite different when seen in
stereo and in motion.
Additionally the study may need to be instrumented and we will likely need to record a number of
different metrics. Each of these components needs to work together and the interactions between
them will often mean that changes to one portion of the study effect others. Further, the participant
experience for an in-person study may be drastically different from a remote study, and this may
need to be handled in code as well.
After conducting several experiments in the lab, and with a significant amount of code inherited
from former PhD students, one would think the process for creating experiments would have been
simplified somewhat, even when only considering the experiments conducted in the last 10 years.
However, our experience was that study-management infrastructure would often become intertwined
with the interaction, visualization, and instrumentation code, significantly reducing reusability.
Consider the Remote Task Assistance project from Section 5.5.3. The user needs to move an
object from a starting point, to a particular pose on a fixture (composed of pegs). In the study, when
we proceed to a new trial we need to switch to the correct experiment condition, reset all current
visualizations, reset and start all logging systems, present the appropriate instructions to the user,
instruct users to move tracked objects back to their starting poses, and so on. All of these actions
are dependent on the study state. While the central managing entity was in control of everything
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.13: (a) In the Annotation condition (A), users are shown only the environment-aligned
annotation placards. Users need to walk up to an annotation placard, facing toward the wall to see
the placard clearly. (b) In the Pivot condition (P), the environment-aligned annotations can pivot
outwards, to face the user. This makes the annotation placards more legible at a distance. As the
user approaches the location of the pivoted annotation, it pivots back into the wall.
related to the study, we still needed to inject study state code into the visualization and interaction
controllers in order to allow them to work correctly in the experiment. For example, we wanted to
count the number of times the remote subject-matter expert (SME) pressed the VR controller trigger
button while trying to demonstrate an action to the local technician with a particular approach.
That logging code was added into the VR controller script. However, we did not want to count
trigger presses outside of trials and when in other conditions, so the logging and controller class
now needed to understand the state of the study. However, throughout development we had no
need of this functionality, so this was added to the project after we finished development of the
visualizations. Problematically, this introduced additional complexity (making the visualizations
dependent on study state) and required new rounds of regression testing in code that otherwise
should not have been modified at all.
Repeated ad nauseam across all of the different considerations in the study and we were caught
in a new two-month development cycle while we tried to complete the study management and
instrumentation code. And when we tried to revisit the project in the following year, we needed
to spend additional months refactoring, as we no longer needed or wanted that particular study
variant of the system. This was a pain point for so many years that addressing it was one of the
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principal contributions of WF Toolkit (Section 4.5.3). While the template in WF Toolkit worked
quite well for centralizing user study management code, it still encouraged monolithic design with
code injection into the visualization and interaction modules. As described in Chapter 5, Mercury
abstracted and decentralized the User Study Manager from WF Toolkit to encourage more modular,
less monolithic designs. The new design was split across four components, any of which could
be extended or replaced by programmers. Further, we realized that this approach for application
management and instrumentation was not limited to experiments, as we started to use these modules
to create demonstrations and test code, with much of the components being swapped out as needed.
Thus, once we had generalized the constructs, we also changed their name to encourage use outside
of user studies. However, our motivation was still heavily guided by the desire to create robust
experiments. Thus it is important to understand how each of these components translates to the
context of user study design:
• Task Manager. As discussed in Sections 5.4.2 and 6.1, tasks represent actions users need to
perform, and can be represented atomically or broken down into iterative or recursive steps.
In user studies, at the highest level tasks represent trials. While they could have always been
compounded and made recursive by programmers, in the precuing work above, we provided
that capability in the framework itself.
• Application Manager. The Application Manager controls user study and experiment flow.
Study state and participant instructions are coordinated here.
• Widget Manager. The Widget Manager is a generalization of WF Toolkit’s User Study
Manager (the WUSM, Section 4.5.3). Programmers can add as many of these to their scenes
as needed and they allow users to control and specify the conditions of the study.
• Data Collector. Study instrumentation happens through Data Collectors. Programmers can
add as many of these as needed, for the different types of data repositories they would like to
support.
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These components manage different aspects of a user study and by decentralizing them, we
allow programmers to decouple and reuse them as needed. In each user study created with Mercury,
we derive the associated classes to create study specific Task, Widget and Application managers,
adding custom behavior only at that level. As we’ll discuss below, each of these components was
designed with R&R in mind, and uses messages to communicate. This allows us to completely
replace a component or module completely. For example, in an earlier study on using AR to
present supply stowage instruction to astronauts [37] we had wanted to use Mercury’s Task and
Data Collectors, but needed to use an external application management system. Since the modules
communicated purely through messages, we could instantly switch to using this different system
without needing to extract any Mercury-specific application code from the Task Manager or Data
Collectors.
With the framework providing all the base code for Tasks, Application, and Widget management,
in addition to the data collectors and all of the interstitial logical glue necessary, programmers need
only specify the particulars of their experiment to arrive at a functional study. To further simplify
development, we also created a set of templates of the derivations of each of the base classes, and
now provide this in Mercury for programmers to use. Thus, we tried to cover the implementation
of experiment code from two angles. First, simplify development to the point of simply filling
in stub functions, if the developer could anticipate that their study’s design was similar to ours.
And secondly, support full customization, expansion, or replacement of modules if changes were
needed; programmers could completely replace the Task, Widget, and Application Managers, and
data loggers with their own structure, only needing to register to MmMessages when required (as
demonstrated in the Stowage system).
We’ll now look at the the requirements and NotifiAR study implementations of each of the
four major components. For NotifiAR we created a shopping task in which a participant tried
to find the cheapest item in each of three stores. In each trial, the participant would move along
the sidewalk of a street, where notification placards would guide the participant’s attention to
wall-aligned annotation placards. We measured how long the participant took to complete each
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block’s task and then each trial in total. We also measured average location of the participant’s gaze,
and how far the participant moved.
6.3.3 Tasks and Trials
As discussed above, trials in experiments are represented by Tasks in Mercury. Tasks are usually
collections of information about the actions the user will need to perform. This can include the pose
that an object must be moved into, or the items a user must select and put into a bin. Tasks can also
include functions or callbacks that embed specific behavior associated with trials. But usually they
are lightweight and meant to be distributed amongst the various managing entities of the user study.
For NotifiAR, this included:
1. The number of annotations (items) that would be presented.
2. Which items would be presented and their price, image, name, and a short description.
3. The side of the street on which the user would move.
While Tasks can be extended through derivation, developers can instead choose to implement
the Task C# Interface, which specifies a few methods used by the Task Manager (described below)
including C# property functions for Record ID, User ID, the trial sequence number for a particular
user, the trial sequence number for a particular condition block, the condition name, whether this
trial must be recorded, and serialization methods for the trial and its headers. Further, as Tasks are
also implementations of IMmSerializable, so they can be passed as messages in a Mercury network.
Task Manager The Task Manager is a C# generic class [64] that loads, organizes, and iterates
through Tasks, requiring specification of the Task type on which it will operate. Tasks are organized
using a Mercury MmRelaySwitchNode, which creates an FSM, as described in Section 5.3.2. From
the Task Manager’s perspective, there is only one task active at any given moment, which we
consider the current trial.
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In some previous systems (described in Chapter 2 above), the developers put trial completion
check logic in the study manager’s Update loop. While that is possible with Mercury, the pro-
grammer still needs to explicitly program this in. We prefer and encourage the distribution of
completion checking logic into components that have a closer connection to each condition (thus
helping us avoid coupling the Task Manager to any particular condition). Ideally, these components
are connected to Relay Nodes, easing decoupling and encouraging reuse where appropriate (which
is ideal when simultaneously dealing with testing and study code, as described above). To provide
programmers a simple way of implementing this concept, we created the Mercury Task Responder.
Task Responder We provide a base Task Responder class that provides all of the functionality
needed to handle Tasks as Mercury messages. Often, we treat Task Responders as proxies for
the conditions themselves. With NotifiAR, the control components for the conditions are actually
distributed across the scene graph (the NotifiAR notification objects are not necessarily children
of the item annotations with which they are associated). So the Task Responders are the main
coordinating point of each interaction condition. But in addition, they also keep track of the Task’s
requirements to see if the user has completed the trial. This completion check can occur anywhere,
but with our design in NotifiAR, the Task Responder was listening to the appropriate components
such that it could make this determination without any additional coupling. When the task completes,
the task responder emits the “Complete” message upwards, which is received by the Task Manager
(who then proceeds to mark the trial as complete and then begin the process of loading the next
task).
The only connection between a Task Manager and Task Responders is through Mercury mes-
sages. Since Tasks represent trial completion parameters, Task Responders provide a function that
can generate a Mercury “Complete” message when a part of the Responder’s network indicates that
the trial requirement has been met. Programmers can easily replace this class with their own, as the
Task Manager and Responder only communicate through messages, but that is not necessary if the
programmer simply extends the class.
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Task Collection Designer The Task Collection Designer generates trials in user study sequence
files, generally for use by the Task Manager. Itself a Relay Node, it points to the conditions the user
would like to include in the user study (represented by Task Responders described above).
It provides utilities for generating sequences of trials in Task form, counterbalancing across
parameters as needed. While the component is completely decoupled from the Task Manager, they
both take as generic parameters the Task type.3 Additionally, in NotifiAR, the Task Manager loads
trial information from tasks generated by the Task Collection Designer and creates a random trial
(composed of elements from real tasks) which we use to create a sand-boxed “free mode” trial that
allows participants to experience the condition without worrying about timing or the other rules of
normal trials.
6.3.4 Application Manager
The Application Manager, separate of the Task and Widget Managers, controls the study flow.
When the user starts the study executable, the Application Manager waits for user input and
then proceeds to start the study. It manages study States: Relay Nodes attached GameObjects
representing the different states in which a study can be.
In addition, it also points to the Relay Nodes of the Task and Widget Managers, sending
notifications of state transitions and listening for “Complete” messages.
In NotifiAR, we have the following states:
• Off. The program loads in the Off state. The participant needs to press a button on the VR
controller or keyboard in order to start the study, which transitions the Application Manager
to the Start state.
• Start. The Start state is a synchronization point allowing the program to prepare all study
variables, with the assumption that all pre-study load procedures have completed (e.g., starting
the VR system and activating all VR device handles). Transitioning to this state also sends a
3Since the programmer specifies serialization and deserialization themselves, it is possible to convert from one Task
type to another through those methods.
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message to the Task Manager to load all trials and to prepare to proceed either into the “free
mode” or the first real trials.
• Waiting. Before each trial, we proceed into the Waiting state. This allows the participant to
pause and take a quick break between trials, and possibly return all objects to their initial state
(which doesn’t occur in NotifiAR, but did in the Remote Task Assistance system, described
in Section 5.5.3). In the system, this is where we hide, reset, and clean any visualization and
interaction components that were activated during the previous trial. In transitioning to this
state, a “Reset” message can be sent to the Widget Manager, allowing the previously activated
components to perform the above actions.
• Trial. The actual study trial occurs in the Trial State. The current condition’s visualization
and interaction techniques are activated here with a “Set Active” message, as shown in Figure
5.6. Additionally, any data loggers will start in the transition to this state.
• Break. NotifiAR breaks a study into collection blocks, which are collections of trials of
the same condition. When they reach the end of a block, the participant is asked to take a
break. While we did not ask participants to fill out any questionnaire during the breaks in
the NotifiAR study, they did do so in the Rotation Guidance study (Section 5.5.2). The same
messages used to interact with the Task and Widget Managers in the Waiting state are emitted
here.
• End. In the End state, we ensure that all active loggers (e.g., for active VR tracking and
trial statistic) have written and closed. A final message instructs the participant to close the
program.
In transitioning between all of these states, the user is shown messages with instructions. Each
of the messages shown to the user are not kept in the Application Manager, but instead in each
individual state and simply passed along to the UI subsystem (as discussed in Section 5.5.2). In
order to allow us to switch between testing on desktop, AR, and VR, we don’t directly reference the
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participant instruction GUI panels in the Application Manager, but instead create a GUI Mercury
network to which the Application Manager attaches and transmits state change information. This
allowed us to easily reuse and port the same GUI component across each of the projects described
in this and the previous chapter.
6.3.5 Widget Manager
The Widget Manager is a Switch Node mostly used to manage the heads of Widgets networks
(the collection of Relay Nodes and GameObjects controlling and representing visualization or
interaction conditions). While it can be expected that study designers would have one Widget
Manager for use in the study itself, it is possible to use several of these simultaneously.
The Widget Manager is connected to both the Application and Task Managers. The Application
Manager uses the Widget Manager to enable, disable, and update the widgets in the scene. For
example, as we transition from the Trial to Waiting state, if we need to switch from one condition to
another, we will want to disable the previous visualization’s controllers and enable the next. The
Task Manager sends a Switch message to the Widget Manager, indicating which Widget will be
active in the next trial. As it switches to this Widget, it will first send a SetActive (parameter false)
message to any previously active Widget, disabling them, and then a SetActive (parameter true) to
the newly selected Widget, enabling it.
The Widget Manager is also configured to relay initialization messages from the Application
Manager to each of the Widgets during the Application Manager’s initialization stage. Additionally,
they will be disabled by the Application Manager in transitioning from Trial to Waiting or Break
(through messages sent through the Widget Manager) to ensure that the NotifiAR visualizations are
not visible and functioning between trials.
6.3.6 Data Collectors
Instrumentation with Mercury is handled through Data Collectors, which are responders designed
to write to several different I/O streams (either to file or over the network). Data Collectors can
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be configured to write data at the end of a task, every frame, or at the programmers choosing
(manually) and create labeled data streams of tracked/instrumented entities. In an attempt to create
more generalizable and reusable code, we want to avoid injecting study-specific instrumentation
code into the Widgets, Task, or Application managers. To avoid that injection, they could expose
their variables and allow another study-specific class to observe and write them to the Data Collector
as frequently as needed. However, that logging may be dependent on the internal state of the the
observed class, thus the external class would need greater access. In C++, this can be accomplished
with a “friend” class that can access some of the internal variables of another class. We don’t have
this functionality in C#. Thus, we need to tie the logging class to the observed class, or have a large
number of states synchronized through events, which is time consuming.
In NotifiAR, the Widget controllers for the different conditions have some code that runs within
Unity’s update loop. Some of the code is disabled when condition’s controller isn’t active. If the
logging code were inserted into the controller code, it would naturally have been disabled as part of
the mechanism that stopped the code above. However, when using an external logger, it would now
need to know about the state mechanism that was used in the Widget controller.
A better configuration would skip injection, allowing loggers to operate as if through a friend
class by peeking into the local context of the original Widget control code. Thus, in Mercury each
Data Collector contains a dictionary of pointers to logging functions, treated effectively as callbacks,
that are invoked at the rate specified by the programmer. In NotifiAR, VR HWD and controller
transformations are logged per frame, at the rate of the application’s Update cycle. There are six
entries in this Data Collector’s dictionary (one for each item’s position, and one for each item’s
rotation), each pointing to a function defined elsewhere.
These functions were defined as C# “closures,” or anonymous, in-line functions, that can be
passed around as variables, and can refer to variables and functions from their original scope (i.e.,
the class in which the function is defined). The advantage here is that the control classes only
needs to specify how variables are to be logged, and allow an observer class (which is aware of the
Data Collectors) to determine when to record. Since these are triggered by Mercury, it is possible
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to have the Application, Task, or Widget manager independently trigger the logging behavior,
without any direct dependencies between the modules, and increasing reuse of the components
when transitioning between testing and study code.
6.3.7 NotifiAR and R&R
The Task, Widget, Application Managers and Data Collector components are an interesting
implementation of R&R. There are several decentralized elements that all point at each other,
through several bidirectional relationships. Consider the set of component interactions that occur
when a Task is being handled. The Application Manager sends a state transition message to the
Task Manager, which in turn sends messages to the Widget Manager and Task Responders. As the
study continues and we finish the requirements of a trial, the Task Responder returns a “Complete”
message to the Task Manager, which processes it and moves to the next trial, while the message
continues upward to the Application Manager, which knows to transition to the next study state
(Waiting, Break, or End) on receipt of that message.
With all of these actions handled exclusively through messages, none of the objects need to
know about the other. Using R&R, compounded sets of Relays define relationships between objects,
without care to the particulars of the messages being sent. The same set of relationships are being
reused repeatedly to allow for bidirectional messages of different sorts. If the programmer were
to decide to replace the Task Manager with a completely different entity, the other components
would not necessarily need to be changed: a SetActive message remains the same regardless of
the implementation of the receiving entity. Thus, the creation of a complete study framework with
decoupled, interchangeable, and extendable software modules is a great example of how R&R can
be used to architect and instrument different aspects of XR applications and systems.
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Chapter 7: R&R and Networking
Figure 7.1: Bounce [26], Hybrid UIs for Music Exploration [25], and CURVE [27].
VR and AR applications, are frequently developed using game engines, such as Unity [105]
or Unreal [31]. These systems usually provide a scene graph, through which content is accessed
for rendering. Following the Entity–Component–System (ECS) design pattern [14, 9], the scene
graph is also used to organize and instantiate software modules. This is of great convenience
when preparing interactive scenes, as input and display proxies are present in the scene and can
be organized to provide the desired experience. However, this doesn’t address device/computer
networking and the composite graph that is formed when two or more application instances connect,
whether they are instances of the same application or of completely different ones. Game engines
usually provide their own networking infrastructure, but also allow for the integration of external
networking libraries. In either case, it is usually left to the application programmer to implement
the organizational logic that manages how the application instances connect.
Some systems, such as Unity, through its built-in (though now deprecated) networking package,
UNET, or through third party libraries such as Photon PUN2, support cross-scene graph commu-
nication through event propagation, Remote Procedure Call (RPC) invocation, or direct network
message transmission.
Building on lower-level systems like UNET and Photon, Mercury makes it possible to propagate
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.2: Example applications created using our approach: (a) Two users manipulate a set of
ropes to roll and bounce a ball on a board [26]. (b) Two users collaboratively explore an urban data
visualization [27].
messages across a scene graph using a collection of interconnected Relay Nodes and Responders
on various scene-graph objects. Relay Nodes (in combination with a specialized network-based
Responder) allow for easy transmission of custom messages across networks, not just within a single
application scene. While Mercury did not originally define how multi-user networked applications
could have been built, we extended it, as described in the following sections, to more effectively
define how multi-device R&R networks can be defined using the framework.
This type of propagation network can be expanded to include several deployed instances of
a multi-user application, across a network topology, and is effectively a large R&R network that
extends across computers. We refer to this as a non-spatial network—a secondary organizational
structure, on top of the primary structure supported by a graphics engine (such as the Unity
scene graph). This structure connects entities in the Entity–Component–System paradigm (e.g.,
GameObjects in Unity) with one another, without depending on the already present, typically
hierarchical organization imposed by the scene graph, which usually represents spatial relationships.
This section explores three contributions of Mercury to collaborative and networked systems:
• A set of extensions to Mercury that ease the creation of multi-user collaborative systems.
• An approach to using non-spatial networks in developing RISs that can make possible
expandable and maintainable code bases using an asymmetric interactive application network
topology.
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Figure 7.3: Mercury network and greater multi-user application topology. Items connect across ap-
plication instances using Network Responders that allow message propagation normally. Here, data
associated with a previously handled telephone call to the “311” non-emergency city service number
is generated in NYC311 Controller, when message is received by SelectionHandler. Messages are
then sent simultaneously to local and remote NYC311 DatumController instances.
• Three use cases that show how this approach to multi-user application development has
facilitated the creation of richly interconnected RISs.
7.1 Related Work
Distributed scene graphs [57] provide a use case for inter-component communication over the
network, where the primary organizational element for the application is the hierarchical layout of
renderable/interactable elements. This concept was explored by MacIntyre and Feiner [58], and
applied to collaborative AR applications using HWDs. DWARF [9] and MORGAN [79] developed
support for linked, independent scene graphs maintained through CORBA-based communications
and with support for displays, input and output devices, and tracking. In addition, MORGAN
allowed for 3D information captured externally, to be used as part of the scene representation.
Many previous RIS systems have focused on the integration of various subcomponents (such as
tracking, scene graphs, I/O, networking, and peripherals) to support the creation of rich VR and
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AR applications. ARCS [20] facilitated the integration of tracking, rendering, and input systems.
Programmers could define custom behavior by creating and connecting proprietary modules. Some
of the relationships were defined implicitly, facilitating inter-object communication. Expanding
on the earlier concept of aspects in software design, ARCS supported the creation of compound
modules, which facilitated macro-scaffolding. The Virtual Manufacturing Lattice [7] also explored
compound modules through the communication of spatially disconnected scene-graph objects. As
RIS systems (and the engines powering them) have matured, there has been a push to standardize
UI/device component communication (e.g., [35, 13]) to improve sub-component interchangeability.
In related approaches, GoblinXNA [78] and Bespoke [114] (both built using the XNA platform
[68]), and RUIS [101] and MiddleVR [71] (both built for Unity), facilitate the creation of RISs
by providing powerful system integration capabilities (e.g., tracking and HWD support). As
GoblinXNA and Bespoke were both built for object-oriented systems, programmers would need to
derive from library/system classes to provide additional functionality. This could lead to complex
class hierarchies that limit portability and mutability of code.
Much research has addressed the use of VR and AR for collaboration [73, 3, 81], whether
co-located or remote. In co-located collaboration, VR and AR can be used to show additional
information to help facilite communication between users, (e.g., showing a virtual 3D object during
class discussion [53]) and can also be used for recreation [72].
7.2 Design
We propose utilizing non-spatial networks, as encouraged by the R&R pattern, to simplify
and decouple the integration of networking and multi-user management code with the core local
components of XR RIS applications.
7.2.1 Non-Spatial Networks
In our approach, we consider the entire non-spatial network topology present across all machines
in a multi-user system as implicitly comprising a single network. That is, graphs of interacting
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components within an application, across multiple devices (comprising a high-level traditional
computer network), form a larger graph that represents the states of unique and network synchronized
entities across all devices and application instances.
This is powered by and in harmony with the R&R pattern, as implemented by Mercury. Net-
working in this system is built on the notion that any Relay Node can be connected to its twins in a
network topology, and that messages will automatically propagate throughout that topology (and
continue execution and propagation on the other networked endpoints, as if the message had been
originally triggered locally).
Three guidelines underlie our design paradigm: Decoupled network twins, Asymmetry, and
Decentralization.
Decoupled network twins Connected components should not be assumed to be aware of each-
other’s presence, even within a single application instance. Objects in the scene (including twins in
the computer-network topology) should be decoupled to help ensure that, wherever possible, the
application instances of subcomponents can function independently.
Let’s consider an example where programmers might construct a VR controller script that emits
events when input is detected. The observers of the event will be registered in the controller class
itself, coupling the controller to the observers. As explored in Section 2.4, this necessitates that
programmers modify the controller script if the observers change or the observers if the input event
type changes (which may occur if switching between VR devices). As discussed, this is a costly
decision when doing cross-platform development.
This issue is exacerbated when the application splits input handling between multiple computers.
If programmers construct their device-handling entities with a dependency on network components
(such that critical components related to input or scene visualizations do not load until connected to
a server instance), then if they were able to use the device locally in the future, they would need to
redesign their code to remove the dependency on networked components. Thus, we recommend
constructing entities with support for network twins, without an explicit dependency on them. This
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allows the nodes (whether networked or not) to operate at least semi-independently of other entities
in the scene (which promotes code robustness).
The R&R pattern and Mercury’s Relay Nodes and Network Responders work well to facilitate
this. Relay Nodes support automatic optional spawning of messages that cross the network divide.
However, it is important to note that programmers may need to construct additional Relay Node and
Responder types in order to fully support a desired feature set (Section 7.4.1).
Because Relay Nodes are agnostic to message payload, messages do not need to change
dependant on whether they are used locally or remotely. In fact, this is a powerful notion because
it allows programmers to send a message into a Mercury network without needing to implement
network support in their message, Responders, or associated code; Mercury handles all of this for
the programmer.
Asymmetry When a message is to be sent to a Relay Node’s twin in the greater multi-application
topology, it should be assumed that propagation will continue in the same manner as defined on the
sending side, but with potentially different effects. This means that a single message might have
completely different propagation and Responder behaviors on different ends of a network-Responder
link.
For example, consider a VR/AR application in which one user (called the “commander”)
interacts with a command-center view of a city, seeing a number of players (called “locals”) in a VR
game. All locals explore the real city in AR. The commander may select and explore a particular
building targeted for inspection by the locals. When selecting the building, both user types might
see different visualizations associated with the building, fitting their roles and their display and
input technologies.
Further, the commander may want to trigger an action that is visible to locals but does not affect
the command environment in the same way. This can include projecting the commander’s body into
the space of the locals. Assuming that it is unlikely that the commander would need to see their own
body, we want to asymmetrically synchronize a locals-only avatar to the commander’s movements.
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This defines an asymmetric topology, where we can’t guarantee that all computers/devices will have
the same local topologies. We dealt with this exact scenario in our collaborative rehabilitation game
project (Section 7.4.1).
Without Mercury, programmers would need to handle each combination of state differently
(with dedicated code for each anticipated deployment). Even in small projects, this becomes difficult
to maintain as the programmer becomes responsible for updating each variation of the associated
code and are still responsible for embedding state handling (and branching) in the variations. As the
state mechanism may not be portable to other applications, this limits reuse.
In the Remote Task Assistance project (Sections 5.5.3 and 8.1.5), we had three conditions with
unique controllers for the remote subject-matter expert (SME) and local technician. In the real
world, a SME would already know how objects should fit together, but in our study we need to show
participants (playing the role of SME) how to place them. So we use meta objects on both sides to
show participants how to place objects. On the SME’s side, we place the meta objects between the
replica and fixture to guide the participant in placing the virtual instruction in the correct location.
On the technician’s side, we place them between the physical (tracked) object, and the replica to
guide the technician in following the SME’s instruction. Without Mercury, we need to be mindful
of the differences in how meta objects are generated, because the actions tie across different object
instances (and if done in code introduces new branching requirements). However, with Mercury we
can simply send the same meta object instantiation message to different objects, without adding any
custom routing code.
Relay Nodes and Network Responders allow programmers to mitigate some of these issues.
Individual behavioral requirements can be localized to specialized Responders, with no connection
to the state-handling and event-propagation mechanisms (as these are contained in the Relay Node).
Since messages are not tied to the code handling them, programmers can reuse them across different
behavioral Responders. When combined with Network Responders, this allows messages to be
duplicated across the network divide without the programmer explicitly programming this behavior
in.
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The combination of the above makes it possible for a programmer to trigger an event on one
side and have it be expressed differently depending on the context and state of each application
instance (e.g., a user presses a trigger that loads data placards over a city in their own view, but
aligned with building geometry for other users).
Decentralization State synchronization can happen in a highly centralized manner (using a single
state manager). However, to minimize coupling, we recommend that Network Responders be
used as often as intra-application links might be used. Thus, programmers should determine when
components in the application will need to synchronize state or transmit values, and utilize network
transmission through Relay Nodes on that object directly, as opposed to going through a central
state management structure.
While usage of a centralized state manager would not necessarily introduce tight coupling in
code, it would require manual registration and de-registration (potentially in application-level code)
of event handlers and state changes. This can be problematic as the programmer must then explicitly
ensure that changes (that will often occur local to a class instance) are copied to the centralized state
manager.
Decentralization may come at the cost of efficiency however, as more separate packets may
need to be sent across the network, and programmers would thus need consider the advantages of
reduced maintenance effort against potentially improved performance.
7.3 The MmNetworkResponder
In Section 5.3.2, we discussed Network Responders: components that enable cross-computer
and device networking in MmRelayNodes. When present, they connect to the lower-level networking
subsystem to allow for messages to be seamlessly (and invisibly to the programmer) passed between
application instances on the network. In addition to this component, programmers need to add
MmNetworkResponders (referred to here as Network Responders) that can handle message receipt.
When messages are sent by Relay Nodes across the network, they are serialized to a byte array that
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needs to be deserialized on receipt of the message on the other computer or device. We embed
information about the original MmMessage type in the network packet’s meta data in order to
properly deserialize to the correct type on receipt.
The Network Responder will receive the serialized byte stream of the message and use the type
information embedded in the metadata to convert it to the correct MmMessage type, and then call
MmInvoke on the linked Relay Node.
It is important to note that when programmers create custom messages, they need to add that
new message type to the Network Responder’s type cast switch statement. This is not needed for
every message, but only those that need to support network communication. Mercury has an easier
way of enabling network support for those new messages through MmMessageSerializable.
7.3.1 Considerations for MmMessageSerializable Messages
The MmMessageSerializable type (Section 6.2.5) allows programmers to turn any class into a
payload for an MmMessage by simply implementing the IMmSerializable type in the desired class.
The advantage is that the programmer can avoid having to create a whole new message type for a
class that might already exist. This interface requires that the programmer implement the Serialize,
Deserialize, and Copy methods for the class, to ensure that the proper data is included and handled.
An additional convenience is that it allows us to avoid adding additional type casts to the
switch described in the previous section as the MmMessageSerializable is already supported in the
Network Responder’s switch. When we begin to deserialize the MmMessageSerializable, we invoke
the payload’s own IMmSerializable Deserialize method, ensuring that the proper payload type is
generated. This helps to save significant programmer effort and completely hides the mechanism
for type conversion from them.
7.4 Use Cases
To explore the applications of R&R and Mercury to networked XR systems, in the following
sections we’ll discuss a number of multi-user, multi-device research systems that were built on the
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Figure 7.4: In Bounce! [26], two players in VR, communicating over high speed networks, work
together in keeping a virtual ball rolling on a board by controlling physically modelled ropes.
pattern and framework.
7.4.1 Bounce! Collaborative Virtual Reality for Low-Latency Interaction
Collaborative VR and AR applications can allow multiple users to work together, simultaneously,
whether co-located or remote, in domains such as games, occupational training, and rehabilitation.
Game engines, such as Unity and Unreal, simplify the creation of networked VR and AR applica-
tions. However, collaboration in these systems often proves to be complicated when it involves
manipulation of shared virtual objects. Many collaborative applications allow individual users
to manipulate separate objects when completing a shared task. In contrast, when a single object
must be simultaneously manipulated by multiple users, it can become difficult to implement object
control in a way that is understandable and satisfactory to all users. VR and AR have also been
used in motor rehabilitation [44], in which patients can practice specific body movements (e.g.,
rehabilitation for stroke [16], chronic pain [90], and hemiparetic cerebral palsy [126]).
We have created Bounce!, a VR game in which multiple users (two, as shown in Figure 7.2a),
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Figure 7.5: Message propagation between two users through asymmetric network topology in
Bounce!, described in Section 7.4.1.
wearing head-worn displays and holding controllers, work together to roll and bounce a virtual
ball on a virtual board in a physical simulation [27] (Figure 7.4). The board is controlled by a set
of elastic ropes connected to a set of handles (two held by each user) in the physical simulation
run on the server side, and transmitted (in part) to the one or more client sides. As the users pull
on the ropes, the board is pulled along (which in turn, affects the rolling ball). Here, the network
infrastructure includes communication between twins of Relay Nodes on user avatars, handles to
control the ropes, the board, and the ball (Figure 7.5).
The system thus implements simultaneous shared virtual object manipulation. This allows for
a physically-modeled representation of control of shared objects, where users can simultaneously
exert control, in a way that is both comprehensible and consistent with the rules of virtual worlds
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following basic Newtonian physics.
Implementation Our system enables users to jointly manipulate a rigid body through the use
of non-rigid control points connected to that rigid body. This allows the positions of the users’
hands to move outside the range of what is allowable using a non-deformable rigid body that they
hold. Much previous work has focused on the efficient network synchronization of one or many
virtual rigid bodies. This allows multiple users to interact with a synchronized set of many virtual
objects. However, in these systems, a single object is often controlled exclusively by a single user
at a time (e.g., when users alternate imparting force to a projectile in games such as ping pong or
tennis). Simultaneous control by multiple users of a single object is not handled (except to prevent
users from grabbing an object that is already held). In contrast, our system allows multiple users to
simultaneously and continuously interact with a single object in an intuitive way.
Two problems arise when considering the physical real-world analog to the scenario of two
people controlling a virtual ball on a virtual platform. First, without force feedback, we cannot
prevent the users from moving their hands beyond the virtual constraints of the board. Second, we
must make it possible for multiple users, operating on separate computers, to simultaneously control
the same virtual objects.
To address both issues, we allow two users to control the board, each holding a pair of virtual
handles connected to virtual ropes, each of which is connected to one of the four corners of the
board. Our Unity implementation uses the Obi Rope asset [97]. Ropes make possible increased
parametrization of the experience. By varying the length of the ropes, users can fine-tune certain
movements. For example, in a rehabilitation system, a therapist may want the patient to work on
overhead movements. Longer ropes would require the patient to raise their arms higher to raise the
board off the ground.
Participants use Oculus Rift HWDs with Touch controllers. Each handle is gripped and con-
trolled by a single Touch controller, allowing participants to manipulate the handles with six degrees
of freedom. As the handles are moved in space, they pull on the ropes, which in turn move the
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board.
Similar to other systems that require physics transmission across a network, we employ a single
device to simulate the physics, which are then propagated to the other devices throughout the
network. While the standard approach to implementing this type of system using Unity involves the
direct use of UNet, our system instead uses Mercury, which simplifies networking and provides
abstractions that support other networking protocols.
Each of the networked objects in the scene has a Mercury network node component, which
allows it to communicate over the network. The board, ball, and handles are all instantiated by the
server (Figure 7.5). But where the server authoritatively updates the simulation of the board and
ball across all clients, the handles support bidirectional communication (the clients can update the
handles). Using Mercury, all transformation and state updates are handled using the same protocol,
so the programmer focuses purely on the directionality of the updates. In addition, using Mercury
to handle transformation synchronization allows us to go beyond the 29 Hz limit imposed by the
Unity NetworkTransform component.
In informal pilots of Bounce!, we found that users can collaborate effectively in this task when
round trip network latency is below 15 ms and collaboration improves further at latencies of 3−7
ms. Each scene element is transmitted using Mercury as fast as that element updates. (Note that
a cosmetic visual delay between the other user’s Oculus avatar hands and handles is caused by a
difference in avatar processing rate that affects only the other user’s hand graphics, not the physics
simulation.)
User Avatars User avatars are implemented with the Oculus avatar Unity package (Figure 7.6).
Here, we serialize the state of each avatar, and transmit it as a Mercury message.
Normally, when programming this communication, one would need to introduce a mechanism
that would allow each user’s avatar to send transformation and status updates to the other users in
the system. This would require dedicated code to instantiate user avatars and manage transmission
of one’s own avatar. However, here it is possible to send a message that is not to be executed
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Figure 7.6: In Bounce! players can see avatars representing other players and experience the effects
of changing gravity as they transport to other planets [26].
locally. Using the Mercury message’s network-only tag, the message is transmitted to a Relay Node
that transmits the avatar message to its twin on the other computers. This results in a partially
asymmetric scenario in which each user is sending their own avatar updates to a Relay Node on a
second avatar, but receiving and articulating the avatar using the other user’s transmitted message.
Each user updates the others’ avatars, without using any specialized code.
Physical Simulation In this game, the goal is to keep the ball from falling off the board for as
long as possible. The board is attached to a set of ropes (implemented using Obi Rope [97]), four
in the case of two users. At the other end of each rope is a handle that can be grabbed and moved
simultaneously by one or more users. Since the intent is to control the motion of the ball, the users
need to be able to respond to each other’s actions. It is important to ensure that the items involved
in updating the physical simulation update as quickly as possible. However, in order to optimize
network communications, we also need to send state updates with the transformation (which include
whether a particular handle has been grabbed).
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Figure 7.7: Multiple users explore a virtual urban environment with CURVE [27]. The pinboard
presents a shared space where users can add data placards and see the placards pinned by other
users.
To simplify the development of this portion of the system, we transmit the object transformations
and state updates using a new transformation message MmMessageTransform. Mercury introduces
routing logic at every node, which results in additional processing time over a single, standard C#
function call. Here, in order to update the physical simulation as quickly as possible (while still
allowing for packet frequency modulation), we needed to bypass parts of the routing computation
for some of the nodes. To accomplish this, we created a new type of Mercury Relay Node, the
MmQuickNode, which optionally circumvents standard routing to transmit a message to each
Responder in a Responder’s Routing Table, under the assumption it is intended for all items in the
table. Quick Nodes are placed on handles, the board, and the ball.
By transmitting the data using a Relay Node, messages from other Relay Nodes can still
propagate to the handles, board, and ball. This allowed for easier integration with other parts of our
application (such as our application state and I/O modules).
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p u b l i c vo id F i l l P l a c a r d W i t h D a t a ( MmRelayNode p laca rdRe layNode ,
JSONObject j )
{
s t r i n g s t a t u s = j [ " s t a t u s " ] . s t r ;
s t r i n g t y p e = j [ " c o m p l a i n t _ t y p e " ] . s t r ;
s t r i n g d e s c r i p t i o n = j [ " d e s c r i p t o r " ] . s t r ;
s t r i n g r e s o l u t i o n = j [ " r e s o l u t i o n _ d e s c r i p t i o n " ] . s t r ;
s t r i n g d a t e = j [ " r e s o l u t i o n _ a c t i o n _ u p d a t e d _ d a t e " ] . s t r ;
p l a c a r d R e l a y N o d e . MmInvoke ( ( MmMethod )MR_UDE_MmMethods . DataSend ,
new NYC311DataMsg ( s t a t u s , type , d e s c r i p t i o n , r e s o l u t i o n ,
d a t e ) , new MmMetadataBlock ( MmLeve lF i l t e r . S e l f ) ) ;
}
Figure 7.8: Receipt of 311 call data in JSON format and invocation of a Mercury message that
populates a 3D placard with the data. This data is then transmitted over the network.
7.4.2 Multi-User VR and AR Urban Data Exploration
Cities generate large amounts of data, much of which is related to specific locations such as
buildings or streets. This information can often be difficult to understand when dense urban data is
projected onto a 2D map. In addition, as might be expected when proposing urban development
projects or exploring real estate opportunities, it is important to enable collaboration when trying
to interact with data. Our CURVE system, described in Section 6.2.2, allows multiple users
wearing AR or VR displays, whether co-located or remote, to collaboratively explore a 3D virtual
representation of a real urban environment (Figure 7.7).
Georeferenced data, obtained from a variety of sources, is spatially and temporally visualized in
the 3D context of a virtual representation of the physical urban infrastructure. Users can see each
other’s virtual representations, point to and select infrastructure and data to examine individually
or together, filter data, and expand data to view its details. Figure 7.2b shows the view of a user
wearing a VR display. This system uses the same avatar communication system described in Section
7.4.1.
Data Handling When a user selects a location in the urban environment, a query is made to a
number of data sources using latitude and longitude (and altitude, if available) as input. In many
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Figure 7.9: Mercury network and greater multi-user application topology. Items connect across ap-
plication instances using Network Responders that allow message propagation normally. Here, 311
call data is generated in the 311DataController, when a message is received by the SelectionHandler.
Messages are then sent to local and remote 311Datum instances simultaneously.
cases, the data requested from the various sources share many elements conceptually, but expose
them in different formats. Thus, we created a set of implementations of Mercury’s IMmSerializable
interface, which allow for specialized classes to be used directly as Mercury messages.
Some data records are visualized as placards. When a placard is instantiated, it needs to be
placed in the world, and populated with its associated data (Figure 7.8). Transmission of the latitude
and longitude values, along with the data associated with a placard, is accomplished using custom
messages. When a user requests data associated with a location, the selected latitude and longitude,
in addition to the requested data, is sent to other users in the greater network topology (Figure 7.3).
This allows all (or a subset of) users to collaborate as they explore the environment.
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Enabling Collaboration In order to enable collaboration between users, we used Mercury’s
networking capabilities (first using UNET and then Photon PUN2) to connect multiple instances of
the CURVE application running on the network. The virtual environment and pinboard were shared
spaces where users’ actions would be visible to others. If users bookmarked a particular placard,
we’d want all others to see the pinned placard appear on their instance of the shared pinboard. There
were a number of items that needed to be synchronized for this system:
1. The placement of placards in the virtual environment.
2. The movement of placards in the virtual environment when grabbed by users.
3. The creation, deletion, and placement of bookmarked placards.
4. Users’ avatars in the scene.
Each user could move, hide, and place the virtual pinboard wherever they wanted, thus movement
of the pinboard itself was not synchronized. But as the spatial placement of placards on the pinboard
might have meaning, actions on the pinboard needed synchronization. The same applies to actions
performed on placards in the environment. To enable more natural collaboration, it is important
that we synchronize the movements of environment placards as users interact with them in order to
allow proper contextualization of their actions to others.
Placards in the environment and on the pinboard have Relay Nodes with Network Responders to
synchronize 3D transformations and other actions. Mercury provides a 3D transformation message
that includes translation, rotation, and scale information. To synchronize the transformations, we
use a Quick Node (described in Section 7.4.1) to rapidly transmit that information.
Unique to this example, Quick Nodes can also transmit state information as well. If no additional
Relay Nodes are added to a Quick Node’s Routing Table, no message propagation occurs when
received by clients on the network: only Responders on the same GameObject would see the
message. Without a routing requirement, we can treat Quick Nodes as lighter-weight Relay Nodes.
Thus, they can be reused to rapidly send state information as well as transformation updates.
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.10: Interacting with music content in two versions of system [25]. (a) AR HWD combined
with stationary multi-touch display. User selects artist on multi-touch display, causing albums to
appear in extruded shaft above artist on AR HWD. (b) AR HWD alone. Leap Motion controller
tracks user’s hands in both versions.
In one version of the system, Yelp placards could be expanded to show additional pictures and
reviews. When the user holds the appropriate button the placard expands to show more data, and
retracts when the user releases that button. If we want to synchronize across that action across the
network, an “Expand” message can be sent using the Quick Node, with the controller being unaware
that the node with which they are communicating is not a standard Relay Node. This facilitates
reuse of the node, reducing in-Editor design time as this route is also utilized for the creation and
deletion of pinboard placards as well.
7.4.3 Hybrid UIs for Music Exploration in AR and VR
As AR and VR become mainstream, users will want to use these technologies to manage and
explore their personal media libraries. However, it is imperative that the interfaces to applications
managing these libraries be designed to maximally take advantage of the new input and display
technologies, as current 2D approaches may prove to remain superior. To investigate some of the
ways in which this might be done, we have developed hybrid user interfaces for music content
exploration in AR and VR, supporting 3D head-worn displays (HWDs) and 2D touch screens in
various combinations [25].
In our system, the user wears an AR HWD (e.g., a Microsoft HoloLens in Figure 7.10) or a
VR HWD (e.g., an Oculus Rift in Figure 7.11a), which presents a music library (in the form of
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.11: (a) User exploring music content in VR [25]. (b) System infrastructure. Users can be
co-located or remote, and can use different combinations of display and interaction devices.
albums, artists, and genres placed in the surrounding environment). The user’s hands are tracked
using a Leap Motion controller and can grab, tap, scale, rotate, and move representations of albums
to explore artist/album content, including artwork, songs, and history. In addition, users can save
albums and songs to custom playlists (presented as in-situ bookmark panels).
If a stationary touch screen (e.g., the Microsoft Perceptive Pixel display shown in Figure 7.10a)
or a mobile device is present, it will be integrated into the virtual environment to provide display and
input capabilities; for example, a user wearing an AR HWD will see and interact with scrollable lists
of artists on the touch screen. Advantages to using these additional displays include increased input
accuracy, higher resolution, and passive haptic feedback. If a user taps on an artist, their albums
will appear in a helical arrangement and can be grabbed and manipulated. Tapping or rotating an
album will expose its songs. Saying a song’s name or tapping its title will start it playing. Multiple
albums can be explored and manipulated simultaneously.
When a stationary touch screen or mobile device is not available, the artist listings can be
presented so that they are coplanar with a passive surface or float on their own. Users interact with
these albums using their hands. This asymmetric approach requires separation of the input/display
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modules from the server interaction modules powering content management (Figure 7.11b).
Users with a stationary touch screen or mobile device but without an HWD can still select artists,
albums, and songs on that screen, and save content to playlists, while their actions are reflected in
the HWDs of other users.
Mercury and Hybrid UIs We needed to connect a number of devices together in order to create
a seamless experience for users. When the user taps an artist’s album on the touch screen, the image
on screen changes and we spawn an 3D helix of their albums in the immersive space. Similar to the
Remote Task Assistance 5.5.3 and 7.4.1 projects, we wanted actions across devices to be performed
asynchronously: the touch device would change the artist image slightly but not spawn a helix. On
the other hand, the AR/VR device could spawn a helix itself using an “air-tap” gesture, but would
also respond to actions performed on the touch device.
As discussed throughout, the observer pattern could be used to pass events between the touch
screen and AR/VR device, but both directions of communication would need to directly be encoded
per function. Depending on how the user interacted, this would be needed to send a “screen-tap”
message to the AR/VR device to spawn a helix and an “air-tap” message to the touch device to
change the artist’s album cover.
To avoid multiple sets of registration and deregistration per function that was shared between
touch and AR/VR devices, Mercury allowed us to simply specify a proxy for each device on the
network, and reuse that relationship for each function we wanted to support. Even better, we could
test our code locally and eventually switch to a networked application and not need to change
anything in code.
7.4.4 Discussion
R&R enables a new type of XR network design paradigm: using connected non-spatial net-
worked Relays to create decoupled, decentralized, and asymmetric network topologies. Obviously,
this is the topological structure followed by the internet itself. As with R&R itself, we try to embed
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this organizational and communication approach at the software design layer for networked XR
applications, allowing programmers to decentralize the application’s network logic, and focus on
how individual components should function.
The greatest disadvantage of this design paradigm is that it can be difficult to keep track of
the complete network object topology without bookkeeping. It is currently the programmer’s
responsibility to understand the relationship between the active entities (as represented and stored
in the game engine’s scene graph), their application code (and the implicitly and explicitly formed
software components), and the network topology. Thus as the scene becomes more complex,
programmers may be more likely to make mistakes and need to manually trace how messages
propagate throughout their infrastructure. Please see Sections 8.2.1 and 8.3.3 for an expanded
discussion of these issues and potential solutions.
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Chapter 8: Discussion
Figure 8.1: Rotation Guidance [98], Bounce! [26], and Remote Task Assistance [23].
As mentioned at the beginning of this thesis, no one software pattern can really address all of
the development concerns in a particular domain of software engineering. And as discussed in the
previous chapters, there are often instances where a pattern that would have otherwise worked well
for one problem doesn’t really fit for another. We have presented R&R and Mercury as ways to
address many of those issues, and in fact, the pattern and framework evolved in our trying to find
solutions to those concerns. For example, the focus on ensuring bidirectionality between Relays
arose from a limitation in WF Toolkit where the framework didn’t support a built-in mechanism to
allow for the reporting of completion of trials in the user study module (WUSM). While widgets
could receive commands from the WUSM, the reverse was not true, and the programmer needed
to explicitly add support for communication in the reverse direction—likely using a different
observer/command/mediator mechanism than the that used to compose widgets (which would likely
couple the modules again). Our solution to this was to ensure that the Relay Nodes in Mercury
did not impose any communication limitations in terms of the directions in which messages could
propagate.
However, adopting the R&R pattern also introduces some limitations and issues, some of which
we have addressed by creating tools to ease development with the pattern with Mercury, and others
which remain open issues. In this chapter, we’ll discuss the advantages and limitations of R&R and
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Mercury, and ways to address some of those open problems.
8.1 R&R Advantages
R&R makes a number of contributions over previous work and popular patterns, as discussed
in Chapter 3. These contributions help to give it particular advantages over other approaches,
especially as it pertains to the development of XR RISs. Again, the main contributions of R&R are
a software pattern that:
1. Reduces or eliminates inter- and intra-module coupling by ensuring that the methods of
communication (Relays) are always agnostic to the particulars of the invoking object and
associated Responders.
2. Defines relationships on a Relay-to-Relay or Relay-to-Responder level, instead of through
explicit function signatures, enabling the specification of relationships that can be reused for
many functional requirements.
3. Allows for the definition of structured relationships between software components, where
messages between them propagate through networks of those objects, which is useful in the
development of XR systems.
Each of these contributions provides a number of benefits, which we’ll explore in depth.
8.1.1 R&R Decoupling
The first and second contribution encourage code decoupling by helping programmers avoid
directly invoking functions between classes that otherwise may not need to be connected explicitly.
By asking programmers to go through Relays, which in general do not provide any mechanism for
message response handling themselves (relegated to Responders), programmers need to communi-
cate through event signatures and payloads. This means that other than the specification messages
that are being handled, the calling and receiving code have no dependency on one another; they can
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Figure 8.2: The light-switch scene can easily be adapted to support new lighting configurations
when using Mercury.
be both separated and reused. In our light-switch scene from Section 3.1, the light-source control
script can be invoked by the activation methods of both the light switch and the watch (Figure
8.2). If the first, single-color light bulb is changed to one that supports specification of hue, the
invoking methods need not be changed. A light source with hue support can still handle a simple
“on/off” event. And if we already had a color-change–supporting script, we could simply swap out
the Responder, with the sender being none the wiser. We would only need to modify code when we
want to change the behaviors of the Responders themselves.
With a traditional object-oriented design, this level of decoupling is not possible. If the calling
or receiving functions change, the other side needs to be updated to match. This is also true of the
observer pattern: the event delegate method signature on the caller and the observer both need to
match. With the command pattern, the caller and receiver are not directly coupled to each other,
but instead to the command interface, to which the command implementation is also dependent. If
we wanted to add hue capability to the the receiver, this would need to be changed in the interface,
the interface’s implementation, and possibly the caller and receiver. The same with the Mediator
pattern.
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But with R&R, we eliminate the changes in the intermediary objects altogether. The caller
invocation would only need to be changed in the component that supported assigning hue (e.g., at a
special light switch) and the component on the light source that actually changed the color of the
light.
On Coupling to Messages There is a reasonable question as to coupling to the message type
itself. While we may have eliminated direct and indirect coupling between components, have we
not maintained coupling to the message type? While this is a valid question, we view messages akin
to a unified set of parameters in a traditional function (i.e., the function signature). The parameters
represent the data that is being passed. Thus, just as any application will normally be tied to its
language’s primitive types (e.g., int, float, bool) and the application’s proprietary complex types, so
to would an application built with R&R. No new burden with respect to type (that wasn’t already
present in adhering to the language’s requirements) is placed on the programmer.1
Additionally, with Mercury’s implementation of R&R, we determined that that component
coupling to messages is not the same on the calling and receiving sides. This is due to a few reasons:
• MmMessage Generalization: While we provide a number of utility overloads, the Relay
Node’s MmInvokes are designed to be completely general and only deal with the passing of
the base MmMessage. This level of agnostic handling of messages can be propagated up to
the caller of the MmInvoke. This is demonstrated in the way the Task Manager (Section 5.4.2)
communicates to TaskResponders. Since the Task Manager is constructed as a C# generic
class (where the generic parameter represents the specific type of Task), messages from the
Task Manager to Task Responders are actually sent with the generic payload. However,
generic utilization propagates throughout the classes that are built on them. To directly handle
the payload composed of a generic parameter, we’d need a generic version of the MmInvoke
function, which in turn, would require that we had a generic version of the MmRelayNode
1Note, while C# does support implicit types using the var keyword, which does help avoid tying the declaration of a
variable to a type, that doesn’t avoid type-mismatch issues. Dereferencing member variables and methods not present in
the implicitly determined type will still cause compilation issues and runtime exceptions.
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C# class. Since Unity does not allow generic MonoBehaviours to be added as components to
GameObjects, it would require that programmers implement a version of the generic Relay
Node for every single type they’d like to treat as parameter. This is completely unacceptable.
So to allow for generics to be used as payload in messages, we invoke MmInvoke on the base
implementation of MmMessage, helping us to avoid this question altogether, as the generic
aspect remains hidden from Relay Nodes.
• IMmSerializable: Mercury also provides the IMmSerializable interface and MmMessage-
Serializable messages (designed to wrap objects that implement this interface, described in
Section 6.2.5). While the Responder would likely need to cast the interface payload to the
appropriate type in order to do anything useful with it, the calling side can be constructed to
pass anything that implements the IMmSerializable interface (or an interface derivative) as pa-
rameter to the MmInvoke in question. This means that the IMmSerializable implementation’s
true type could have been changed “behind-the-scenes” without the calling code being aware.
This is convenient if we intend to reuse the calling code, which may occur when trying to
support different control interfaces, for example.
It is true that the receiving side would need to know how to deal with the generic, but it
is reasonable to assume that the terminal Responders of the message would want to know the
particulars of the payload anyway. Thus at the very least we can remove coupling at the sending
side, nicely holding to the general goals the R&R pattern.
8.1.2 R&R Relationship Specification
In XR systems, software modules usually need to interact in a variety of different ways. A
controller button press might trigger an event in the scene, with that event being simultaneously
logged to a file (Section 6.2.2). With the patterns discussed in Section 2.4, the relationships between
modules are specified in code (introducing a hard link between different components). This can
limit reuse of these modules as the programmer will need to explicitly manage these relationships.
The mechanisms used to connect two components may vary across the different patterns discussed,
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Figure 8.3: In CURVE, there are many objects that need to respond to selection messages from
the VR controller, including: the map, the placards in the environment and on the pinboard, the
pinboard itself, and filters on the pinboard.
but share in one consideration: the relationships between modules are specified on a per-function
or per-event level. In the observer pattern, relationships between components are defined for each
event that the programmer may want to spawn.
In a project like CURVE (Section 6.2), there are many types of actions and observers associated
with the VR controller management class (Figure 8.3), and for each event, an explicit registration is
needed. This is unwieldy and wastes programmer effort. As discussed in Section 6.2, additional
branching logic is needed to ensure that only the appropriate listeners respond to a particular event.
But perhaps most importantly, the code becomes more difficult to reuse: if we introduce a new
object that can respond to those events above, that object will need to be registered as well.
By moving the definition of relationships out of those modules and into a standardized, event-
agnostic entity, R&R helps to reduce programmer overhead, simplify code, decrease the number of
errors, and facilitate code reuse.
While the programmer or UX designer will need to specify relationships between components
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by dragging-and-dropping in the Unity editor (when using R&R through Mercury), or by creating
a relationship specification configuration file, it still reduces programmer overhead overall. This
is due to the fact that the programmer no longer needs to consider the explicit relationships when
designing and programming the appropriate classes. A consequence of this, is that the code can be
simplified - if the programmer does not need to manage the specification of relationships in code,
then there is no point of error that they can themselves introduce in that logic. If the accuracy and
safety of the routing mechanism can be assured (which we attempt to provide with Mercury) then
the programmer can completely offload that concern to the framework.
Code Reuse and Interchangeability Code and module reuse is a particularly important consid-
eration here. One of our principal goals and contributions with R&R is in encouraging greater code
reuse. By introducing the Relays and requiring that components communicate through them, we
move the programmer to a model where interactions between modules are not defined by compiled
class type and function, but instead only by the capability to respond to a message. Put differently,
the relationship depends on the sender’s ability to create a message and communicate to any Relay,
and the Responder’s ability to handle that message. The important takeaway here is that at no point
was the relationship defined by code: the sender does not need to know who might receive that
message (regardless of whether or not the identity of the Responder could be ascertained). Thus,
the Responder could have been changed or swapped out and the sender would never have been
effected. This allows us to achieve a much greater level of code interchangeability than if using a
traditional OOP paradigm alone, or when using the alternative patterns.
In CURVE (Section 6.2), this was tested when we switched our map infrastructure from WRLD
[124] to MapBox [59]. Since the APIs controlling these map systems were quite different, our map
management class needed to change. But did the controller class need to change as a result of the
swap, if the Message triggered by that controller’s action was not in any way dependent on the
back-end map manager? Since we implemented our map controller as a Responder, the answer was
no; we simply changed the routing table to point to the relay of the new map controller. No change
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to the calling code was necessary.
This also works in the reverse direction. In CURVE, we tested a number of different controller
interfaces, including Oculus controllers [76] and hand tracking. The mechanisms for indicating
selection with the different interfaces were rather different. However, the map manager only needed
to be alerted to the fact that an attempt at selection was made, not from whom the request came.
By separating the caller and Responder by a Relay Node, reconfiguration of the relationships was
possible without code change, allowing us to quickly and easily switch from Oculus to a Leap
Motion controller [112] and back.
Thus, our work is in contrast to alternative approaches where this level of interchangeability
requires a modification of code somewhere. By moving the specification of relationships into the
editor, or application-specific management modules, and by introducing a implementation-agnostic
message invocation infrastructure, R&R helps to encourage a different development design modality
that facilitates code reuse.
8.1.3 R&R Structured Relationships
R&R allows for the specification of structured, compounded relationships in the form of
hierarchies and networks of components. As part of the pattern’s definition, Relays can point
to other Relays and Responders. There is no limit to the number or levels of Relays to which a
“source” Relay can attach (except in computer memory). With a standard of communication through
Relays, programmers can create structured relationships between components without needing to
define this structure in code. Modules can be constructed from other modules, creating larger and
more complex visualizations and interaction techniques with no increase in architecture complexity.
We saw an example of this in Section 6.1, looking at our precueing studies and the compounded
visualizations discussed as part of that work.
This is not the case with the alternative patterns and systems discussed in Section 2.4. When
using the observer pattern, an event will be listened to by one or many listeners, with each rela-
tionship explicitly programmed in by the developer. The Command and Mediator patterns provide
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no advantage in this regard: relationships and functions are purely one-to-one. R&R distinguishes
itself by providing a structure to the organization of component relationships and a mechanism to
propagate messages throughout them.
Message Propagation With R&R, Relays must be able to communicate with other Relays. When
a message is sent through a Relay, depending on its routing rules, it will propagate throughout
the network as wide (single level of Relays attached to one Relay) and deep (multiple levels of
Relays attached to one-another) as possible. It is important to note that, as seen in Figure 5.6,
the programmer only needs to write a single line of code to activate this capability of R&R (as
implemented in Mercury). And better, it is the same line of code that would have been used if the
programmer wanted to communicate only with a single item.
While Unity itself provides the capability to send messages throughout its scene graph, its
message propagation is strictly upwards or downwards throughout the hierarchy. The system cannot
propagate events between objects with no direct ancestral relationships. Thus, without R&R and
Mercury, this is left completely up to the programmer. And since XR code tends to be complex, the
application-specific propagation code may become intricate and inefficient.
8.1.4 Code Reduction
If the programmer needs to manage propagation themselves, they’ll need to code the state
control and message routing rules at every level in their interaction or visualization architecture.
This can become very unwieldy quickly. Recall our light-switch example: we can use the observer
pattern to define a set of events to control the interaction. When the light switch is flipped, the light
source receives an event which activates it. If the user’s watch needs to show the status of the light
source (in whichever room they’re in), then it needs to register to an event spawned in the source
(Figure 8.4). Thus, we’d need event handler code in both the watch and light source.
Let’s say we add a panel outside the room that also shows the status of the light source. We’d
now need another event between the source and panel. The programmer would need to manually
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c l a s s L i g h t S w i t c h
c l a s s GUIHandler
{
void S e t A c t i v e ( bool a c t i v e S t a t e )
{ / * Handle S e t A c t i v e * / }
}
. . .
c l a s s L i g h t B u l b
{
void S t a r t ( )
{ L i g h t B u l b E v e n t += WatchHandler . Upda teCo lo r ; }
void S e t A c t i v e ( bool a c t i v e S t a t e )
{ L i g h t B u l b E v e n t ( ) ; }
}
. . .
c l a s s WatchHandler
{
void Upda teCo lo r ( Co lo r a c t i v e C o l o r )
{ / * Handle Update Color * / }
}
. . .
c l a s s Hand
{
void S t a r t ( )
{
T r i g g e r E v e n t += L i g h t S w i t c h . S e t A c t i v e ;
T r i g g e r E v e n t += L i g h t B u l b . S e t A c t i v e ;
T r i g g e r E v e n t += GUIHandler . S e t A c t i v e ;
}
void O n T r i g g e r E n t e r ( C o l l i d e r c o l )
{
T r i g g e r E v e n t ( ) ;
}
}
Figure 8.4: Responding to a light switch flip with the Observer pattern. The programmer needs to
manually propagate the message from the LightBulb to the WatchHandler, coupling them.
control this propagation for each level they want to add. Would the panel registration code be usable
in another project where it instead showed the status of a X-Ray machine? As we’d need to repeat
this process for every event we want to represent, the complexity of the project code would balloon
quickly, increasing programming overhead and building up technical debt [50].
This is not limited to the observer pattern. We encounter the exact same scenario with the
Command and Mediator patterns (Figures 8.5 and 8.6): every level of interaction and function call
has to be explicitly programmed in. At its core, the issue is that events and/or function invocations
have no way to propagate in these patterns automatically. 2
And what happens if we only want the watch to respond to an event (or control the light source)
2C#’s event bubbling for WPF, discussed at [61], supports a limited form of propagation, but is bound to the UI
component hierarchy and is not generalized in C#.
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I n t e r f a c e I L i g h t
{ void S e t A c t i v e ( bool a c t i v e S t a t e ) ; }
. . .
c l a s s L i g h t S w i t c h : I L i g h t
c l a s s GUIHandler : I L i g h t
{
void S e t A c t i v e ( bool a c t i v e S t a t e )
{ / * Handle S e t A c t i v e * / }
}
. . .
c l a s s L i g h t B u l b : I L i g h t
{
void S e t A c t i v e ( bool a c t i v e S t a t e )
{ WatchHandler . Upda teCo lo r ( a c t i v e C o l o r ) ; }
}
. . .
c l a s s WatchHandler
{
void Upda teCo lo r ( Co lo r a c t i v e C o l o r )
{ / * Handle Upda t ing o f Co lo r * / }
}
. . .
c l a s s Hand
{
void O n T r i g g e r E n t e r ( C o l l i d e r c o l )
{
L i g h t S w i t c h . S e t A c t i v e ( a c t i v e S t a t e ) ;
L i g h t B u l b . S e t A c t i v e ( a c t i v e S t a t e ) ;
GUIHandler . S e t A c t i v e ( a c t i v e S t a t e ) ;
}
}
Figure 8.5: Responding to a light switch flip with the Command pattern. The LightSwitch,
GUIHandler, and LightBulb implement the ILight interface, but the WatchHandler does not (the
code may have been imported and has conflicting naming or other issues preventing implementation
of the interface). Again, manual propagation is necessary and the LightBulb and WatchHandler
remain coupled.
in the room in which we’re currently standing? Since the traditional observer pattern (and its
implementation in C#) doesn’t provide a general way to control the routing of events, the ideal
way of handling this situation is to register and unregister the handlers as the user moves between
rooms. But this adds even more code for the programmer to manage. As an alternative, we could
skip the registration/deregistration code and simply check if the user is in the correct room in the
Responders. But then the developer will need to repeat this check every time they introduce new
functionality or classes.
Since Mercury supports messages routing messages to tagged and named Responders and Relay
Nodes, we can simply pass the name or identifier of the room into the MmRoutingBlock and let the
Relay Nodes perform routing to the appropriate responders (Figure 8.7). This completely eliminates
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I n t e r f a c e I L i g h t
{ void S e t A c t i v e ( bool a c t i v e S t a t e ) ; }
. . .
c l a s s L i g h t S w i t c h : I L i g h t
c l a s s GUIHandler : I L i g h t
{
void S e t A c t i v e ( bool a c t i v e S t a t e )
{ / * Handle S e t A c t i v e * / }
}
. . .
c l a s s L i g h t B u l b : I L i g h t
{
void S e t A c t i v e ( )
{ WatchHandler . Upda teCo lo r ( a c t i v e C o l o r ) ; }
}
. . .
c l a s s WatchHandler
{
void Upda teCo lo r ( Co lo r a c t i v e C o l o r )
{ / * Handle Upda t ing o f Co lo r * / }
}
. . .
c l a s s L i g h t M e d i a t o r
{
void S e t A c t i v e ( )
{
L i g h t S w i t c h . S e t A c t i v e ( a c t i v e S t a t e ) ;
L i g h t B u l b . S e t A c t i v e ( a c t i v e S t a t e ) ;




c l a s s Hand
{
void O n T r i g g e r E n t e r ( C o l l i d e r c o l )
{ L i g h t M e d i a t o r . S e t A c t i v e ( a c t i v e S t a t e ) ; }
}
Figure 8.6: Responding to a light switch flip with the Mediator pattern. Manual propagation is
necessary, but the Hand is decoupled from the receivers. However, the LightMediator itself is now
coupled to the interface, per function, and direct propagation is still needed between the LightBulb
and WatchHandler.
the need for the programmer to add this functionality manually, reducing complexity.
R&R and Mercury provide solutions to these issues by supporting automated routed event
propagation throughout its networks and hierarchies. Where the programmer needed to manually
specify event registration and propagation at every level in the alternatives, that is simply not needed
here. This helps achieve a level of simplicity in event invocation similar to as found with event
broadcasting, but without any of the needed conditionals at receivers (needed to ensure that events
were intended for them), providing programmers both structure and ease of use.
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c l a s s L i g h t S w i t c h : Responder
c l a s s GUIHandler : Responder
c l a s s L i g h t B u l b : Responder
c l a s s WatchHandler : Responder
{
void MmInvoke ( )
{ / * Handle S e t A c t i v e * / }
}
. . .
c l a s s L i g h t B u l b : Responder
{
void MmInvoke ( )
{ MmInvoke ( UpdateColor , a c t i v e S t a t e ) ; }
}
. . .
c l a s s Hand
{
void O n T r i g g e r E n t e r ( C o l l i d e r c o l )
{
MmInvoke ( S e t A c t i v e , a c t i v e S t a t e ) ;
}
}
Figure 8.7: Responding to a light-switch flip with the R&R pattern. Propagation is automatic and
none of the Responder classes need to be aware of the others. Even though the LightBulb spawns
another message, the classes are no longer coupled, and that pathway can be used for other purposes.
8.1.5 Code Complexity
As seen in Figures 8.4, 8.5, 8.6, and 8.7, and as discussed in Section 5.4.1, when comparing
an alternative without any form of event routing and propagation, Mercury shows a significant
reduction in code. And this does not even take into account the additional programming needed in
alternatives to provide the cross-hierarchical capabilities provided by Mercury.
Consider the Remote Task Assistance system in Section 5.5.3. When the SME “grabs” inside a
cloneable proxy of a remote object, a controllable replica of the object is created, where a number
of things happen simultaneously:
1. A replica of the object is created and is controllable by the user.
2. A set of meta objects appear on the replica.
3. A set of associated meta objects appear on the target fixture onto which the physical item is
to be placed.
4. A color change system is activated on the proxy that will indicate when the local technician
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has completed the current task.
5. A replica fade effect is enabled, but only activated when the proxy is near the target.
6. A set of lines appear between each pair of associated meta objects.
All of these actions are controlled by different scripts that do not activate until the user has
“grabbed” inside of the proxy. The traditional approaches for this are similar to those described
earlier: the “grab” action will trigger events or function invocations on items 1, 2, and 3 above.
However, the scripts controlling items 4/5 and 6 are dependent on items 1 and 2/3 respectively. Thus,
we need to propagate the initial “grab” event to items 1, 2, and 3, where they are then manually
propagated to items 4/5 and 6. Items 4 and 5 need to be disabled until the replica is created and in
the correct state in item 1. The activation of item 6 is dependent on both items 2 and 3. Thus, a
number of conditionals appear throughout the code to ensure that message propagation and handling
only occurs at the correct moment.
This gets even more complicated when adding in networking. The SME and technician sides
of the program need to connect such that actions on one side can effect the other (Figure 8.8). So
in addition to needing to add in network code that propagates this over the network, we’ll need
additional state checks to ensure that those networked behaviors can even occur. And making this
even worse is the need to add in user study management code (e.g., we don’t want the items in the
list accidentally activating when the user is still in a Waiting study state between trials, as described
in Section 6.3.4).
With Mercury, we can reduce the complexity of this code drastically. Instead of needing
conditionals at each level determining whether or not a particular event should be propagated, all
questions of routing are moved out of the application code altogether and handled by the Relay
Node itself (through checks on the MmRoutingBlock). Thus, if a message arrives at a component,
it means a Relay Node determined that that the associated Responder could receive that message. In
the example above, if we had needed a new experimental condition in the study that did not include
a line between meta objects, we could have simply tagged the relationship between meta objects and
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Figure 8.8: Actions on the SME’s side are reflected on the technician’s side, and visa-versa [77].
When the SME places meta object annotations on the combustion chamber replica, that is reflected
on the physical object in the technician’s AR view.
the line controller in the Routing Table. Then, when activating the visualization across the different
conditions, with the SetActive message tagged appropriately, the line is simply not activated when
not needed. As the Responders here are otherwise unaware that they might not have been able to
receive the message, we can even avoid some of the conditionals normally needed in Responders.
Thus, the R&R pattern provides a route to reducing code complexity by allowing the pro-
grammer to step away from the explicit programming of relationship structures. By defining the
interactions between components through connected Relays, the “logical glue” can be standardized
and simplified. Further, it allows us to redirect communications between components without new
code. If we want to stop message flow to a particular component in a Widget module, we only need
to ensure that the message is configured to not propagate into or past a particular node, which can
also be done without dedicated code.
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Figure 8.9: A diagram showing the Relay relationships across the different visualization and study
management components in the Rotation Guidance system [98]. Due to the number of connections,
it may be hard for a programmer or designer to imagine how messages may propagate.
8.2 Limitations
While R&R provides a large number of advantages over alternative approaches, there are several
limitations and considerations worth discussing.
8.2.1 R&R—The Mental Model
When programming object-oriented systems, the interactions between classes and components
can become fairly intricate. Objects can refer or communicate with other classes in numerous ways.
This is particularly true of RISs: the chain of events that occur when a user presses a VR controller
button while aiming at a map can be large and difficult to track. But in general, it is possible to get
an understanding of the code by looking at which classes and functions are referenced per class.
Tracing the execution flow, while arduous, is not too difficult; you can step through each function or
event registration to understand how the program will run. When stepping through a system’s code,
it is usually helpful to create an architectural or class diagram to help improve understanding of
structure and data flow.
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But with R&R, it is actually a bit more difficult. The relationships between objects are not
defined in code, but instead in the Unity editor, a configuration file, or some other mechanism. When
using Mercury, programmers need to first look at the scripts calling MmInvoke to understand both
how and where message propagation starts. They then need to trace relationships defined through
MmRelayNode Routing Tables in the Unity editor to understand how a message might move.
Further, since relationships are available for any message that could be sent into a network/hierarchy,
the programmer also needs to look at the MmRoutingBlock in the metadata of each message to
understand how routing might impact message propagation.
While it may be fairly simple to understand a message’s invocation and how Responders may
handle it, it is more difficult to model how that message will propagate through a network/hierarchy
at run time (Figure 8.9). For example, a SetActive message can disable certain parts of a Mercury
network. If another comes in targeted to only active GameObjects, then those disabled portions
of the tree will not process the message. Here, the programmer needs to trace both messages
chronologically, in order to understand that the second will not execute in the entire network.
Further, objects can be added to Routing Tables dynamically at run time. This often occurs in
the Task Manager (Sections 5.4.2 and 6.3.3). Task Responders (Section 6.3.3) can be added to the
Task Manager’s Routing Table by the Task Manager itself as it reads from a study sequence file.
Thus, it would be difficult to know that a message would route to a certain Task Responder without
first knowing which conditions were contained in the study sequence file.
It can be hard to maintain a mental model of all of this. Of course, it can be similarly difficult to
understand program execution with traditional object, event, and interface interactions too. In both
cases, it is advisable to use architectural, class, and UML diagrams to help visualize the system.
With R&R, the increased complexity comes from the mutability of messages and that networks can
add and remove nodes frequently (and by extension entire sub-networks and sub-hierarchies). Even
with a UML or data flow diagram, we’d need to represent different types of propagation possibilities
through R&R.
Thus, it would be beneficial to introduce a R&R visualizer that shows the Relays and Responders
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for a particular system, and the propagation of messages through those networks. It would be
important to visualize both the step-by-step propagation of an individual message and the overview
of all Relays and Responders reached by a message with a particular Routing Block. Even better
would be an interactive editor that would allow programmers and designers to experiment with
messages and Routing Blocks to dynamically see changes in routing behavior. Obviously the
performance of such a system would be important and we would need to ensure that changes to
networks would be represented immediately in the visualizer, such that a programmer could switch
back and forth between it and code easily. If implemented as an extension to Mercury in Unity for
example, this could be a separate Unity View that would live alongside the Game, Scene, Inspector,
and Hierarchy Views.
8.2.2 Mercury—Loops
With Mercury, we were always concerned with the performance of the system. It is meant to
be used with XR RISs which have very high performance requirements (VR works best starting
from 90Hz update rates). If Mercury were introducing significant overhead, programmers would be
reasonably hesitant to use it. Thus, there were a number of optimizations we made to ensure that
the system performed well. When a message is sent into the system, we attempt to short circuit
the routing conditionals such that we reduce the total number of checks (based on an ordering that
assesses the parameters most likely to short circuit early).
However, we encountered a relatively rare issue where programmers could create circular loops
of Routing Table references where one Relay Node pointed to another, which pointed back at it,
directly or indirectly. When a message is invoked on this network, in can continue in perpetuity,
creating an infinite loop. Now, while this may occur more easily with Mercury, this is an issue
present in any paradigm where invocation or automated propagation is possible: if a class has
bidirectional references, and method A calls method B, which in turn calls method A again, we will
run into a problem.
We debated introducing loop prevention in the first version of Mercury, but ultimately decided
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against it as other C# language primitives and features did not perform that type of check, and doing
so would introduce a performance penalty. To prevent loops from occurring, we either need to
validate the Mercury network every time a change occurs, slowing down the Unity editor, or ensure
that a message that was processed once is not reprocessed by the same node, which slows down
runtime execution.
In analyzing usage of Mercury, we found that unfortunately, due to the higher mental load
needed when envisioning R&R networks and hierarchies, it is possible to create these loops without
realizing it. Thus, we have worked on a lightweight optional loop-check that will be introduced in
an upcoming version of Mercury (as described above, check messages to see if they have already
been handled recently by a particular Relay Node; if so, stop further propagation of that message at
that Relay). By default this will be disabled and we will reassess usage after release to determine if
we should start with it enabled instead.
8.2.3 Mercury—Concurrency
Another area of concern is Mercury’s performance in scenarios involving parallel programming.
What happens when Mercury sends a message to a Responder that performs a blocking action?
With Unity, the render and update threads will pause which will then freeze the program until
computation completes, creating a very jarring experience in immersive systems.
When run locally, a Responder’s message handler will be placed on the same execution stack
as the scope where the message was originally invoked. Tracing the message path through the
application’s execution, one could see every step it took along the way. This normally includes
the invocation location, one to many Relay Node MmInvoke calls, and then the termination at the
Responder. The obvious concern here is that blocking calls anywhere in the R&R network would
stop everything in the program.
While this is unacceptable, it can occur in platforms like Unity through a large number of
programming approaches and it is normally left to the programmer to ensure that they properly
handle these situations. Currently, Relay Nodes are thread safe in how they propagate messages;
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we ensure that messages and relationships between Relay Nodes do not create critical regions of
memory [47].
However, the original version of Mercury did not prevent the execution stack from blocking due
to holds in Responders. It could be argued that the programmer should be careful in ensuring that
their code does not block the main thread, as in any usage of platforms like Unity. However, in the
interest of facilitating XR development, we developed a thread-safe version of the Relay Node and
Responder that create C# async tasks [62] when a message is being handled, preventing blocking
from occurring. However, additional testing is needed and we will include this as an option in a
future version of Mercury.
8.2.4 R&R—Adapting to Asynchronous Programming
While Mercury has been used successfully by a number of researchers, we’ve encountered a
small amount of hesitation by researchers in adopting it in projects. This doesn’t come from the
framework itself, but instead the pattern. The pattern is a distinct addition to the object-oriented
paradigm and requires a readjustment in terms of how programmers approach the creation of XR
systems.
Many programmers interact with different models, paradigms, and patterns, often mixing and
matching in order to complete projects. Events are meant to be lightweight additions to standard
OOP-based designs and often used in a one-to-many, single-level configuration. For example, in a
simpler, non dynamic version of the the precueing system (Section 6.1), we could have activated
and deactivated all “segments” simultaneously at the beginning of a study trial by using C# events.
All segments would have components with delegates registered to an event triggered in a method
when the trial starts. While this wouldn’t work for the real system we developed, and doesn’t reduce
inter- and intra-module coupling, this approach does allow the programmer to avoid individually
calling each associated function every time an event occurs.
While simple, the programming overhead needed to define the event and its handlers and then
register the handlers to the event is often unappealing. Why bother doing all of this when we can just
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write the function and call it directly? In fact, if the original designer of the event is also designing
the event handlers, they might reasonably ask what the observer pattern really brings here. The same
question could be asked of the Mediator and Command patterns. Do we really need to introduce
interfaces and intermediaries? Now we just have more code to write! At that point they may decide
to just use a function.
The same can be said of Mercury. We need to use MmInvoke, and then implement the MmInvoke
method? Ignoring that the number of lines is similar if not identical, and that Mercury provides
many overloads of the MmInvoke function allowing primitive parameters to be used as payload (thus
often saving programmers the need to define custom messages), the question is reasonable. If just
writing a simple prototype, what do we really have to gain with any of these patterns? Well, we’ve
explored the answer to this question in depth in this dissertation. And in part, the understanding of
the advantages (and of course limitations) of the pattern and Mercury both only really come from
having encountered the difficulties in XR development first hand. Humorously, we find ourselves
caught between a rock and a hard place. When the developer is new to XR development, they won’t
see the advantages of the pattern because the need for reusability and maintainability is not yet
that apparent. And when the developer is used to XR development, they’ve already found patterns
that they like to use in prototyping, and asking them to adopt a new pattern, which adds an initial
amount of overhead, is not that attractive a proposition.
Transitioning from XR prototyping to long-term development is not always cleanly delineated;
we may choose to opt for easier development in an attempt to simplify our experience and get the
job done as quickly as possible. It wasn’t until I had worked in XR development for several years
that I had understood that the alternative development modalities wouldn’t be sustainable in the
long term: too much time was lost to the issues discussed throughout this dissertation. Thus, it was
completely reasonable that we encountered that light initial resistance to Mercury and R&R; we’ve
found a similar amount of push-back even when encouraging usage of well-established patterns.
Looking at toolkits that have gained popularity, we can see the adoption of some asynchronous
modalities. One example is found in Microsoft’s MRTK [67]. One reason for this success can be
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understood by looking at the way its development interfaces are presented. Programmers can extend
classes and implement interfaces to interact with MRTK’s subsystems. However, the easiest way to
utilize its features is through event registration. Microsoft makes it very clear that if the programmer
needs to listen to a button press for example, the easiest way to do it is through event delegates: the
alternatives are more difficult to find and understand. As we’ve found with students in our lab and
the classes taught by our group, programmers started to move towards event-based design when
using MRTK as it was now the lowest-hanging fruit.
MRTK allows programmers to interact with and extend a large, established toolkit. With R&R
and Mercury, we are facilitating the creation of the programmer’s own systems and subsystems.3
We need to consider the programmer’s own predispositions towards utilization of a language’s
features and the development paradigms enabled by it. In an attempt to maximize programmer
success and lower the barrier to entry, we tried to simplify R&R and Mercury as much as possible.
Mercury’s MmInvoke is very powerful and requires very little programming, but communication of
the advantages of the pattern and framework needs to be improved.
In an attempt to bridge the gap caused by the initial hesitation in using the pattern and framework,
moving forward we will change some of the documentation and tutorials to make clear their
simplicity. Further, we need to provide better utilities at the programming and design levels to
simplify visualization of R&R networks, as described in the previous section (Section 8.2.1).
8.3 Future Work
In addition to the future work needed to address the limitations discussed above, there are a
number of other items that would aid in usage and adoption of R&R and Mercury.
8.3.1 Mercury: Rapid Prototyping and Param Arrays
Currently, Mercury provides the Relay Node’s core MmInvoke method, which takes a method
signature and base MmMessage payload. Additionally, we provide a number of functional overloads
3While we are comparing the two, they actually target slightly different aspects of XR development, and R&R and
Mercury can and do currently work with MRTK.
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for MmInvoke that support a number of primitive and complex types, typical of what an XR
developer might need. However, most of the provided function overloads allow for sending a single
parameter. If a programmer wants to invoke MmInvoke with several parameters, they need to create
a custom message or an IMmSerializable implementation for the MmMessageSerializable type.
However, to facilitate rapid prototyping, we can allow for dynamically constructed messages
that take several parameters using C#’s params keyword (which allows for a variable number of
arguments to be passed to a method [70]). Then, in the Relay Node, we could package the list of
parameters in a new MmMessage type, textitMmMessageObjectArray, whose payload would be C#
object arrays. Additionally, the message could process and store the types of each parameter, so
that on receipt of the message, Responders can convert them back to the original types. While we
currently support C# object serialization for use in Mercury’s networked messages, we will develop
this further in the new message type in a future Mercury release.
8.3.2 Language Primitives
When using Mercury, the programmer only needs to call the MmInvoke method on a Relay Node
to start the process of message propagation. While MmInvoke is simple to use and very customizable,
it represents a different way of handling asynchronous programming. This is especially when
considering the routing capabilities, inherent structure of R&R networks, and the importance of
the message payloads. The current design of R&R in Mercury is designed around C#, which is
very powerful but imparts certain design guidelines based on traditional OOP and anonymous
programming paradigms.
While we find it to be very functional and usable, we can make additional improvements to
Mercury by reassessing how the MmInvoke is called. The MmInvoke represents an attempt to
start an event’s propagation through the Relay Node attached to a GameObject in Unity (or more
generally an object in C#). Several class instances can be associated with the same Relay Node
(which get automatically added to the Routing Table, as described in Section 5.3.2).
Conceptually the MmInvoke is an object’s gateway into an R&R network. Since it provides a
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non-reflective way of invoking functions without compile-time binding to function signatures, we
can also treat R&R as an alternative way to call functions across classes.
Languages like C# have evolved over time to adopt some patterns and make them part of the
language specification itself. For example, C++ uses functions to register and deregister events and
handlers [63]. In learning lessons from the development of C++, C# has had language syntax to
support this functionality since version 1.0 [69]: programmers can register handlers to events by
using the += operator, which simplifies the process. Similarly, in C# version 3.0 [69] Microsoft
introduced lambda expressions, facilitating the implementation of the Strategy Pattern, which allows
programs to determine what algorithm is to be used in a function call at runtime [11]. Could we do
something similar with R&R?
Considering the ubiquity of message sending and handling with this infrastructure, we could
simplify the invocation process by removing the MmInvoke function signature and replacing it
with a language operator that invokes a message on a class’ partner Relay Node. Further, we could
separate the handling of metadata from the specification of message payload, making it easier for
programmers to delineate between the two aspects of message propagation.
Considering the SetActive example from earlier, we could go from Figure 8.10 to Figure 8.11.
GetRelayNode ( ) . MmInvoke (
MmMethod . S e t A c t i v e , f a l s e ,
new MmRoutingBlock (
MmLeve lF i l t e r . Chi ld , M m A c t i v e F i l t e r . A l l
)
) ;
Figure 8.10: Mercury relay node invocation for SetActive message with MmInvoke
: > ( MmMethod . S e t A c t i v e ,
new MmRoutingBlock ( MmLeve lF i l t e r . Chi ld , M m A c t i v e F i l t e r . A l l ) )
{ f a l s e } ;
Figure 8.11: Mercury relay node invocation for SetActive message with MmInvoke as language
primitive
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In this new syntax, we can see a few new elements:
• A new operator (:>) that indicates that we’d like to propagate a message into the associated
R&R network.
• A parenthetical following the operator with two items:
– The method name or identifier.
– The Routing Block for the message
• The item payload. If we combine this with the previous section’s variable parameter idea,
then programmers would be able to specify any number of arguments. We could also use C#’s
named arguments to allow programmers to specify identifiers for elements of the payload in
the new MmMessageObjectArray.
However, C# does not currently allow for extensions in this way, thus we are limited in our
ability to explore this. We will consider alternatives and potentially implement the R&R pattern
in another language where this type of extension is supported, to determine whether the idea is
feasible.
8.3.3 Visual Programming
Expanding on the notion of a visualizer for R&R networks (as discussed earlier in Section 8.2.1),
we can consider allowing programmers to use that same interface to drag-and-drop Relays onto
other Relays in order to specify relationships (Figure 8.12). This is becoming a fairly popular trend
in Game Engine design [113] and would be in line with the hybrid development model that engines
like Unity now support.
This would potentially provide a number of advantages in that it would help programmers get
instant visual feedback of the changing structure of R&R networks, with the ability to modify as
needed.
Unity supports a number of first- and third-party visual programming extensions and moving
forward we will explore adding these capabilities to Mercury.
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Figure 8.12: A simple diagram/rendition showing how we may be able to visualize R&R networks
in the future. With this interface, programmers and designers would be able to drag Relays across
the scene and drop them onto other Relays, which would create connections between them.
8.3.4 General Performance
As seen in Figure 5.1 and discussed in Section 5.2.2, when comparing the alternatives providing
any form of event routing and propagation, Mercury performs equally or significantly faster. The
results here are relatively intuitive: Mercury adds a fixed cost in overhead per Relay node, which
provides much greater capability then direct function invocation or event propagation. But if a
programmer wants to test a simple interaction and ensure efficiency, they would need to weigh
the benefits Mercury provides over the additional performance overhead. With the alternatives, as
programmers need to add more and more code to handle the complex interactions between software
components they will quickly eclipse the initial performance penalty found with Mercury.
Mercury provides a fixed cost (Figure 5.1). Since it is providing all routing capabilities, message
propagation execution time can be computed as the sum of each node’s individual routing execution
time. That sum can be variable due to short circuiting (improving based on the particulars of a
node’s routing conditional check). This is excluding the time taken for a Responder to handle a
message, which can be executed in parallel, as discussed in Section 8.2.3.
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Mercury’s performance implications are mostly known in advance. As MmInvokes perform
several function calls and conditional checks for routing, it is clear that it can take longer than the
execution time of a single function call (taking up to 20x more than a in the worst case). However,
that particular comparison isn’t really helpful, as MmInvoke is itself a function and provides many
additional capabilities.
As shown in Table 5.1, Mercury performs better than approaches with similar capabilities
(taking 0.16x the time of Unity’s built-in SendMessage and being slightly faster than Unity’s
ExecuteInHierarchy). Further, Mercury also provides the MmQuickNode, which reduces its routing
capability but improves performance, enabling rapid cross-device network communications (e.g.,
Section 7.4.1).
It is important to note that when discussing comparative performance, we don’t mean that
the execution of a complete method is 20x the time taken for the same method invoked through
a function call. Rather, we are only considering the process of the function’s invocation; the
performance penalty is limited to a fixed cost per-invocation and it does not multiply the total
execution time of the function. The performance impact is linearly bound and does not get worse.
One way to address to improve performance in general is to carry successful conditional passes
onto subsequent nodes. If the conditions (e.g., Level, Active state, Tag) are identical to the previous
nodes, then this node too would pass the check, allowing us to skip the complete routing conditional.
This would mostly eliminate the execution time for that node’s invocation.
We will explore this and additional approaches as part of future improvements to Mercury.
8.4 Applications outside of XR RISs
Every time we reapproached our development patterns and redesigned the toolkits or frameworks,
we always did it in the hopes of achieving generality. We wanted to make it so that we wouldn’t
need to repeat our efforts and the same mistakes in future projects. This usually happened twice per
project. The first during the development the system, where we found ourselves distracted by this
goal, and would try to improve generality as we created new components. And the second when we
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were between projects and promising ourselves that we would never do that again, with the that
being the biggest pain point of a project.
Going from GoblinXNA, to VF Toolkit, WF Toolkit, and then Mercury, we always sought
to generalize and make our tools and frameworks applicable to a greater subset of problems.
Our utilities in GoblinXNA and VF Toolkit were centered on visualizations in AR. WF Toolkit
was principally concerned with widget construction and thus our efforts were directed towards
modularity. It wasn’t until Mercury that we really found ourselves with something that could be
applied to a wider set of domains. Mercury’s inter-component communication did not need to be
used just for XR widgets. In fact, its usage in task and application management (Sections 6.3.3
and 6.3.4), logging (Section 6.3.6), networking (Sections 5.5.3 and 7.4.1), and data propagation
(Sections 7.4.3 and 7.4.2) show that it already has been applied in a number of different ways (albeit
still in the context of XR development). When we finally arrived at R&R (which further generalized
the ideas represented in Mercury to a platform/system agnostic pattern), we found that there wasn’t
anything in the description of the pattern that was unique or particular to XR RISs. In fact, our
usage of it in all of the projects described above, across many different needs and concerns, was
evidence enough that the pattern could hold to questions of generality beyond XR visualizations
and interactions.
That said, we designed it for XR development and whether it can be used in other domains,
completely outside of the context of XR, is left to future work. But, it is still worth the exercise
to consider how R&R might be used in those domains, so let’s step through a few briefly. Note
that I will avoid going too deeply into any particular domain, to avoid overstepping, as I’m not an
expert in any of these fields. But since I have programmed in each, I can speak lightly to some of




One of the biggest advantages of R&R is it ability to decouple the sender and receiver. As
discussed in Section 8.2.1, the decoupling can force the programmer to to step through message
propagation by combining the known relationships (defined in Unity’s editor or a configuration
file) with message invocation. This means that if done correctly, it would be impossible to know
who is sending or receiving a message, and their structure. From a security perspective, this is
potentially very helpful. If we are generating secure keys, and want to distribute the keys locally, it
is reasonable to want to hide the internal structure of our generation mechanism from API users.
But if the programmer needs to invoke certain aspects of our library directly, it is possible to begin
to reverse engineer some of these systems, without decompilation. What if we could simply accept
requests and distribute keys through R&R messages? If both the API and programmer have Relays,
and then communicate exclusively through messages, then we can provide a layer of abstraction
that effectively protects both entities from direct interaction. In fact, this is what occurs when
validating certificates and entities online: the receiving entities never directly invoke functionality
on the managing entity; requests are made (e.g., through REST or secure SSL transactions) and
the receiving entity only ever sees the delivered certificate or key payload. With R&R, we would
simply localize that model and improve security through reduced coupling.
8.4.2 Simulation
Simulation systems are extraordinarily complex, requiring precise and efficient interaction
between components in order to perform expediently at the level required for scientific research
or film. In event-driven approaches to simulation [21], in order to avoid propagating particle
events to the entire simulation, the programmer needs to constantly keep track of which particles
are neighbors. This requires that the particle or simulation managers (or organizing hierarchical
region) keep track of this through explicit neighbor management, such that invocations are properly
delivered. However, as explored throughout this dissertation, the coupling that occurs here would
make it more difficult to maintain these systems in the future. Are the boundary processors going to
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be the same from one simulation to the next, even if the particles change? Using Relays coupled
to the particles (or nearest-granularity controllers) helps to reduce these dependencies. Further, as
R&R is hierarchical and networked, these relationships can be constructed to reflect the structure
of the simulation itself. Of course, in this model, routing of messages may be less important than
reachability, but as discussed in Section 7.4.1, new Relay types can be used to maximize efficiency,
while not sacrificing interoperability with the rest of a R&R network.
8.4.3 Robotics
Robotic systems, whether for navigation or manipulation, are built on intricately woven sets of
interacting components. A vision system for object detection interacts with a gripper unit and the
joints that move it to the correct location. Either when using algorithmic mathematical approaches
or machine-learning models for control of robotic systems, as with XR systems the interaction
between the different subsystems becomes a engineering task itself [110]. When the principal
controller determines how motion will occur, it will take information about the scene and send that
to the appropriate actuator software controllers. However, how are the control and environmental
decisions disseminated? Aren’t the interconnected components effectively a network in the same
form as we might have found with our efforts in Unity? In fact, there are several robotic systems that
were constructed in Unity [86, 109]. Thus, applying the R&R pattern here to standardize actuator
signal propagation, or environmental information dissemination, could benefit in the same way that
it benefited XR systems.
8.4.4 Distributed Systems
By looking at the Remote Task Assistance project (Section 5.5.3) or CURVE (Section 7.4.2),
R&R and Mercury have already been used to help in the design of distributed systems. But of
course, that was in the context of XR RISs. But interestingly, one of the principal ways in which the
pattern is used in those projects is in the facilitation of updating the state across application instances
distributed across the network. This is core concern in the design of distributed systems [36], and
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one that is the subject of much research in distributed system design. Regardless of whether we
update the global state through communication between endpoints (then implicitly replicated across
instances), or update it directly through transactions multicasted to all instances simultaneously, we
can still benefit by the abstraction of upstream communication. R&R would only change the way a
transaction is initiated and propagated; we could create custom Responders that communicate with
the underlying transactional system (be it REST, SOAP, etc). Objects in a language implementing
the pattern would know the contents of the state update without necessarily knowing through which
API they were communicating—allowing for reuse across frameworks as needed. R&R could also
be used to simplify the process of using a single state request across remote and local instances
without needing to propagate either explicitly, as discussed in Section 5.5.3.
8.4.5 OS-level Inter-Process Communication
Operating systems provide robust and rich ways to support inter-process communication (IPC).
If we have two applications that depend on eachother or a daemon running some service needed
by another application, then some form of IPC is needed to allow the applications and daemon to
communicate. This can be done in a number of ways, including using a “clipboard” to copy-and-
paste from one application to another. Alternatives include opening up a data pipe, using RPCs, and
using file mapping to allow both applications to point to the same location in memory [65].
While internal software components can be expected to change throughout development and
deployment, applications are even likelier to change unexpectedly. Changes to cross-OS subsystems
made in one application may impact applications otherwise completely unrelated. A modification
of a camera’s exposure settings made in a calibration tool may impact the camera’s operation in a
teleconferencing application. Many IPC approaches create pipes providing a constant data stream
that programmers can process. However, this would encounter many of the issues we’ve discussed,
including propagation, decoupling and so on. This is a fairly common and in fact, Google explored
improving inter-process communication on Android devices using Android Intents [43], where
events in one application could be propagated out to others (with limited routing capability).
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Expanding this notion and allowing for more-structured propagation of events throughout an
OS may be worthwhile. We could possibly associate entire applications with an R&R Network and
pass messages between them in the same way we have explored throughout this dissertation, and in
particular, Sections 6.2.2, 7.4.2, and 7.4.1.
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Epilogue
Alright, we’ve made it to the end! If you’ve read the entire dissertation, I really appreciate you
taking this journey with me and your perseverance in finishing it. If you read the introduction and
then skipped to here: I completely understand. But I still highly recommend going back and reading
Chapter 3 and Sections 5.1, and 5.3, as they’re relatively short and describe the biggest contributions
of the dissertation.
We’ve covered the R&R pattern for XR development and its implementation in the Mercury
Messaging framework. We looked at a focused earlier effort on modular widget construction, and
lessons learned from its development and use. Then, we explored how R&R and Mercury can be
applied to the creation of multi-user, multi-device, networked XR RISs. Across all of these chapters,
we’ve explored many use cases, showing how the pattern, framework, and associated toolkits aided
in creating real research systems. Lastly, we discussed the advantages and limitations of the pattern
and framework and considered possible future work.
So, we leave with a toolkit, framework, and pattern which present XR developers with more
tools in the quest to make powerful, helpful, and transformative immersive experiences.
Now, you may have found this an interesting choice in topic for someone who principally
focuses on Augmented and Virtual Reality as an aspect of human–computer interaction. While from
the beginning of my PhD the topic choice was clear, in writing this I now find it to be pretty funny.
While the time I’ve spent in the CGUI lab working for Steve goes far beyond this dissertation,
the work covered within represents something important to me. I initially turned down opportunities
to do the PhD several times, for several valid reasons, much to Steve’s confusion. But I stayed in
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the lab for years anyway, to the confusion of my family and friends.
After completing the Remote Task Assistance project [77], we needed to instantly move away
from XNA, and I was left frustrated by the required abandonment of years of hard work and effort.
The project, which remains one of my favorites, is still the most difficult I’ve tackled. Feeling
defeated, I wanted to leave the lab then, but stayed so that I could get a second chance to do that
project as it was a matter of pride. If done right, we could avoid all of our mistakes and build a
better version. Of course, we didn’t succeed, but we got better at the process.
After the completion of every project, I geared up to leave, convincing myself that it was time to
move on. But it was never quite enough: I was looking for something that was just outside of reach.
We knew, even on the publication of WF Toolkit, that something wasn’t quite right and we needed
to fix it: the system still wasn’t general enough and we wanted to improve it by making it possible
to make everything in the system work in harmony. But it was going to take a while and was a risk
for the lab. One of the best things Steve has ever done for me was to let us go back into 9 months of
development to turn WF Toolkit into Mercury, in an attempt to really simplify XR development.
The desire to find that missing piece kept me in the lab just long enough to eventually say yes
to the PhD and write the dissertation. Regardless of whether Mercury survives past my leaving
Columbia, we still found R&R, an artifact that takes everything good from years of development
effort, to make a generalizable contribution to the space of XR development. The PhD is, in part,
supposed to help you find that missing piece. And despite having been told exactly this by much
smarter people many times, I didn’t understand this until trying to define R&R, at the very end of
my time at Columbia.
So I find it humorous that while I stumbled backwards into it and a dissertation, I’ve apparently
been doing a PhD for the last ten years.
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Second chances do come your way. Like trains, they arrive and depart regularly. Recognizing the
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Appendix A: Mercury: Implementation Details
A.1 Additional considerations for the Relay Node
Mercury relay nodes route messages throughout an Mercury network. They are themselves
responders, and are unique in how they respond to a message. The nodes will not attempt to look
at the data contained in a message, but will instead look at the metadata block of a message to
determine which responders and Relay Nodes in the routing table will receive the message.
They do not attempt to respond to the particular details of a message. GameObjects need an
associated Responder in order to respond to a message’s contents. Forcing this separation, allows for
reuse of entities (and their local Mercury networks) both within an application and across projects.
It is then possible to reuse responders by simply dropping them onto entities with Relay Nodes.
Further, Relay Nodes have a unique view of the responders with which they have a relationship and
can actually have many of the same responders in their routing table respond to different messages
(by manipulating the tag flag).
The node’s MmInvoke method iterates through the Routing Table to determine whether each
Responder should be given a message. Here, the node will check the level, tag, active, and selected
filters of the Responder in question (as entered in the routing table). The checks are separated
into individual virtual methods for potential reimplementation by programmers if needed. Further,
in many cases, the nodes will modify messages to ensure proper routing throughout the Mercury
networks. To that end, the nodes can modify the level, tag, active, and selected values of message,
before passing the message on to a responder. For example, it may be desirable to have a message
with a tag (so that it will not be passed to responders that do not match), but would get passed to all
children of the nodes that did (regardless of tag). So, it is then possible to achieve this by simply
introducing an tag-adjustment method override that clears the tag in the message before getting
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passed on to the next node.
A.1.1 Routing Table
As noted above, Relay Nodes are responders, and thus can be organized alongside other
responders. This is utilized by the Relay Node’s routing table to allow a node’s parent’s, children,
and own Responder to be visible from the same perspective.
In an attempt to maximize reuse of the responders across an application, Relay Nodes have a
unique perspective of the responders and nodes to which they are connected. This includes unique
names, tags, and relationship. Since responders do not have names or relationship indication built-in
(which would, of course, be impossible, given that a single node might be parent to one object and
child to another), the routing table stores each Responder in a wrapper class allowing for additional
information about each responder.
Further, in an attempt to allow precise control of the execution of message propagation, the
framework does not impose a constraint on the order of propagation. Instead, programmers can
specify the order of execution in the routing table directly. Thus, it is possible to achieve breadth-first,
depth-first, and mixed propagation modes very easily.
A.1.2 Notes on Network Relay Nodes
Relay nodes are designed to be easily transitioned from local and networked contexts. In lieu
of previous development experience, the creation of a networked scene has usually proven to be a
complicated endeavor—not in how the application would be networked, as that is often provided
by a game development environment or RIS directly, but instead in management of what was
to be executed locally as opposed to over the network. As an example, consider a case where a
state change is propagating across a scene (through connections defined in a Mercury Network).
Some parts of the state change may be important to convey to other networked devices running
the application. The particulars of what is transmitted would need to be defined. One could use
synchronized variables or remote procedure calls (RPCs) defined by the computing environment to
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transmit information between devices. However, this becomes problematic from the perspective of
reuse and inconvenient as individual state updates would need to be maintained by the programmer.
In an attempt to eliminate these concerns, the framework introduces logic that abstracts transmission
(in the local and networked contexts) from the perspective of nodes, responders, and their associated
components.
Relay Nodes communicate with associated network components to transmit the messages over
a network, and the framework requires serialization and deserialization to be provided as part
of the design of messages in preparation of potential network transmission. When creating a
message, programmers can indicate that the message can be sent over the network. When reading
the metadata, the Relay Node will attempt to send the message to its associated Relay Node on the
network, before passing the message to items in the routing table.
An interesting scenario happens as network-capable messages propagate across two identical
network-capable Mercury networks (connected over a computer network). If a network-capable
node and child both attempt to send a networked message, the client device will attempt to execute
both messages on the child node. Thus, the framework will flip the network flag in a message on the
sender’s side, before propagating to responders in its routing table. It is possible to flip it a second
time, if the duplicated messages are actually desired. Further, in order to guarantee that a message
does not get sent back to the sender, the message will automatically flip when deserialized by a
network instance.
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p u b l i c o v e r r i d e void MmInvoke ( MmMessageType msgType , MmMessage message )
{
I n i t i a l i z e N o d e ( ) ;
doNotModi fyRout ingTab le = t rue ;
MmNetworkFi l ter n e t w o r k F i l t e r = message . Metada taBlock . N e t w o r k F i l t e r ;
i f ( MmNetworkResponder != n u l l &&
message . Metada taBlock . N e t w o r k F i l t e r != MmNetworkFi l ter . Loca l &&
! message . I s D e s e r i a l i z e d )
{
n e t w o r k F i l t e r = N e t w o r k F i l t e r A d j u s t ( r e f message ) ;
MmNetworkResponder . MmInvoke ( msgType , message ) ;
}
v a r upwardMessage = message . Copy ( ) ;
upwardMessage . Metada taBlock . L e v e l F i l t e r = M m L e v e l F i l t e r H e l p e r . S e l f A n d P a r e n t s ;
v a r downwardMessage = message . Copy ( ) ;
downwardMessage . Metada taBlock . L e v e l F i l t e r = M m L e v e l F i l t e r H e l p e r . S e l f A n d C h i l d r e n ;
MmLeve lF i l t e r l e v e l F i l t e r = message . Metada taBlock . L e v e l F i l t e r ;
M m A c t i v e F i l t e r a c t i v e F i l t e r = A c t i v e F i l t e r A d j u s t ( r e f message ) ;
M m S e l e c t e d F i l t e r s e l e c t e d F i l t e r = S e l e c t e d F i l t e r A d j u s t ( r e f message ) ;
i f ( ! A l l o w N e t w o r k P r o p a g a t i o n L o c a l l y && ! message . I s D e s e r i a l i z e d &&




foreach ( v a r r o u t i n g T a b l e I t e m in R o u t i n g T a b l e ) {
v a r r e s p o n d e r = r o u t i n g T a b l e I t e m . Responder ;
MmLeve lF i l t e r r e s p o n d e r L e v e l = r o u t i n g T a b l e I t e m . Leve l ;
MmMessage r e s p o n d e r S p e c i f i c M e s s a g e ;
i f ( ( r e s p o n d e r L e v e l & MmLeve lF i l t e r . P a r e n t ) > 0 )
{
r e s p o n d e r S p e c i f i c M e s s a g e = upwardMessage ;
}
e l s e i f ( ( r e s p o n d e r L e v e l & MmLeve lF i l t e r . C h i l d ) > 0 )
{
r e s p o n d e r S p e c i f i c M e s s a g e = downwardMessage ;
}
e l s e
{
r e s p o n d e r S p e c i f i c M e s s a g e = message ;
}
i f ( ResponderCheck ( l e v e l F i l t e r , a c t i v e F i l t e r , s e l e c t e d F i l t e r , n e t w o r k F i l t e r ,
r o u t i n g T a b l e I t e m , r e s p o n d e r S p e c i f i c M e s s a g e ) ) {
r e s p o n d e r . MmInvoke ( msgType , r e s p o n d e r S p e c i f i c M e s s a g e ) ;
}
}
doNotModi fyRout ingTab le = f a l s e ;
whi le ( MmRespondersToAdd . Any ( ) )
{
v a r r o u t i n g T a b l e I t e m = MmRespondersToAdd . Dequeue ( ) ;
MmAddToRoutingTable ( r o u t i n g T a b l e I t e m . Responder , r o u t i n g T a b l e I t e m . Leve l ) ;
i f ( ResponderCheck ( l e v e l F i l t e r , a c t i v e F i l t e r , s e l e c t e d F i l t e r , n e t w o r k F i l t e r ,
r o u t i n g T a b l e I t e m , message ) )
{




Figure A.1: The MmInvoke of the MmRelayNode. This is where principal routing happens.
The MmInvoke is the Relay Node’s implementation of the IMmResponder’s MmInvoke function
specification.
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Appendix B: Using Mercury
In order to make it easier to understand how Mercury is used, we can step through the light-
switch example referenced in Chapter 5.1.
Figure B.1: The scene graph for the light-switch scene.
In this scene, a user can activate a light switch, which turns on a light bulb and updates a GUI
panel (Figure B.1). The user can activate the switch by touching it with a hand object or using their
voice (supported by a speech recognition system).
Figure B.2: The hand’s Relay Node.
The Hand GameObject has a Mercury Relay Node and Responder script (Figure B.2). The
Relay Node routing table contains a reference to the Relay Node on LightSwitch.
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Figure B.3: The light switch’s Relay Node.
The LightSwitch Relay Node points to the LightBulb and GUIHandler Relay Nodes, and its
own Responder (Figure B.3).
Figure B.4: The Relay Node on the light bulb, with the scene’s light source.
The LightBulb Relay Node references a Responder (Figure B.5) on the same GameObject that
controls a Point Light GameObject that illuminates the scene (Figure B.4).
If the user moves Hand, and it collides with LightSwitch, a SetActive message with parameter
"true" is invoked on Hand (Figure B.6) with the following routing block parameters:
• Level: Children
1. The message will be passed to Hand’s children and not to Hand’s own responders (to
avoid turning its own Responder on/off).
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p u b l i c c l a s s L i g h t S w i t c h R e s p o n d e r : MmBaseResponder {
M a t e r i a l l i g h t S w i t c h M a t e r i a l ;
p u b l i c o v e r r i d e void S t a r t ( )
{
l i g h t S w i t c h M a t e r i a l = GetComponent <MeshRenderer > ( ) . m a t e r i a l ;
}
p u b l i c o v e r r i d e void S e t A c t i v e ( bool a c t i v e S t a t e )
{
i f ( a c t i v e S t a t e )
{
l i g h t S w i t c h M a t e r i a l . c o l o r = Colo r . r e d ;
}
e l s e
{




Figure B.5: The light switch’s Responder.
p u b l i c c l a s s H a n d C o n t r o l l e r : MmBaseResponder {
p r i v a t e bool a c t i v e S t a t e = f a l s e ;
void O n T r i g g e r E n t e r ( C o l l i d e r c o l )
{
a c t i v e S t a t e = ! a c t i v e S t a t e ;
GetRelayNode ( ) . MmInvoke (
MmMethod . S e t A c t i v e ,
a c t i v e S t a t e ,
new MmMetadataBlock (
MmTag . Tag0 , MmLeve lF i l t e r . Chi ld , M m A c t i v e F i l t e r . A l l ) ) ;
}
}
Figure B.6: The MmBaseResponder on the HandController.
2. As it is passed to the children, the Level flag of the message is converted from "children"
to "self & children" by the Relay Node, so that the children’s responders are invoked.
• Active: All
1. The message will be passed to Relay Nodes on GameObjects regardless of whether the
GameObjects are active.
The LightSwitch Relay Node receives the SetActive message and passes the message to its own
responders and the children in its routing table, LightBulb and GUIHandler. When the LightBulb
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Figure B.7: The light is turned on when the user moves the virtual hand.
Relay Node receives the message, it passes it to its own responder, which activates Point Light
(Figure B.7). Note that the text on the GUI panel has not yet been updated, since the message has
not yet propagated to GUIHandler’s Relay Node.
Figure B.8: The GUI panel is also updated.
The message is also passed to the GUIHandler Relay Node, which in turn passes it to its own
Responder (Figure B.9). The Responder changes the text on the GUI panel in the upper-right corner
of the scene from "Light Off" to "Light On" (Figure B.8).
The SpeechRecognition Relay Node also points to LightSwitch. If the user says "on" (“off”), a
SetActive message with parameter "true" (“false”) is sent (Figure B.10).
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p u b l i c c l a s s LightGUIResponder : MmBaseResponder {
p u b l i c Text UIText ;
p u b l i c o v e r r i d e void S e t A c t i v e ( bool a c t i v e )
{
i f ( ! a c t i v e )
{
UIText . t e x t = " L i g h t Off " ;
}
e l s e
{




Figure B.9: The MmBaseResponder on the HandController.
Figure B.10: The Relay Node on the speech recognition GameObject.
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